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• (when] two men ride of a horse,
one must ride behind.

--William Shakespeare,
.!!!!!£]! Ado ~ Nothing
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TOWARD THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SUBSTANTIVE,
SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY OF TEACHER,
TEACHER-AIDE RELATIONSHIPS
John H. Natzke, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 1973
Operating in the context of discovery at the level
of description, this study represented an attempt to

11

gen-

era:te11 and "verify" a theory of teacher, teacher-aide
relationships from a wide range of data systematically

obtained through empirical research efforts involving

extensive field observation and interviewing.

Since both

the discovery and verification of theory were emphasized,

the procedures used in collecting the data had to be sufficiently flexible to allow new concepts to "emerge," and

at the same time sufficiently rigorous to allow hypotheses
emanating from the concepts to be

11

testect.••

A procedural

strategy encompassing both of these objectives did

~

during the course of the ongoing research project, and
some of the highlights of it are summarized in the discus-

sian below.
FOllowing the collection and analysis of participant
observation data, personnel records data. and related
research and literature data (from which, collectively,
the core theoretical categories emerged), the researcher

/
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

interviewed a stratified random sample of JO aides and
the JO teachers (matched pair) with whom they worked,
The interviews were "unstructured 11 in the sense that the
persons being interviewed were neither confronted with
rigidly standardized questions nor "fixed-alternative"
answers.

However, the interviews were recorded verbatim,

and later transcribed in their entirety, in order to facilitate a systematic analysis of the data.
The major hypotheses inferred from the data and,
later, generally confirmed by the systematization and statistical manipulation of the data, suggest (1) that aides
think they are being evaluated on the basis of one set of
social criteria (namely, their education, work experiences,
skills, and a galaxy of other, related variables) whereas
the worth of their services is actually determined on the
basis of quite another (namely, their sensitivity to authority, sensitivity to role boundaries, ability to control
the children, and ability to protect the images of the
teacher); (2) that teachers present their authority to
aides in distinctly different ways (namely, as MasterSlave Mentors, Open-Minded Bosses, or Imng-Loose Hipsters)
and aides adjust themselves to these presentations in distinctly different ways (namely, as Grateful Servants,
Tactful Tutors, or Cynical Servants); (J) that a paradigm
could be constructed for the discrimination and prediction
of role strain between teacher, teacher-aide dyads by

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

combining the elements of the teacher authoritypresentation dimension with the elements of the aide
authority-adjustment dimension; (4) that, subsequently,
variations in the aide's rank in social status, as determined by the teacher, could be explained by (a) the aicte•s
awareness of the general social criteria used by teachers
to evaluate them and (b) the style of adjustment adopted
by

the aide with regard to the particular authority-

presentation style of the teacher.
One of the important recommendations of this study
is that personnel directors, principals, aide-program
coordinators, and researchers give more attention to the
informal social

11

rules" governing teacher, teacher-aide

relationships and also to the placement of aides with
teachers and, thereafter, to the "kind 11 and
relationship which they develop,
these

11

rules 11 and

11

11

quality 11 of

For it is in terms of

relationships" that the actual work of

the organization is accomplished and the needs of its
members satisfied.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM

Introductory Remarks
The surprising thing about the nature of relationships between teachers and teacher-aides is how little is
actually known about them.

The literature is replete with

studies concerning the utilization of aides in education
and the other '1 helping professions, ul the selection,

1 Matheny, Kenneth B. and Oslin, Yvonne, 11 Utilization
of Paraprofessionals in Education and the Helping Professions; A Review of the Literature." Paper presented at
the meeting of the American Educational Research Association, 'Minneapolis, Minnesota, March 1970.
Grambs, Jean D., et al., Paraprofessionals and
Teacher Aides. An Annotated Blbliography, Clearinghouse
~her Education, Wash~ngton, D.C., February 1970.
, Utilization of Teacher Aides. A Publicatio~n-f~o~r~t~h~o~se concerned with the RecrUTtment,-Select~on, pr9j}ara:tron and ut~liza:t"iori'Of Teacher A~des:-Gen
't"S"rfor the Study "''fM~grant and I'ilOian Educat1on, Toppenish, Washington, February 1, 1970.
Wolters, Virginia and Cameron, Colin, Paraprofession~· Subprofessionals, and Nonprofessionals; !. Selected
AnnotateO B1bl~ograph~. Inst~tute for Research on Poverty, Univers1ty of wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, August 1969.
Greenberg, Barry, ~ of Research Ril4~ing 12 the
Use of Nonprofessionals 1n Educat~on (from ~ to I967T7
'NeW "Careers Development "B8nter, New YorK'li'n1versTty--;NeW
York, N.Y., November 1967.
=;:-=,..,-=' 11 Teacher Aides in Public Schools. 11 NEA
Research Bulletin, XLVII (May 1969), 62-3.
--- - - - - - - - , - .. Teacher Aides in the Public Schools. tt
~Research~· XLVIII (March 1970), ll-2.
l
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2
training, and placement of aidesr 1 the effects of aide use

on pupil performancer 2 the parameters of an aide's roler3

1 Feldman, Richard, et al., An Annotated Biblio~a£hY
on Auxiliary Personnel in Educati0n1 With Selected Titles
]ilevant to Tpait1ng Auiil1ar1es (Paraprofessionals~
Teachers ?Or ar nersh1P in a School Sett1ng. Bank S~et
correge-o~ducation, New-york~, January 1969,
Wetzel, Ralph J,, Behavioral Modification Techniques
and the Trtining of Teacher Aides. Center for Early ChildOOod""'Eccuca ~on, Ui1Ivers1ty oT'Trizona, Tucson, Arizona,

August 19 69,
Rauch, Sidney J,, "Using Paraprofessionals as Reading

Aides. 1' Paper presented at the meeting of the International Reading Association Conference, Anaheim, Califor-

nia, May 6-9, 1970,
, "Studying the Contribution of the ParaPlanning for their Recruitment, Selection, Training, and Use in the Wayne County Public and
profe~s~sTi~on=a~l~a=n=d

Nonpublic Schools.••

III, ESEA.

The Paraprofessional Sfudf, Title

Wayne County Intermediate Schoo D1str1ct,
oetro~Michigan, September 1968.
Pp. 1-62.
Shank, Paul c. and McElroy, Wayne, The Paraprofessionals or Teacher Aidesr Selection, Preparation and
ASs'i'giiiiient'.~n<r;'1\ITch1gan1
Pendell Publishing Co.,
1970.
2Karnes, Merle B.; Teska, James A.; and Hodgins,
Audrey s. 1 11 The Successful Implementation of a Highly

Specific Preschool Instructional Program by Paraprofessional Teachers. 11

ter 1970), 69-80,

Journal of Special Education, IV (Win-

----

Goralski, Patricia J. and Kerl, Joyce M., "Kindergarten Teacher Aides and Reading Readiness.'' Journal of

~
R~essman, Frank and Gartner, Alan, "Paraprofessionals•

Experimental Education, XXXVII (Winter 1968),
The Effect on Children's Learning."
(October 1969), 21-2,

Ur))an Review, IV
-- ---

Bergquist, Harold J., "The Influence of Teacher Aides

on Student Attitudes and Achievement."

Unpublished Doc-

tor's dissertation, The University of North Dakota, Grand

Forks, North Dakota, June 1968,

3sharpe, Donald M,, Stu~yin(? Teacher Classroom Behav-

Determine ~ Paravro ess1o~ .hili ..;:;! the
Classrooma Nat1onal Comm1SS1on on Teacher Educat1on and

.12! 12

Professional Standards, Washington, D.C., May 1969,
Dehart, Ruth, Parameters of the Teacher Aide Role1 A
Study .2.f ~ ~ .:!.!! Selected Gulf Coast Scho'Cii'-lll.!!::'
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J
the impace of work-training programs on aides; 1 the in.flu-

ence of aides on the delivery of serviceso 2 the impact of
aides on the professional role.J

Yet we are without even

an elementary understanding of the rules governing the
relationships between teachers and aides, and the conse-

quences of these rules for their behavior.

tricts, Final Reptrt.

This study

Gulf School Research Development

Assoc1at~Hous on, Texas,

s.

1968.
Kern, "What Teacher Aides can--and can-

wm.

S., Jr. and Falk, R. Frank, New Careers

Alexander,

not--do."

~~·LXXXII

1 Bennett,

and Urban Schools!

(August 1968), 23-5+.

A Sociological ¥tu~l of Teacner-ana---

Te'ic"fi'er'Ai~s. -New

York•

Hal ,

nilla~WUiSton,

rnc:-;-!9"'7D. w,-I48- 68.
Bowman, David L., Quantitative and Qualitative Effects
of Revised Selection

and

Trd1n~£g PrOCidures 1n

the

~

t!on-or-the Culturally Disa van amed. Off1ce-of~ucation
BUreau of Research, Wash1ngton, D.C., December 14,
1968.
~~~~~· Background Information, National Conference on the Paraprofess1onal1 Career Advancemenr-and Pupil
cr -;i:·-National Educatl.on Associat1on, Washing:E'On,
,
nuary, 1969.

TOH!wj;

E

Molina, John c.,

11

The Influence of Experiences as

Teacher Aides on the Level and Direction of Occupational
Aspirations of Selected Disadvantaged High School Girls."

Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, United States Interna-

tional University, San Diego, California, June 1968.
2Gartner, Alan, Do ParaErofessionals Im rove Human
Services? A First critical Appra1sa1 of t~.--,.re;:;
Careers DevilQ'Piii'Ei'ilt~

N.Y., June 1969.

New

York UiUver'Sfcy,""New York,

Jshatz, Eunice 0., Impalt of the Indigenous NlnproROie:--rnformatlon C earlng-

fessional on the Profess~ona

house on NeW

~eers,

Un1versi~esearch

Washington, D.c., June 1969.

Corporation,

Greenberg, Barry, "The Relationship between the Util-

ization of New Careerists (Nonprofessionals) in Urban Kindergarten Public School Classrooms and Selected Teacher
Variables," Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, New York

University, New York, N.Y., December 1968,
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4
will attempt to fill the void, by generating a substantive, sociological theory of teacher, teacher-aide relationships from a wide range of data, systematically
obtained through empirical research involving extensive
field observation and interviewing,
Why Develop such a Theory?
Such a theory needs to be developed for "practical"

as well as more "abstract" reasons.

As the literature

cited earlier will attest, and the discussion which follows later will demonstrate, paraprofessionals 1 are very

likely here to stay.

Since 1966, large numbers of para-

professionals have been introduced into the fields of
health, education, and welfare.

As a result, paraprofes-

sionals have become an important group within the human
services profession, not only in terms of their actual

1 There has been some debate concerning the terms

which should be used to describe workers who lack the credentials customarily held by professionals but who, nevertheless, perform duties generally required of, and reserved
for, professional personnel. The terms "subprofessional,"
11 nonprofessional 1 11 ''paraprofessional,'' "ancillary,•• "auxiliary," and a host of others, have all been used with great
frequency in the literature. However, the persons who
occupy these positions, as well as the persons who study
them, have been critical of most o.f these terms because,
too ofte~, they have been used in a context that connotes
"half-training, 11 or even worse, "half-competence." In
this paper, the terms "aide" and "paraprofessional" will
be used interchangeably to refer to such persons. While
these terms are not much better than the ones mentioned
above, they are preferred over the others by the teachers
and aides interviewed in this study,
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5
numbers, which, as we shall see, are impressive, but also

in terms of the relationships with professionals which
these numbers imply.

FOr it is in terms of these rela-

tionships that the actual work of the profession is accomplished, and the needs of its members satisfied.

And it

is in terms of this reality that administrators, who must
direct programs involving paraprofessionals, and professionals, who must work in face-to-face association with
them, are moved to ask just how it is that one

11

deals"

with them, and how it is that one can, in return, be expec-

ted to be "dealt with."

This is, after all, the stuff

that makes organizations turn.

And it is to this immensely

practical point that the study is directed,
On a more abstract level, there is the challenge of
developing an explanation or theory which will not only
allow us to better understand what is going on between
professionals and paraprofessionals, but which will also
provide us with relevant hypotheses, predictions, and
interpretations of behavior in such social situations.

The following questions reveal what the researcher feels
are issues of central sociological importance and, at the
same time, provide a preview of things to come.

What are

the recurrent patterns of interaction between professionals

and paraprofessionals?

How can they be conceptualized?

What are the social criteria or norms used by professionals
to evaluate or rank aides in terms of social status?

How
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aware are paraprofessionals of the actual criteria being
used to evaluate them?

To what extent do paraprofessionals

guide their behavior according to their awareness of the
norms?

HOw do professionals present themselves and their

activities to paraprofessionals?

HOw do paraprofessionals

adjust themselves to these presentations?

It is to these

questions that the study is also directed,
To regress, this study rests on two key assumptions.
The first, and most important, is that we are without a
substantive, sociological theory of professional, paraprofessional relationships, in general, and teacher, teacher-

aide relationships, in particular.

The second is that

such relationships are worth studying, not only to advance
our knowledge of the practical problems caused by the
introduction of large numbers of paraprofessionals into
the health, education, and welfare fields of work, but
also to advance our knowledge of the more abstract prob-

lems of how the social

lif~

of the professional and the

paraprofessional is organized, how each affects the other
in the course of social interaction, and how such behavior

might be conceptualized.
In support of these assumptions, we shall first consider the evidence relevant to the question of the move-

ment to employ paraprofessionals in the helping professions in the United States,

We shall then consider the

issues relevant to the question of the need to develop a
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gr-ounded theory of teacher, teacher-aide relationships.
~

1£

employ paraprofessionals

There is ample evidence to indicate that the use of
paraprofessional personnel in the human services has become

an established trend in this country.

It has been esti-

mated that more than 500,000 such workers were employed in
the various human service professions during 1970. 1

Of

this total, an estimated 200,000 were employed in elementary and secondary schools as "teacher-aides, •• 2

Another

125,000 were estimated to have been employed in Community
Action Programs, the prototype neighborhood service agency
developed by the Office of Economic Opportunity.)

The

remainder were employed in public health, corrections,
law enforcement, social work, recreation, and other fields,
The dramatic growth in paraprofessional personnel has

come about largely as a result of three pieces of legisla1 Grosser, Charles; Henry, wm. E.l and Kelly, James G.,
Nonprofessionals in the Human Services. San Francisco•
Jossey-Bass, Inc.~l9b9.~x-.------2Riessman and Gartner, op. cit., p. 21.
JRiessman, Frank and Popper, Hermine I., .1!E. from Pov~· New Career Ladders for Nonprofessionals.
New York•
1TB.rper
raw;l9~).
Writing one year later, Rlessman states• "OEO estimates that it employes over 130,000 nonprofessionals in
its various programs • , •• •• (See• Riessman, Frank,
Strategies ~ Poverty. New York 1 Random House,

ana:

1969.

?.

2~
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tion enacted during the 1960's•

the Elementary and Second-

ary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965; the Sheuer Amendments to
the Economic Opportunity Act (EOA) of 1965; and the Education Professions Development Act (EPDA) of 1967,
The largest source of support for the employment of
paraprofessional personnel is Title I of ESEA. 1

Table 1

provides a comparison of the number and percent of staff
positions funded under Title

1967, and 1968,

during fiscal years 1966,

Comparing the percent of staff positions

funded during this period reveals that the percent of
teachers and other professionals hired decreased while
the percent of aides and other nonprofessionals increased.
A second piece of legislation contributing to the
widespread use of paraprofessional personnel is the Sheuer
Subprofessional Career Act. 2

As shown in Table 2, this

act will have provided close to 89 million dollars to programs administered by the Department of Labor for the purpose of training and hiring low income persons for career
positions in the public services.J

Under its provisions,

1 Riessman, Frank and Gartner, Alan, "New Careers and
Pupil Learning. 11 ..Q..!A ~· March 1969, 9.

2 see specifically• Title II, Section 205e, 1966,
and Title I-B, Section 123 of the EOA of 1967, as amended,
J
, Appendix 1 The Bfdget of the United
States Government, F1sca YearT971. Wa'Shingto~.
'U:"S':"Government Printlng oT:1'ICe-;-I'9?0. p, 96.

I
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TABLE 1.--Number and percent of staff positions funded a
under Title I during fiscal years 1966, 1967, and 1968

Positions

1966
No.

Teachers
200,392
Other Pro61;,507
fessionals
Teacher and
Library Aides 72,905
Other Nonpro- 43,896
fessionals

Total

%c

No.

%

No.

%

52-5

171,140

1;8.1

197.949

48.8

16.9

58,600

16.5

52,898

13.0

19.1

82 ,llO

23.1

99.555

24.5

43.590

12.3

55,427

13.7

11.5

381,700 100.0

355.440 100,0

405,829 100.0

aincludes regular and temporary, full-time and parttime staff positions.

bBased on a rounded total figure taken from FOr the
Record• Fiscal Year 12tll Highlightsr Title I, ESEA"oT'""
compensatory Educat1on,-BuriiU
!lementary and Secondary Education, u.s, Office of Education, Washington, D.C., 1967. P. 15.
~ D~v:-o?

or

0 The percentages were taken from a table contained

in Statistical Report, Fiscal Year 1967, Title I, Year II,
ESEA of 12:[!1. DHEW, Offi'C'e'Or'""EiiUcat'IOn, Washington;- i5":"G. ,""!90(. P. 5.
,
dThese figures were taken from Table 20, loc. cit.,
P• 28.
8

These figures were arrived at by combining the num-

ber and percent of positions funded under Title I during
the regular school year with those funded during the summer pr9graas of fiscal year 1968. These data appear
TaDle
an Table 15, respectively, of Statistical ~epirt,
Fiscal Y~ ~. A Eep~rt on the Third Year of' Tit e ,
i!SEIO'~.
u.s-:- ep • oTHEW, 01'l'ICe-orEdiication,~inlgton, D.C., 1968.
Pp. 20, 24.

rn-

the individuals served work in human service jobs while

receiving time off to obtain a higher level of education
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(an estimated 20,400 in 1971 alone--see Table J). 1

In

1970, Public Service Careers incorporated the existing

New Careers programs into its program, which, in part,
accounts for the sharp increase in enrollees and funding

between 1969 and 1970. 2
TABLE 2.--Public service careers
Program and Financing
(in thousands of dollars)

Year

1969 (actual)
1970 (estimated)
1971 (estimated)

17,149
24,800
47,000

Total

88,949

TABLE J.--New enrollees in work and training programs
administered by the Department of Labor

1968
actual

Program
Business Sector

Concentrated Employment Program
Public Service
Careers
In-school and Swnmer
Out-of-school

1969

1970

1971

estimate estimate estimate

J,400

)6,700

29,400

)0,900

41,600

92,700

10),900

100,900

4,)00

),800

18,)00

20,400

Mainstream

524,200
9),800
64,600
12,600

492.600
74,500
53,000
11,300

517,600
)6,700
48,200
11,100

476,600
58,700
49,100
8,700

Total

744,500

764,600

775,200

745,)00

Job Corps

11oc. cit., P• 97·
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Another source of support for the employment of paraprofessionals is the Education Professions Development
Act.

This act has been described as •• . .

the most com-

prehensive training program ever launched in any human
service area." 1

One provision of EPDA specifies that at

least 5 percent of the authorized funds be channeled into

the Career Opportunities Program (COP). 2

The COP was

established to attract persons from low-income backgrounds,
veterans, and college graduates with noneducation degrees
into careers in education, in general, and into educational

programs that would improve both education and employment
opportunities for the poor, in specific.

The COP program

embodies most of the principles of what has become known
as the "new careers" model.J

are as followso

Some of these principles

(1) that work be restructured in such a

manner as to permit persons with few skills and perhaps

no training to perform useful functions in entry-level
positions, such as serving as an assistant to a teacher;
(2) that these persons spend a goodly portion of their

1 Bennett and Falk, op. cit., p, 19.
2

, New careers Newsletter. No. 2, New
York Uri1versity,. New York,

Career'"s..-.ne=v"'e,.io"'p;;::m::en'C"Ce~ew

N.Y., Spring 1968.

P. 17,

JFbr a more thorough discussion of the new careers
concept, see1 Riessman, Strategies AgaJnpt Poverty, op.
cit., pp. 21-401 see alsoo R1essman an
opper, ~ from
~, op. cit. J see also 1 Pearl, Arthur and R~es"Siilaii,
W8.nk ~- New Careers for the Poor. New York 1 The Free
Press, I9b5;se;;a:180i Teni'ie'tt and Falk, op, cit. ,
pp. 70-82.
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working day in formal training programs and/or college
classrooms on a released-time basis1 (3) that the job
experience and education received enable them to move up
a genuine career ladder; and (4) that the job experiences,
on-the-job training, and college courses lead eventually
to some form of certification, such as a college degree,

and to a professional career in education. 1
As Table 4 indicates, an estimated 8,650 individuals
are currently working and receiving training under the
auspices of the Career Opportunities Program, 2
To recapitulate, the purpose of the foregoing discussion was not to provide a comprehensive history of the
development of aides,J or to cite all of the current legislation affecting the growth of paraprofessional personne1, 4
but rather to document the efficacy of the movement to
employ such workers in large numbers in the human services
profession.
Unfortunately, the effort made to understand the

1 Riessman, Strategies Against Poverty, op. cit., p. 22.
2
, Spicial Analhsis 1 Budget of the United
States, Flscal Year 1.221._. Was 1ngton- D.C •• -u7. ~
iiie"tltPrinhng 01fiCe--;-1"970. P. 121.
3This has been accomplished in other sources.
especially• Bennett and Falk, op. cit,, pp. 1-21.

See

4 There are over 12 acts in the fields of education,
health, welfare, community development, and housing which
contain provisions for the hiring and training of paraprofessionals. Sees ~~Newsletter, op. cit., P• 17.
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TABLE 4.--Number of teachers and other education personnel
receiving training

Office of Educationo
Education Professions Development Act
Career Opportunity Program
Year

Number

1969 (actual)
1970 (estimated)
1971 (estimated)

4,843
8,000
8,650

impact of paraprofessionals on others has not kept pace
with the strength of the trend to employ them.

This is

especially true as it concerns the research problem in
question, namely the nature of relationships between
teachers and teacher-aides.

Here, as in many other areas

of professional, paraprofessional behavior, a need for a
grounded theory exists.

At the present time, there is no substantive theory
in sociology which can be drawn upon to explain and prediet the pattern of relationships between teachers and

teacher-aides.

As is true in many other areas of socio-

logical inquiry, "

the masters have not provided

enough theories to cover all the areas of social life
that sociologists have only begun to explore • 111

1 Glaser, Barney G. and Strauss, Anselm L., The Discovery of ~ Theorl1 strategies for Qualitat'fVe~ Chlcagoo
Ald ne PubllShlng C07, 1967. P. 11.
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Of course, we are not without "great man" theories

which could be used (if modified and reformulated) to provide

an~

priori, logical-deductive explanation of the

behavior in question.

It is doubtful, however, whether such

a contrived theory would be suitable to this particular
research situation, 1 since many of the theories of our
predecessors ••

because of their lack of grounding in

data, do not fit, do not work, or are not sufficiently
understandable to be used and are therefore useless in
research, theoretical advance and practical application, 112
One way to arrive at theory that both

11

fits" and

"works"J is to generate it inductively from empirical data
drawn from the problem area under study.

In this way, one

can be sure that the categories, and relationship between

categories, will be in close relation to the behavior one

is attempting to explain.

This study represents a modest

1 This judgment is made largely on the basis of personal research experiences in this area. My earlier work
testifies to the futility of applying 11 borrowed" concepts
to new areas of research inquiry. Seea Natzke, John H.,
"The Effects of Teacher Aides on Teachers• Perceptions 1
An Exploratory Study of Definitions of Status-Role Activities, Major Classroom Problems, and Status-Role Satisfactions." Unpublished Master's thesis, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan, December 1969.

2Glaser and Strauss, op. cit., p. 11.
Jloc. cit., P• J, To fit, the categories of a theory
must be " , , , readily (not forcibly) applicable to and
indicated by the data under studyr" to work, " , • • they
must be meaningfully relevant to and be able to explain
the behavior under study."
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attempt to construct such a theory by converting data col-

lected for theoretical purposes into an explanation of
teacher, teacher-aide relationships.

Implications for Human Behavior
To recapitulate, two reasons have been advanced for

studying professional, paraprofessional relationships•

(1) in terms of sheer numbers alone, paraprofessionals
are becoming an important socio-political force in the

human services professionr and (2) in terms of sociological theory, we are without a suitable, empirically-grounded
theory which could be used to help us explain and predict
the behavior occurring in these situations.

Developing a

sociological theory of teacher, teacher-aide relationships,

it has been suggested, would fill this void, and perhaps
lead to general "laws" about how professional and paraprofessional workers are ••connected" with each other, and how
they

11

deal" with each other in the course of carrying out

organizational activities.
But these arguments overlook other reasons for con-

ducting this study--reasons which are both pragmatic and
humanistic in nature.

We need to understand what happens

between teachers and teacher-aides because the decisions

which they make af'fect not only the quality of their own
lives, but also the lives of others whom they serve.
Thus, the more we know about the dynamics of social
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behavior occurring within these particular dyadic relationships, the better able we will be to "control" the
outcomes which each receives from the other, and the better

able we will be to

11

create 11 conditions--organizational and

structural--which are basically humanizing.

For, as

Skinner 1 recently observed, it is not a question of whether
we

shall or shall not be controlled by others, but how we

shall be controlled and how we shall control others,

He

states•

Parents control children and employers control
employees--and they do it badly.
By increasing our knowledge in this area, we increase the

likelihood that professionals and paraprofessionals will
be able to determine their own history, and to develop
new and more satisfying patterns of adaptation to their
social circumstances in doing so.

1 Skinner, Burrhus Frederic,

11

Brave New Behaviorism.••

Newsweek, LXXVIII, No. 12 (September 20, 19?1), 951 see
aiS'O"'Skinner, B. F., B?'71d ~ ~ ~· New
Yorka Alfred A. Knopf, 9 •
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CHAP~ER

II

PROCEDURAL STRATEGY
Introductory Remarks
From its initial conception to its completion, this
was not a conventional research project• it does not,
therefore, have a conventional research design.

Since

the goals of the study were both to discover and to verify theory from research data collected specifically for
such purposes, the strategy employed for collecting data
had to be sufficiently open and flexible to foster new
ways of thinking about teacher, teacher-aide relationships
and, at the same time, sufficiently systematic to allow
specific hypotheses emanating from the theory to be
tested, 1

A procedural strategy of this kind did~

during the course of the ongoing research project, and

attention will be given to it in this chapter.
It would be misleading, however, to suggest that the
decisions regarding the conditions for the collection and
analysis of data evolved entirely from observation, for
in fact they did not.

In any research, it is more than

coincidental that some explanations prevail while others
fail to receive even cursory recognition.

The point here

1 Glaser and Strauss, op, cit., pp. ~8-9.

17
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is that all research is born of value preferences, or
biases, that dictate which problems are worthy of study,

and how these problems ought to be studied,

In the first

part of this chapter, then, attention will be focused on
some of the theoretical predilections which shaped the
problems selected for study, the design used to study

them, and, finally, the interpretation of what was "found ...

The data upon which the theory rests were collected
in two phases.
were collected•

In Phase I, three different types of data
(1) participant observation datal (2) per-

sonnel records datal and (J) related research and literature data.

In Phase II, a fourth type of data were col-

lected by means of interviewing techniques,

In the second

part of this chapter, then, both of these phases will be
discussed.

Theoretical Predilections
No sociological study--not even a study such as this
one which is dedicated to an open, inductive strategy for

the construction of a grounded theory--begins without some
major commitments to particular assumptions about man and

society,

It is important that these assumptions be made

explicit, insofar as possible, for as Gouldner 1 warns•

1Gouldner, Alvin
Sociology, New York 1

w.,

The Coking Crisis of Western
Bas'lcBoo s, I'ilci':';-I9"7tr.~.
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Like it or not, and know it or not, sociolo-

gists will organize their researches in terms
of their prior assumptions, the character of
sociology will depend upon them and will
change when they change,
But perhaps more to the point, knowing what some of these
assumptions are will help the reader to understand why
some questions were raised while others were not, and why
some problems were considered worthy of examination while
others were seemingly ignored.

As Becker 1 argues•

One is tempted to justify the choice of a theoretical viewpoint by saying that it is most
suitable for the problems under investigation.
But the problems are in part defined by the
theory one chooses, so that such a justifica-

tion is tautological.

To begin with, this study was committed to a sociological mode of analysis,

In general, this commitment

encouraged the researcher to view teacher, teacher-aide

pairs as members of a group (of two), 2 bound together by
a complex, although not inexplicable, system of formal

and informal rules.

Discovering the rules governing the

relationships of teachers and aides, and the patterns of
behavior associated with these rules, thus became an

important objective of the study.
1 Becker, Howards., et al., ~in White.
The University of Chicago Press, 190I.--P:-!97

Chicago•

2As Simmel states, the dyad is "the simplest sociological formation" but "it contains the scheme, germ, and
material of innumerable more complex forms. 11 See 1 Wolff,
Kurt H, (Ed. and Trans,), The Sociolo~ of George Simmel,
New York• The Free Press,"J:950. P.
2-;---
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The perspective employed also stressed the importance
of norms, or expectations for behavior, as a special form
of social control 1 which members of a dyad--characterized
in this instance by unequal power over one another--call
into play in dealing with each other.

Basic to this per-

spective is the question of how actors present themselves
and their activities to others, and how others adjust to,
and deal with, these presentations in return. 2
The emphasis placed on observing instances of group
strain and conflict also stemmed from this commitment.
By studying the problems teachers and aides encountered
in working with each other, it was hoped that the social
relations binding teachers and aides would become more

evident.

For, as Becker3 argues•

If it is true that conflict and tension arise
when the expectations governing social rela...
tionships are violated or frustrated, then it
is clear that study of such instances will
reveal what those expectations are; and the
discovery of such expectations is an important
part of the sociological analysis of any organization.

1 Goffman, Erving, Relations in Public.
New York1
Basic Books, Inc., 1971. P. 105.--A~an states1
" • • • a rule involves two individuals directly• he
whom the rule requires something of and he who can demand
that something should occur because of the rule." It is
in this sense that the term ''social control" is used.

2 Goffman 1 Erving, The Presentation of Self in EveryGarden City,New Yorko Doubl'6c!ay-a:ndcompany,

~ Life.

rnc. -;-I9 59 •

3Becker, et al.

1

op. cit., p. 21.
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This study was also committed to a social-psychological
mode of analysis.

Since the field of social psychology con-

tains several competing theories, it was necessary to choose
among them.

Symbolic interactionist theory 1 was chosen

because it stresses the idea that the behavior of individuals is influenced, not by the actions or expectations of

others alone, but by the individual's interpretation of
these actions and expectations.

As Blumer 2 states1

Symbolic interactionism rests in the last analysis on three simple premises. The first
premise is that human beings act toward things
on the basis of the meanings that the things
have for them. The second premise is that the
meaning of such things is derived from, or

arises out of, the social interaction that one
has with one's fellows. The third premise is
that these meanings are handled in, and modified through, an interpretative process used
by the person in dealing with the things he
encounters.

The addition of this mode of analysis did not in any
way vitiate the fundamental, sociological questions raised

1 The published contributions to symbolic interaction1st theory are too considerable to be reviewed here. However, the reader might find the following books helpful
in understanding the exponents of this orientation•
Strauss, Anselm (Ed.), Gforge Herbert Mead on Social
Ps~chology.
Chicago 1 The Un versftyOTCh'IC'ii:go-,;..e;;s;-

19 4.

Rose, Arnold M. (Ed.), Human Behavior and Social Processes. Bostono Houghton Ml11I'fn~62."" - - - -

---Blwner, Herbert. S~b£fic Interactionism1 Perspective
and Me{Q%$• Englewood
1 s, New Jersey• Prent1ce-H8Ii,

me.,

~

.

Manis, Jerome G. and Meltzer, Bernard N. (Eds.),
Interaction. Boston• Allyn and Bacon, 1967.

~

2 Blumer, op. cit., p. 2.
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earlier.

Rather, it complements them and adds another

dimension of meaning to them.

If one accepts the premises

outlined above as valid, then one cannot view action as
emanating from "rules 11 or

11

roles" as such.

While the

latter are interesting metaphors, and help us to understand the range of social stimuli that play upon people,
they obscure the primary source of action, namely the
interpretive process by which persons control their con-

duct by taking into account the actions and expectations
of others with whom they interact.
The commitment to symbolic interactionist theory,
then, influenced the researcher to ask still other ques-

tions of the teachers and aides under study,
list were questions dealing with

11

Heading the

awareness 11 and

11

inter-

pretation11 of actions and expectations or what each person

thinks he knows of the standards held by others for the
position 1 he occupies and the role 2 he performs, and,

corelatively, what each person thinks he knows of his own
social status) relative to others.

Of equal importance

1A position refers to the location of an actor in a
system of social relationships.
2 A role refers to what an actor does while in a posi-

tion.
)The term 11 social status 11 refers to an individual's
rank or standing, relative to others, in a system of social
relationships. Implicit in this concept (at least as used
here) is the notion of esteem and deference, or the social
worth of the individual as assessed by others.
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were questions focusing on self-images and, obversely, on

images of Others or how each actor viewed himself in relation to the other, how each actor viewed the other, and

how each actor thought he was viewed by the other,
Data Collection Procedures!

Phase I

Participant observation
The setting
The public school system in which the study took
place serves one of the largest urban populations in the
State of Michigan.

The school system has an enrollment

of approximately J5,000 children in 4 high schools, 5 junior high schools, 4 middle schools, 54 elementary schools,
and 7 special schools.

It employs 4 first-level adminis-

trators, 75 principals and assistant principals, 57 directors and coordinators and supervisors of educational programs and services, 18 business and operational affairs
specialists, J,JOO teachers and more than 600 nonprofes-

sional and paraprofessional workers,
Teacher-aides were first introduced into the school

system during the 1966-1967 school year.

At that time,

approximately 75 aides were employed in kindergarten
through the sixth grade,
As of January 1, 1971, there were approximately J56
aides working for the school system.

Table 5 provides an
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TABLE 5.--Enumeration of aide-workers by job titles and/or
educational program placement, as of .Tanuary 1, 1971
Job Title and/or Program

Breakdown by Assignment

Placement

Number
71

Title-Placement

Number

Follow-through P.ides

63
3
3

1
1

54

l!alf-time Aides

Career Opportunities
Pro gram Aides

Special Education Aides

30

Contract Learning Aides

11

Audio-visual Aides

video-taper
materials coordinator

One such aide was
assigned to each of
the 54 elementary
schools,
39
7
1
1
1

44

P.ssignment
teacher-aides
parent-workers
continuous testers

elementary school

middle school

special school

nonpublic school
adult education
Assigned to special

education schools

12

10
8

Westinghouse
COMES
Alpha
Assigned to the
middle and senior

high schools

9

l!aad Start P.ides

7
7

Prekindergarten Aides

teacher-aides

Board of Education Aides

Assigned to outercity schools to reduce
overcrowding

8
1

teacher-aides

health-worker aide

Traveling Library Aides

71

Title I Aides

33
16
16

6
356

teacher-aides

elementary library
home-school

coordinators
bus aides

Total
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enumeration of these workers by job titles and/or educa-

tional

pro~am

placement.

Selection of schools

The participant observation 1 aspect of the study took
place over a twa-week period, during which time 10 different schools were visited.

Of these, 6 were elementary

schools, 2 were special schools, 1 was a middle school,
and 1 was a special education elementary school for the

visually and perceptually impaired.
The schools in question were selected for observation

for two reasonso

(1) they contained a fairly representa-

1 Becker, Howard s. and Geer, Blanche, "Participant
Observation and Interviewing• A Comparison. 11 Filstead,
wm. J, (Ed.), Qualitative Methodolo~, Chicagoo Markham
Publishing Co., 1976. P. 133, The erm "participant
observation" refers to 11 • • • that method in which the
observer participates in the daily life of the people under
study, either openly in the role of researcher or covertly
in some disguised role, observing things that happen, listening to what is said, and questioning people, over some
length of time. 11
The roles that a sociologist might play while conducting field work could range, as Junker has suggested, from
total participation in the social life of others, wherein
~bserver attempts to keep his true identity as researcher
from becoming known, to total observation, wherein the
researcher makes his identitY known and does not attempt to
participate in the social life of the individuals or groups
being studied. See Gold's discussion and extension of
Junker's conceptualizations• Gold, Raymond L., 11 Roles in
Sociological Field Observations. 11 Social Forces, XXXVI
(March 1958), 217-2J, citing Junker~r~me Suggestions for the Design of Field Work Learning Experiences, 11 in
Everett c. Hughes, et al., Cases on Field Work (hecto~aphed
by the University of Chicag0;""1952J, part 'fi'i:::A. In terms
of both the role assumed by the researcher and the procedures used in observation, this study falls nearer the
latter extreme than the former.
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tive cross-section of the educational programs and settings in which many of the aides had been placed, such as
Follow-through, Head Start, Prekindergarten, Special Edu-

cation, and Contract LearningJ and (2) they also contained
a fairly representative cross-section of the variety of
jobs created for aides within these programs, such as
materials coordinator, video-taper, continuous tester,
parent worker, teacher-aide, recess aide, home-school coord-

inator, health-worker aide, library aide, audio-visual
aide, and so forth.
One of the first objectives, then, was to observe
both the range of role-activities carried out by aides
and the range of social circumstances in which these activities took place.

This was accomplished successfully in

that, numerically, the activities of at least one aide
were observed in each of the educational programs and/or
aide positions mentioned above,
Narrowing the range of situations to be observed
Following this effort, several categories of aideworkers were eliminated from consideration for further
study.

This step was prompted largely by theoretical con-

siderations, although some practical considerations entered
into the picture as well.
Theoretically, questions regarding the rules governing the social relationships between teachers and aides
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were beginning to take shape.

Quite naturally, since the

most intensive and continuous social relationships were
found to occur between teachers and teacher-aides (as

opposed to teachers and library aides, or teachers and
health-worker aides, and so forth), it was to these relationships that attention turned.

As a result, all of the

aides in all of the other situations in which aides were
found to work--libraries, audio-visual centers, teaching/
learning materials centers, health centers, cafeterias,
playgrounds, and so on--were eliminated from research consideration.
Practically speaking, the researcher encountered

obstacles in the process of carrying out participant observation which persuaded him to narrow the range of situations to be observed.

First, by virtue of the special

legal arrangements each contract learning center had with
the larger school system, researchers from

11

0utside 11 their

own organizations were prohibited from "evaluating" any
aspect of their educational programs.

Thus, contract

learning center aides (30 in all) had to be eliminated
from future research considerations.

Secondly, board of

education aides assigned to outer-city schools "in order
to eliminate overcrowding" were excluded also, because

they represented a relatively small (7), nonunique aggregate of workers, scattered among schools located some distance from the city center.

Considerations of time and
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effort required in order to tap this stratum of aide
workers weighed heavily in the decision to eliminate them,
Paring the range of situations to be observed in
this fashion resulted in a sharp reduction of the number

of aide-workers considered theoretically and practically
eligible for study (see Table 6),

The remaining aides

TABLE 6,--Enumeration of aide-workers considered theoretically and practically eligible for study
Job Title and/or Program Placement
FOllow-through Aides
Special Education Aides
Career Opportunities Aides
Head Start Aides
Prekindergarten Aides
Title I Classroom Aides
Total
were then divided into two broad

Number

6J
44
J9

9
7

JJ
195

~cups,

in regard to the

manner in which their activities were organized and regu-

latedr

(1) Career Opportunities Program aides (COP aides),

or aides regulated by the coordinator of the COP1 and (2)
all other aides, hereafter referred to as "Regular aides , 11

or aides regulated by the coordinator of the aide program
of the larger school system. 1

1 Participant observation revealed that COP aides typically identified themselves as being members of a "special"

program for aides and all other aides as being members of
the 11 regular" program. Since the obverse also seemed to
hold, it was convenient to cOntinue with this usage of terms.
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COP versus regular aides

Administratively speaking, the activities of the COP
and Regular aides were regulated in radically different
ways and directed toward essentially different goals.
These differences constituted an important part of the
environment in which both the teachers and the aides were

found to function.

For example, as noted in Chapter I,

the COP is essentially a work-study program made possible
by the EPDA for persons of low income who wish to spend a
significant part of their time working in activities
related to instruction or to the teaching/learning process, such as classroom, library, or guidance work, while
at the same time fulfilling course-work requirements for

the A.A., B.A., or M.A. degree.

It should be noted that

the COP places special emphasis upon attracting low-income
candidates 1 Viet Nam veterans, and

11

high risk 11 candidates.

The latter term refers to persons who have not finished
high sehoul or the high school equivalency examination,
or who have had a history of

11

poor adjustment 11 within the

school or community, but show potential for growth in education.

Of the 180 persons who applied for admission to the
COP, only 50 were accepted. 1

As indicated above, persons

1one aide had dropped out of the program and had not
been replaced, which accounts for the figure of 49 listed
in Table 5·
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accepted into the program typically spent half the day
working in activities related to the teaching/learning
process and the remaining half working in activities related to their formal educational program.

By virtue of

having been accepted into the COP and into a college program, the COP aides tended to be viewed as

11

career orien-

ted" by the teachers and school administrators under whom

they worked, and, as we shall see later, tended to so view
themselves.

This is perhaps the single most important

feature which distinguished the COP aides from the regular aides.
Since the COP aides were expected to be moving toward
a "professional" career in education, the coordinator of

the COP was known to not only encourage them to play an
"instructional" role (as opposed to a

11

clerical 11 or ''cus-

todial" role) in the classroom--in order, as the coordinator put it,

11

to gain as much teaching experience as pos-

sible, and to apply what they learn at the JC (junior college) to what is going on in the classroom"--but also to
direct the teachers with whom they were paired to utilize
them in this manner whenever possible.

As we shall see,

this directive contrasts sharply with policies designed
to govern Regular aides and provides us with another important distinction between the two groups.
The COP aides appeared to have ready access to, and
seemed to be in regular communication with, the coordinator
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of the program, who acted as an administrator, teacher,
and counselor to them.

In addition, the relationship of

the COP aldes to the coordinator seemed to be unusually
intimate, as far as formal organizations go, in that many
aides viewed the coordinator as a "personal friend" who
could be relied upon to help them out in time of trouble.
Finally, the COP aides came closer than any other
aggregation of aide workers to possessing the characteristics of a genuine group {as opposed to a "group" created

for analytical purposes).

That is, they tended to parti-

cipate in common activities, to have common vocational
interests, and, most importantly, to share the belief
that they were bcund together in a way that distinguished
them from other aides.
The Regular program aides consisted, by definition,
of all aides who were not members of the COP.

The Regular

program is essentially a work program rather than a workstudy program.

Unlike the aides in the COP, the aides in the Regular
program appeared to receive little supervision or direction from the central coordinator's office.

Instead, as

a matter of policy, emphasis was placed upon having each
building principal perform these functions, and beyond
that, upon having the teacher under whom the aide was
placed determine the role that the aide would play in the
classroom.

Nor were the Regular aides encouraged, as a
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matter of policy, to perform uinstructional 11 roles in the

classroom (unless, of course, the educational program to
which they were assigned called for it).

On the contrary,

they were encouraged to adjust themselves to the needs of
the teacher(s) to whom they were assigned, and to put
aside whatever talents or career aspirations they themselves might have while working for the teacher in the
classroom.

In short, they were encouraged to be

11

job-

oriented" rather than "career-oriented."

Several important consequences of this "school-rule"
policy deserve to be mentioned.

First, since the coor-

dinator did not direct the principals or teachers to use
aides in a specific way or direct aides to perform a certain role in the classroom, it was not unusual to find
some aides performing

11

high level" functions in the class-

room, such as teaching lessons to small groups of children,
and to find still others performing "low level" functions,
such as cleaning out cupboards, running off dittos, and
the like.

Secondly, the sense of group affiliation Reg-

ular aides possessed did not seem to extend beyond the
boundaries of the school in which they worked.

That is,

whereas COP aides seemed to have developed some sense of

group union and common interests that cut across school
lines, Regular aides tended to identify most strongly with
aides in the same building.

Finally, Regular aides seemed

less certain than COP aides as to what their roles actually
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were in the classroom and to whom they were ultimately
responsible.

In summary, the formal phase of participant observation took place over a two-week period during which time
10 different schools were visited.

The schools contained

a fairly representative cross-section of the educational
programs to which aides had been assigned as well as a

fairly representative cross-section of the variety of
roles performed by aides within these programs.

The acti-

vities of at least one aide in each of these programs
and/or roles were observed,
Following this effort, the range of situations to be
observed was reduced substantially.

Two categories of

aide workers--contract learning aides and board of educa-

tion aides--were eliminated from research considerations
for practical reasons.

In addition, any aide who was not

working, most of the time, in face-to-face association
with a teacher in a classroom setting was also excluded.
This decision eliminated a goodly number of aides who
were defined as "teacher aides," but who were found actually to be performing more duties outside the classroom
than in it.

It also eliminated aides who were performing

specialized functions, such as audio-visual aides, library
aides, and parent-workers.
Narrowing the range of situations to be observed
shifted the focus of the study from the exploration of
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group relations among teachers and aides, in general, to

teacher, teacher-aide relations, in specific.

This shift

in focus provided the study with new direction, but it
left other questions unanswered, the most important of
which werer

(1) what would be observed and (2) how it

would be observed.

Narrowing the focus of observation
The observational procedures employed were initially
unstructured and generally undirected, in the sense that
the investigator had neither made a decision as to what
aspects of group activity were relevant for his research
purposes, nor had he made a commitment to any specific
theoretical categories or hypotheses, measuring instru-

ments or classification schemes.

However, these proce-

dures did change as the focus of observation narrowed and
the research problem emerged.

The study began by asking a series of relatively
simple yet fundamental sociological questions regarding
the nature of teacher and teacher-aide activities within
the classroom.

What do teachers and teacher-aides do

together during the course of a working day?
·~he

What are

recurrent patterns of interaction occurring between

them?

How do teachers influence or deal with aides?

do aides deal with or influence teachers?

How

What is the

level of cooperation, competition, or conflict existing
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between them?

In the same spirit, a number of social-psychological
questions were raised regarding the nature of interpersonal
(dyadic) relations between teachers and aides.

How do

teachers and teacher-aides see themselves with reference
to their relation to the other?

How do they believe them-

selves to be seen by the other?

How do they see the other.

or some facts related to the other? 1
Needless to say. none of these questions were followed too rigidly.

They were posed in advance of entering

into the formal phase of the participant observation experiences in order to provide a framework for observing and
understanding the social reality of the situations being
investigated.
Observational procedures
The first stratagem involved establishing an "identity" or "credible role" 2 that would allow the researcher

1 rchheiser, Gustav. Appearances and Realities.
Francisco• Jessey-Bass, Inc., 1970. ~. 101-6.

San

2A faux pas near the beginning of the participantobservation phase of the study impressed upon me the importance of selecting the proper identity for the researcher,
as participant-observer and interviewer. While quietly
analyzing some data in the far corner of a deserted classroom, a school official who knew of my study approached me
and asked me what it was all about. Since most of my contact in everyday life is with two categories of people,
namely sociologists and students of sociology, it seems
excusable that I momentarily forgot who I was addressing
and replied without thinking, 11 0h, I'm just trying to
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to move freely among the people who were being observed,

without upsetting the internal balance of their society
to any great extent, and at the same time allow the
researcher to be placed in a meaningful social context. 1

To avoid the appearance of having committed his allegiance
to any particular segment of the school system, including

the research center which had granted permission and financial support for the study, the researcher identified himself as a graduate student in sociology at a university
located some distance from the city in which the study was
conducted, who was interested in learning more about how
aides were being used in the public school system, and
what problems teachers and aides were encountering in
working with each other.

In most instances, this ''iden-

tity" or "role" was accepted at face value, since students
are among the most frequent visitors of classrooms, and

figure out what tactics teachers use to control aides, and
how aides adjust themselves to these tactics. •• With obvious alarm, the official glanced sharply at my notes and
said1 "What do you mean, 'tactics' I I've never heard of
teachers using •tactics• to •control' aides. Where did
you get that ideal'' Needless to say, it took some time
to convince him that my research concerns were harmless,
and that I was merely raising "ivory-tower" questions about
matters that had little to do with the "real world.''

1 For a more thorough discussion of the importance of
this point, see 1

Vidich, Arthur J.,

11

Participant Observa-

tion and the Collection and Interpretation of Data."
Filstead, Qualitative Methodology, op. cit., PP• 165-71
see also 1 Gold, Raymond L., "Roles in Sociological Field
Observations." ~ ~· XXXVI (March 1958), 217-2J.
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entree was gained without difficulty.
Once entree was gained into the school and the classrooms, an attempt was made to establish contact and rapport with the teachers and teacher-aides.

The remainder

of the day was typically spent observing what was happening between teachers and aides, listening to, and sometimes recording, what was said between them, joining them
in the lounge for a cup of coffee, and when the occasion
presented itself, talking with them--either individually
or in a group--about various issues in some depth.
It was nat always possible to observe and/or establish what might be called

11

conversational interviews"

with the teachers and aides in question.

For reasons of

lack of time on their part, lack of rapport, or lack of
privacy, to mention but a few, many persons who were
observed never made it into the field notes.

However,

fairly extensive field notes were recorded with reference
to the observations of, and conversations with, 5 principals, 9 teachers, and 28 aides.

These notes were analyzed

in the field and again later, when time permitted a more
systematic scrutiny of them.
The analysis of field notes served to narrow the
focus of observation to two major issues•

the first con-

cerned the question of the social criteria or norms used
by

teachers to evaluate aides or to rank them in terms of

social status; the second concerned the question of why
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some aides are ranked more highly than others.

At this point in the research process, the technique
of participant observation lost most of its usefulness.

It would have been difficult and inefficient to attempt
to answer the questions raised by devoting a great deal
of time to observing essentially nonverbal action between
teachers and aides in the classroom.

Clearly, narrowing

the focus of observation to the questions mentioned above
forced the researcher to gather additional information,
using different kinds of da·ta collection methods.
Since teachers were asked to evaluate the aide(s)
with whom they had been working at the end of each school
year, and since these data had been collected over the
years by the paraprofessional personnel office, it seemed

as if this source of data might provide a good opportunity
to discover what standards of behavior were important to

teachers in dealing with aides, and how these standards
were actually applied to aides in terms of "aide evaluational ratings."

Attention thus became focused on the

personnel records data.

Personnel

~ ~

The paraprofessional personnel office maintained two
separate filing systems on teacher-aides 1
employed aides, 11 the other for

11

one for ''presently-

dismissed and resigned aides. u
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All of the file folders available in the personnel office

as of January 1, 1971 were examined to find the following
information•

(1) reasons for dismissalJ (2) reasons for

resignationJ (3) reasons for hiring, rehiring, transferring, or promoting; and (4) general evaluational comments
by

teachers and principals.
To protect the identity of the persons involved, each

file folder was given an identification number.
folder was examined and information extracted.

Then each
The infer-

mation was recorded on tape and later typed to facilitate
a systematic analysis of the datao
This aspect of the study took place over a two-week
period, during which time the file folders of approximately
)25 presently-employed aides and J50 dismissed and resigned

aides were examined.
While all of the cases on file were examined, only
the cases which contained dramatic 1 information relevant
to the questions raised were selected for recording.

A

total of 108 such cases were eventually drawn and recorded.
In an attempt to shed some light on the question of
why teachers valued some aides more highly than others,
the cases selected were cast along a continuum ranging
from aides who had been defined as "highly successful 11 in

1 By 11 dramatic, •• I mean particularly vivid and revealing examples of the criteria used by teachers to evaluate
aides.
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their adjustment patterns to aides who had been defined
as

11

failing to adjust."

Creating divisions of this kind

allowed the researcher to explore a number of questions
and hypotheses previously suggested by participantobservation experiences.
as

11

SUccessful

11

Fbr example, how do aides defined

differ from those defined as "unsuccessful 11

in terms of their social characteristics?
educated aides, e. g., aides

V'i~1o

Are well-

have completed some col-

lege, ranked more highly than aides who are not so welleducated, e.g., aides who have not completed high school?
Are aides who are either very much older or very much
younger than the teacher(s) with whom they are paired,
e.g., by 20, JO, and even 40 years, ranked in predictable
ways?

Do white teachers tend to rank white aides higher

than black aides?

Are married aides with large families

who are matched with single, never-married (childless)
teachers more likely to be ranked high than low in social
status?

Are

11

experienced

11

aides, e.g., aides who have

been working in the same school or in the same position
for several years, matched with inexperienced teachers,
e.g., right-out-of-college-with-no-teaching-experience,
more likely to be ranked high than low?
Lest there be misunderstanding, it should be emphasized again that the purpose of this effort was to develop
theoretical categories, grounded in the actual experiences
of teachers and aides, that might serve to explain the
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questions raised.

Such categories did emerge from the

data and will be discussed in the chapters on Findings.
As in the participant-observation stage of the study,
the analysis of the personnel records data served to change
the focus of the study, to raise new questions, and to
necessitate the search for additional information by means
of still other methods of data collection.

As noted pre-

viously, the most significant question to emerge from field
observations centered around the criteria used by teachers
to evaluate aides.

Following an examination of the per-

sonnel records data from which the core

theor~tical

cate-

gories emerged, other questions of central importance to
the study were generated.

For example, how aware are

aides of the criteria being used to evaluate them?

To

what extent do they guide their behavior according to
their awareness of these criteria?
These questions, like the earlier ones, posed new
epistemological and methodological problems.

Since "aware-

ness of norms 11 could not be accurately inferred from the
evaluational comments of teachers, it would be necessary
to collect new data using different data collection tech-

niques.

Communicating directly with the aides by way of

a partially-structured interview schedule seemed to be

one of the better ways to gain insight into these questions.

It was to this end that attention was then

directed.
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Before constructing the interview schedule, however,
a review of the related research and literature took place.

A word about the reviii of the

~~ ~

terati:ire

Following the emergence of the core theoretical categpries, the review of the related research and literature
took place.

It was conducted at this point in the research

process rather than at the beginning of the study "
in order to assure that the emergence of categories (would]

not be contaminated by concepts more suited to different
areas." 1

In short, it was done in the belief that "borrow-

ing categories 11 tends to result in forcing "round data"
into "square concepts, " 2 a tendency this study strenuously

attempted to avoid.
Secondly, the review of the related research and
literature does not appear in a separate section in this
study as it might if a conventional research design had
been used, but rather appears in footnotes scattered
throughout the study.

These footnotes attempt to show

how the concepts, hypotheses, and findings generated in
this research relate to the concepts, hypotheses, and
findings generated in other studies.

This stratagem

1 Glaser and Strauss, op. cit., p. 37·
2 ibid,
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allowed the researcher to view the pertinent literature
and research on teachers and aides as
~ ~ ~

extension

~

~ ~

verification 2£

~

of

cateapries

already generated rather than as a body of restrictive,
established knowledge from which "the problem" and "the
categories" would emerge.

As Glaser and strauss 1 observe

t

Merely selecting data for a category that has
been established by another theory tends to
hinder the generation of new categories, because
the major effort is not generation, but data
selection.
Data Collection Procedureso

Phase II

Unstructured interviewing

Introductory remarks
The last phase of the data collection process called
for the interviewing of both teachers and teacher-aides.
This phase had a two-fold purposeo

(1) to compare the

categories generated in Phase I with a different type of
information in order to determine their degree of applica-

bility and workability! and (2) to extend the categories
and relationships between categories and, in doing so,

the general scope of the theory itself,
The interviews were conducted over a four-week period,

during which time JO teacher and JO teacher-aide (matched
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pairs) interviews were completed.

For teachers, the

length of the interview averaged about 54 minutes• for
aides, about 56 minutes.
material were taped.

In total, 55 hours of interview

Transcripts of the entire taped

interviews were developed to facilitate a systematic analysis of the data.

When taken together, the transcripts

resulted in approximately 600 single-spaced, typed pages
of raw data.

In addition, there were the background data

which were collected separately for each individual prior
to the taped interview.
Despite the tremendous cost involved in transcribing
and coding the taped interviews, the transcripts of the
interviews turned out to be the most indispensable, significant, and relevant source of information available to
the researcher for the construction of the theory,

In

addition to providing the researcher with a verbatim
account of what actually transpired during the interview,
the transcripts provided an unlimited opportunity to probe
the ideas expressed repeatedly, for their full relevance
to the issues in question. 1

1 An interesting summary of the advantages and disadvantages of using the tape recorder in social research
appears in the following source• Bucher, Rue; Fritz,
Charles E. i and Quarantelli, Enrico L., ''Tape Recorded
Interviews in Social Research. 11 American Sociological

~·XXI,

No. 3 (June 1956),

3~
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Interview schedules
First, in terms of format, both the teacher and the
teacher-aide interview schedules (Appendix A and Appendix B)
might best be described as "partially.. structured'1 schedules,

in that most of the questions asked were determined in
advance of the interview, but the responses were permitted
to be

11

open-ended" or unstructured.

That is, the persons

being interviewed were neither confronted with rigidly
standardized questions nor

11

fixed alternative" answers.

Op€rationally, this meant that the interviewer was free
to adjust the questions or even make up new questions

during the interview, and that the interviewee was free
to respond to them in any way he saw fit.
A second distinguishing feature lies in the order in
which the questions were presented.

In both schedules,

the first-order questions were completely

11

open-ended. 11

(See Section I-- Appendix A and Section I-- Appendix B.)

The goal here was to discover--as freely and as broadly
as possible--the major concerns of teachers and aides,
relative to their relationship with each other.

The

second-order questions were focused on various activities
and situations with which the respondents were assumed to
be familiar and about which they were assumed to have
attitudes and opinions.

Here, the goal was to test, in

some small way, the ideas tr.?t had been generated in
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earlier stages of research against a new body of data.
In reference to the content of the questions • both

schedules reflect a concern for ascertaining the standards
of action which the teacher and the aide seem to favor in
dealing with each other.

In the case of the teacher inter-

view schedule, the questions were generally directed toward

discovering the extent to which certain standards were
applied to the aide.

In the case of the aide schedule •

the questions were generally directed toward determining
the aide's level of awareness of the general norms held
by

teachers for aides and the aide's preferred mode of

adaptation to them.

Each schedule also contained
unique to it alone.

P~~tures

which were

For example, the teacher-aide sched-

ule contained five "situational questions" or

11

scenarios"

which were designed to measure the aide's awareness, and
definition, of appropriate behavior in various social circumstances, given the general norms that were thought to
be operating in these situations.

Such questions were

thought to be necessary for both practical and operational
reasons, since field work experiences indicated that many
aides were not able to verbalize their experiences or
articulate the general rules that they actually relied on
in dealing with teachers.

(See, specifically, the first

question of Sections II, III, IV, and V of Appendix B.)
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Interviewing strategy

The interviews were conducted in what Gordon1 has
termed "friendly territory."

That is, a high degree of

cooperation was expected and, indeed, received from both

the administrators who controlled access to the teachers
and aides being studied and from the teachers and aides
who were finally interviewed,
The cooperation received was perhaps a function of

the interviewing strategy employed.

First, letters of

introduction were sent to the principals, informing them
of the approval of the study by the Board of Education,
the purpose of the study, and the names of the teachers
and aides who had been selected for interviewing.
Appendix G.)

(See

Then, similar letters were sent to the

teachers and the aides, informing them of their role in
the study and entreating them to cooperate with it.

Appendix G.)

(See

Finally, the teachers and the aides were

contacted in person to establish an appropriate appointment time for the interview.
Most of the interviews were conducted in places that

permitted a maximum amount of privacy.

In all instances,

1 Gordon, Raymond L., Interviewi!l(lt Sthategy, Techptaues and Tactics. Homewood, Illino1s1 T e Dorse_y___
, I9b9:--p:-y00, Gordon conceives of field situations as falling along a continuum from "friendly 11 to
11 hostile ," with the latter creating the most difficulty
for the interviewer.
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the interviewer insisted that•

(1) the setting be a place

where interruptions would not occur for at least one hour

and (2) the setting be a place as far removed as possible
from the principal's office and the faculty lounge, 1

In

all instances, these requests were granted,

Population

~

selection Q!

~

sample

The population consisted of all aides (in the school
system in question) who met the following criteria•

(1) no

contract learning aides1 (2) no board of education aides1
(J) all full-time aides (as opposed to half-time aides)J

(4) all elementary school aides (as opposed to middle or
high school aides)1 (5) all teacher-aides (as opposed to
library aides or social worker aides)

I

and (6) all public

school aides (as opposed to parochial school aides).
The population, as defined, contained two important

subpopulations•

the Regular aides and the Career Oppor-

tunities Program aides.

The Regular aide subpopulation

contained five strata, consisting of Follow-through aides,
Special Education aides, Head Start aides, Prekindergarten
aides, and Conventional Classroom aides.

The COP aide

subpopulation contained three strata, consisting of Followthrough aides, Special Education aides, and Conventional

1 Participant-observation experiences revealed that
both places often contained distracting an~or egothreatening audiences for the interviewee.
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Classroom aides.

In addition, the sex and race or ethnicity

of the elements of the population, when known, were included
within the strata of each subpopulation and taken into consideration in drawing the sample.

After specifying the

size of the sample desired from each stratum within the
subpopulations, a simple random sample was drawn from each

stratum, and the subsamples were then combined to form the
total sample, as outlined in Table 7,
The decision to sample the aide population in this
way was based on two observations.

First, while relation-

ships can be discovered in a group and confirmed in other

groups without the benefit of statistical sampling, 1 statistical sampling is necessary in making inferences from
observed samples to hypothesized populations.

Since con-

siderations of this nature might be explored in the future,
it was felt that some precision would be gained by drawing
a sample in such a way that each element of the population
had a specifiable chance of being included in the sample.
The second observation centers around the problem of making

generalizations beyond the situations studied,

As Udy2

states1

1Glaser and Strauss, op. cit., PP• 62-5.
2 udy, Stanley H., Jr., "Cross Cultural Analysis 1

A
Case Study." Cited in Hammond, Phillip E. (Ed,), Socioat Work. Garden City, New York1 Doubleday and
Co,, 196'(.' -,r:-196.

~
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TABLE ?.--Number ana percentage of Regular and COP aides
selected for interviewing by educational programs or classroom setting, race or ethnicity, and sex
Program or Setting
Number
Item

Population
COP

Follow-through
Special Education
Head Start
Prekindergarten
Conventional
Classroom
Total

Reg

0

7

68
1!8
9
7

30

33

63

5

63

4

lf4

9

156

39

%

Sample

Total

COP

Reg

8
15

195

Total

2

7

6

8

10
17

2

2

2
2

22
28

3

11

23

30

100

15

Race or Ethnicity

Number
Item

Population
COP

Black
White
Chicano
Total

Sample

Reg

a

30
7

COP

Reg

13
1

6
9

2

l

39

15

0

15

Sex

Number
Item

COP
Male
Female
Total

Sample

Population
Reg

4

COP

Reg

1

1

35

153

llf

llf

39

156

15

15

aunknown
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• • • Whenever the researcher proposes a generalization1 he is implicitly identifying a
larger population, of which his cases purport
to be a representative sample, and contending
that certain relationships observed in his
sample could not have occurred there by chance.
• • • It is simply not true that one can avoid
sampling problems by proceeding in words instead
of numbers or by avoiding the use of statistical
techniques, though it is unfortunately true that
by avoiding such methods one can often keep sampling problems from becoming explicit. To be
sure, it is also unfortunate that the exploratory researcher is at something of a loss to be
able to say definitively whether his relationships could or could not have occurred by chance.
But this is not because he may be using numbers
or statistical methods; it is because his
research is exploratory • • •
Although more attention was given in this study to problems of theoretical sampling than statistical sampling,
the researcher did endeavor to specify the population to
which generalizations would be made, and the sample from
which generalizations would be made.
A Word About the Findings Chapters
The report of the findings appears in two chapters•
in Chapter III, a qualitative report of the findings is
presented; in Chapter IV, a report of the operational
specifications and systematization of the data is pre-

sented.
In Chapter III, an attempt is made to give sociological meaning to, and account for, what was found in the
two data collection phases of the study.

A "descriptive"

or "discussional 11 theory is presented here, with charac-
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teristic examples taken from the data to illustrate and

support the propositions and hypotheses put forth.
In Chapter IV, an attempt is made to transform, however crudely, some of the major variables described in
the chapter on qualitative findings into

11

quasi-statistical"

symbols 1 (and, relatedly, to make explicit, insofar as pos-

sible, the operational procedures used in effectuating
this transformation of the data).
is made to manipulate these

11

Secondly, an attempt

quasi-statistical 11 symbols

in a systematic way so as to offer support for the hypotheses in question (and, relatedly, so as to stimulate and,
perhaps, focus future qualitative and quantitative
research in this area of inquiry).

1 Fbr a more detailed discussion of the concept of
"quasi-statistics," see 1 Barton, Allen H. and Lazarsfeld,
Paul F., Some Functions of Qualitative Analffiis in Social
Research.--gQ'bbs-Merri.ilRepri.nt Ser1es 1n
e sOCiar-Sc>ences, S-336, pp, )46-8; reprinted from Frankfurter
Beitrage Zur Soziologie, Frankfort am Main; Europai.sche
Ver1agsansta1t GmbH., Band 1, 1955
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CHAPTER III
THE FINDINGS•

QUALITATIVE REPORT

Introductory Remarks
When aides enter the classroom for the first time,

they are frequently unaware of the social criteria 1 or
••rating system" 2 that will be used by teachers and other

school officials to evaluate them or rank them in terms
of social status.

W~1ile

they may have some idea about

what is generally expected of persons in positions of sub-

ordination to teachers, only interaction over an extended
period of time will establish what these standards are
and how they will affect their personal lives.

1 The term

11

social criterion" will be used interchange11 expectation,"
and "rule." A

ably with the terms "norm, ..

norm is a standard, covertly or overtly held, for the behav-r
ior of a person or group of persons. A standard is usually
supported by positive and negative sanctions• positive
sanctions serve to reward action conforming to the norm;
negative sanctions serve to punish action deviating from
the norm. For a more detailed discussion of the concept
of norm, seer Coffman, Erving, Relations in Public. New
Yorko Basic Books, Inc., 1971. Pp. 95-io)i see alsoo
Gibbs, Jack P., 11 Normsr The Problem of Definition and
Ji9655:i59g~on." ~ Journal .£! SociologY, LXX, No. 5
2 rn the argot of school officials, aides who do not
conform to the rules are "rated out 11 of the school system.
That is, they are given such poor evaluational ratings
that they are dismissed from their employment or simply
not recommended for 11 rehiring 11 for the next school year.
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Of course, interaction over time alone is no guarantee that "awareness" will occur, for cues as to the rules
of appropriate conduct are often unspoken, disguised, or
withheld.

And the rules themselves often change from one

situation to another and from one time period to another,
so that what an aide knows of the rules is only temporarily valid and, at best, incomplete.

From this standpoint,

the problem of discovering what standards the teacher
holds for the aide is continuous and recurring and is no
less important for the aide of many years than for the
beginning aide.

This we see in the following statement,

made by an aide who had quite successfully served the

same teacher for over five years1
Starting out especially, just observe the
teacher and see how she works, and then just
keep quiet. Don't interfere at all and just
study how the teacher wants things done. But
observe her way of doing it, because each
teacher works so much differently with the
children. I know, even now sometimes, after
~these y9ars, r•Tii'Careful ~ 1 ..42 ~
~n . • , to not take ao:T'frerent po1nt ~
VIew at aiT ~w"ha:'r"she 1 s t)ach1ng the C'Fiildren.-7 7-: """Titari'cSiii'Ii1e.
-The impact of awareness upon behavior, then, is profound, for aides tend to translate what they think they
know of the teacher's perspective 1 and actions into

1 Mead, George Herbert, The Philoso!hy of the Act.
Chicago• University of Chicago Press,938~ ~ ~rm
"perspective" refers to the plans of action which individuals or groups develop and use to guide their behavior in various situations.
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perspectives and actions of their own. 1

The relation

between awareness and social status is also profound, for
the aide's actions and perspectives are, in turn, evalua-

ted by the teacher in terms of some deeply-felt set of
principles regarding what ought to be.

Thus, discovering

what these standards are, how aware aides are of them,

and how adequately teachers feel aides are living up to
them is important to the goal of explaining why some
aides are valued more highly than others,
General Norms Used By Teachers

to Evaluate Aides

What, then, are the social criteria used by teachers

to evaluate aides?

The data collected from the personnel

records were ideally suited for answering this question,

because they contained the actual standards of judgment
used by teachers and other school officials over a five-

year period to assess the performance of aides.

The data indicate that aides are ranked in terms of

1 Losen, stuart M.

I

11

The Special Services Aide in the

Schools• A New Approach to an Old Problem." Psychology
in the School, VII (October 1970), 393· The importance
Of tnis-process is implied in the following stratagem
developed by a practitioner for the purpose of assisting
aides in overcoming teacher resistance to their presence•

"Initially, because of the possibility of staff reluctance
if not actual resistance or threat regarding the use of

aides (at least until they proved their worth), the aides
were encouraged to adopt a noncritical, receptive, learning orientation. 11
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social status according to four general normsa 1

(1) abil-

ity to control children (CC)I (2) sensitivity to authority
(SA)I (J) sensitivity to role boundaries (SRB)I and (4)
ability to protect the image of reality held by the
teacher (IP),

Each of these general norms will be dis-

cussed in detail in the sections which follow.

Controlling

~ ~

One of the most universal and omnipresent problems

faced by teachers and teacher-aides, both within and outside the classroom, is the problem of

children. " 2

11

controlling the

It is important that the teacher be able to

control the children, not only to get them to conform to
the norms of the institution and to conceive of themselves
in terms of these norms, but also to get them

11

ta learn"

and, later, to accept the selectio~allocation decisions

1 It should be stressed at this point that the general
norms tend to represent the 11 informal expectations" held
by teachers and other school officials toward aides, rather
than the "formal expectations," such as might be found in
an occupational description of the teacher-aide's role or
a project director's handbook on teacher-aides.

2 From the standpoint of the literature in education,
the most frequently mentioned expectations for a teacher's

role are as followsr (l) to instruct1 (2) to socialize1
and (J) to select and allocate, Yet the most universal
and fundamental expectation--an expectation underlying all
of the above-mentioned expectations--is that the teacher

will control the puhils, It is significant thal modern
as largely ignored this important

edtiCa~tneory

expectation for the teacher's role.
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which the teacher, and others, must make with regard to
their educational (and occupational) fate.

Of course, teachers (and aides) do not use the term
11

Control 11 in the latter sense • 1

However, they do use the

term quite regularly and consistently in the two former
senses, that is, in

11

getting them to behave'' (and to enjoy

doing so) and in "keeping them attentive to their learning 11 or

11

keeping them on task. 11

That teachers believe

that children cannot be taught anything unless they can
be controlled is illustrated in the following statement

1

I'm a very strict teacher. I'm from the old
school and I believe in discipline. And at
the beginning of the year, I let it be known
just what I expect, and the children usually
fall in line, And she [the aide) says that
I'm hard with the children, but I feel that's
the only way. I mean, if you can't control
the children, you can't teach them anything.

And I do believe in control.
Needless to say, for whatever reasons, some teachers
and aides are better able to control the children than
are others.

Those who are able to do so are usually valued

more highly than those who are not.

In fact, controlling

the children is such an important status-conferring activity

1 They are more likely to use the term "control 11 in

the sense of "pupil management, 1' such as 11 • • • walking
over and putting your hand on a child's shoulder and leading him to a chair when you tell him to sit down. 11 See 1
Harris 1 Gail A., "Trainable Pupil Management." Cited in
Kokaska, Charles J, (Ed.), Selected sveecres ~a Work~ for Aides to Teachers ~ra>nab e Menfaliy
Retarded.~tern Mlch1gan-uniVers1ty, Ypsilan l, Michigan, February 1969. Pp, 10-l.
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that teachers who are unable to do so generally are not
thought of as being worthy of the position they hold. 1
This is illustrated in the following statement made by
an aide who was sent into a teacher's classroom by the
principal to help the teacher put down a large-scale student uprising 1
Aidet I know how I'd feel if I was the
teacher.

Interviewer 1

How's that?

Aide! If I can't control 15 to 20 kids, I
don't belong in that classroom. I belong at
home, taking care of my kids. And if you've
got to send someone in to help me control my
children, then I'd better look for some other
job!

It is often a debatable question as to whether or
not a teacher is really a "good teacher"--variations in

teaching materials, teaching methods, and the motivation
of students being what they are.

But a teacher who cannot

control the children--an extremely visible and fundamental
role activity--is soon likely to
who cannot teach them anything,

br~

ree;arded as someone

eith~r.

If a teacher is

acknowledged to have been able to teach the children some-

1 waller suggests that the ability to "keep order 11
might be a more important factor in the ascription of
status than the ability to teach. He states• 11 A teacher
who keeps order in his classroom is usually regarded as
efficient, even if his instruction fails of [sicJ any
considerable effect upon the student mind. 11
Waller, Willard, The Sociolo~ of Teathing. New
Yorkt John Wiley and
Inc., no-prln lng, 1967.

P, 29.

sons,
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thing without the requisite control (and such an admission

is rare), he is usually thought of as someone who simply
is not doing an important part of his job.

The following

example shows how quickly teachers are ranked in social
status according to this criterion•
Sometimes the teachers bring their classes

down here etc the library), and they stay
with them. We usually keep them in line, but
if the teacher is here, what can we do? Some
teachers are very good. All they have to do
is snap their fingers and the kids are as
quiet as can be. We atwa~ know which teachers
are roing their ~ w en he!r"k~ar~

T'fla

1CS

m'I'ile':"T

- - - - - - -- - -

Thus, controlling the children can be thought of as both
an activity and an expectation--it is one of the more
important activities by which teachers and aides are

judged, and it is one of the more important standards by
which they judge others.
To aides, the problem of controlling the children is
often not a problem at all, at least not from a technical
standpoint.

In fact, many aides, by virtue of their per-

sonal and social characteristics and life-experiences,
have what might be called a
teachers whom they serve.

11

natural advantage" over the

As shown in Table 8, for the

sample selected, the aides, on the average, tend to be

slightly older than the teachers.

Also, the aides tend

to be predominantly Black (as, incidently, are many of
the children whom they serve),

They are more likely to

be currently married and to have larger families than the
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TABLE 8.--A summary of selected personal and social characteristics of the Regular and COP aides and teachers selected
for study
Teachers

Aides

Item
No.

%

No.

%

sex1

Male
Female
Inner-city Resident
Yes
No

Marital Status 1
Single, never
married
Married

2
28

1
29
1

11
19

37
6)

27

90
10

J

25

Widowed

8
18
2
2

Mean Number of

Children I

J.l

J.5

Mean Age 1

)2.07

)4.67

Divorced

Race

J
2
0

1

White
Black
teachers.

24
6

80
20

10
20

JJ

67

Finally, they tend to reside in inner-city

neighborhoods, where the schools in which they work and

the children with whom they work are located.

Thus, they

are often as qualified as teachers to control and discipline the children.

For teachers usually receive little,

if any, formal training in this area and are known to
fall short in the kind of life-experiences which might
allow them to gain valuable skills.
What is often troublesome to aides, then, is not
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controlling the children as an end in itself, but controlling them in a way that satisfies the expectations
of the teacher to whom they are responsible.

From this

standpoint, controlling the children is indeed a problem.
Should the aide attempt to control the children at all in
the teacher's presence?

Should the aide step in if the

teacher is losing complete control of the classroom?

If

the teacher allows the aide to control the children and
encourages the aide to do so, should the aide follow the
teacher's lead, or should the aide use techniques which

she knows are effective?

Quite obviously, these consider-

ations have little to do with the technical problem of
controlling the children, but they are ranked high among
the problems faced by aides in working with teachers,
To iterate, being able to control the children, in
and of itself, is not the important factor determining
whether the aide will gain or lose status in the eyes of
the teacher,

What is important, and productive of status-

gain, is the ability of the aide to control the children
in a way that is appropriate to the definition of the
situation projected by the teacher.

For indeed, as we

shall see, the evidence indicates quite clearly that aides
who control

11

too well" are as likely to be ranked low in

social status as aides who are not able to control at all.
Consider, for example, the following case of an aide

who had won the respect of teachers for being an outstanding
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disciplinarian and who was being used by the principal as
a 1'trouble-shooter" 1 to assist teachers who were experiencing difficulty in maintaining order in their classrooms.

In this instance, the aide was sent into a class-

room by the principal in order to help a first-year teacher
correct what had become an intolerable and embarrassing

situation for all concerned.

By all accounts, the aide

performed her specialty with great skill, but was she
justly rewarded for being so skillful?

Not according to

the aide herself, who states1
At the end of the year, my evaluation was 'I
was too strict, and the children were afraid
of me,' when I was sent there on account of
her losing control! So that, even now, I
still don't respect her. You see, this ~s
what my evaluation was! She couldn't control
the class! So, in other words, I feel that I
was a threat to her, you see, because I told
them--! told the children, 'Whatever you do
to me, I'll do back to you!'
I didn't try and take over the classroom.
In
no kind of way, shape, form, or fashion.
It
was her classroom, but she couldn't maintain
order long enough to teach them anything!
Interviewer•

It was that bad.

Aidet Ohl They cussed, they fought! She had
three or four fights going on in the room at
one time • . • • She couldn't walk them down
the hall to the bathroom without them corrupting other rooms along the way, just making so

1 other researchers have also reported the tendency
of principals and teachers to use aides as 11 supermonitors" or ''sergeants-at-arms.'' See 1 Steinberg,
Fishman, The Teacher Aide! A Manual for Trainers. University ReseaFc1l"Co'rpora::Eion"; Washmgt0ri,~968.

P. 14.
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much noise. And I had gotten to the place
where I says, 'Now, wait just a minute,• you
know, And I could do this, and they'd listen.
Never touched them. Quiet. Well, she couldn't
do that, and that's why I feel I was a threat
to her! To her! I
Discovering whether or not the teacher actually wants

the aide to control the children and, if so, when and how
such control should be exercised is one of the most per-

plexing problems faced by aides.

FOr example, some aides

think they are doing the teacher a favor by taking the
initiative to keep the children quiet and in their seats.
But as we will observe in the next illustration, what they
are not aware of is the fact that teachers vary consider-

ably in how much "working noise" they are willing to toler-

ate, and even in what meaning they assign to the noise
itself.

To begin, we will consider the aide's remarks,

which were directed to the question of whether the children
could tell the difference between herself and the teacher.

These remarks contain some interesting commentary as to

the aide's perspective with regard to controlling the children.

Then we will consider the teacher's reactions to

the aide's actions and perspective.

But first, the aide's

comments•

I think maybe they can tell the difference • • • because, um, Mrs.
Cthe teacherJ,
ah, being white, has a soft voice, and when she
gets after them, still it's soft, whereas my
voice can really crack sometimes, you know. And
I think they're used to that, too, a little bit
more, you know, the louder vOice. Because, in
most of the black homes, it is loud, and so this
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soft voice, well, they think they being petted.
• • • But, if I tell them, '0 .K., in those
seats, and get those bodies down on those
chairs right this minute,• they really go.
But, ah, I told her, 'Golly, I hope they don't
think I'm mean, but I do want them to know
that they are in school.' Next year they're
going to have to sit down and they're going to
have to mind the teacher if they want to learn
anything, and so I sort of get after them sometimes, but, um, in a nice way, but yet with a
little bit louder voice, or a little different
tone, that they would do better by.
Unfortunately, as we adduce from the teacher's remarks,
what the aide does not recognize is that her efforts are

totally unappreciated and even detestedo
I think she likes a very peaceful room, likes
things in order. I think this is something
she has to realize, that children do make
noise, and just because there is noise doesn't

mean there's chaos, and they're not learning.
I don't want them cowed. I want them
to be able to cope with situations, and I

don't want them to be shut up and told to sit
still or mind, just like that.
Interestingly, in spite of the fact that the teacher is
aroused, and even somewhat angered, by the aide's tendency
to control the children unnecessarily--a situation which
apparently has been going on for several months--we see

in the statement that follows that she is reluctant to
discuss it with the aide.

Yet she fully expects the aide

to somehow discover her true feelings on the matter.

The

teacher states 1

And as I say, she likes a quiet atmosphere.
Sometimes the children will be really noisy,
especially if they get ready to clean up or
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snack.

We encourage them to be verbal.

We

want themto talk wit'ii"'e"acilotlier;-a;:;d that's
What ~·r.; ne;:--iiutn' 't!ieiioiseleve!S
are-h1g or i t ey're not behaving the way
she thinks they should, •• , she will just
sit them all down! I could be right in the
room, but she'll sit them all down, and she'll

just lay down the law! I don't like that
because I don't think it's necessary, and I
don't think she needs to do it. I realfy
haven't d~cussed it with her. You sor of
'!iB:Ve"""'to t e some or t1ie'Sedelicit'Ei t hlngi
-.-.-. sorf"O["gl'ad'Ualry.-a~
s
pretty""'fi:iiieain. She sensec!a-rat of tfitfs
herselfVii'fiioUt haVTti~To!i!t-dOWri and a
about ll~llcs mme;')- - - -There is also considerable variation in the type of

technique used to control the children,
example, the matter of language usage.

Consider, for
While some teachers

are quick to pick up and use the argot 6f inner-city youth
to perhaps ''shock" them into submission--or to look the
other way when aides do so--others are as quick to condemn

such patterns of language usage altogether.

When asked

about her attitude toward using what is sometimes referred
to as "addiction jargon" or "ghettoese" to control the
children, one teacher replied•

, , • Sometimes I use that in discipline, just
because I know they understand it. When you're
yelling at somebody, you can't use dictionary

language.

know

You have to use language that they

But other teachers wonder whether the use of such language

is detrimental to the character development of the children•

The aide will say things that, ah, well, that
would be so different , , • , And yet it gets
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to the children • • , . I don't know if this is
just the black way of doing things or not , , ,
but like, she'll say, 'If you don't sit down,
I'll shake your teeth out,• or, you know, something that is really far out, Or there is
another expression she uses1 'I'll tear you
up,' or 'If you don't get over here, I'll tear
you up.'

But, she gets the results.

But yet,

sometimes I wonder if that is just the right
way to say it,
Still others are sure that the use of jargon is wrong,
however and whenever it is usedr
I don't like the use of expressions. I know
they understand them, but I don't like anybody using them, like 'Tay you what I'm gonna
do boy,' The children know that they don't
mean it, but I don't particularly like that
type of thing. It's a sort of a threatening
thing. I think there are other ways of doing
it.
To recapitulate, one of the more important expecta-

tiona held for the teacher's role is that the teacher will
control the children.
"efficient 11 and

11

Teachers who are able to maintain

proper 11 social control over the children

are ranked higher in social status than those who are not
able to do so.

By transference, the same standards are

often held by the teacher for the aide.

However, to

account for the status-ranking of the aide, one must first

understand the interactional context in which the activity
occurs.

That is, it is not just a question ot whether or

not aides can control, but whether or not they can do so

in a way that is compatible with the definitions of the
situation projected by the teacher.

For aides, then, the

problem of controlling the children is often secondary to
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the problems of discovering

11

whether, when, and how 11

teachers expect them to manage the affairs of the children, and performing their role accordingly.
Sensitivity 12, authority
Another criterion by which aides are judged concerns

their perceived "sensitivity to authority" (SA).

This

phrase is used to refer to aides who are properly submissive to, and respectful of, the teacher as a figure of
authority in the school.

Aides who are not fully aware

of, or who do not fully appreciate, the assertions and
claims 1 made by teachers as to what is due them by virtue
of their occupancy of the position of teacher, usually
come to be defined as "insupportive" of the authority of

the teacher.

Whether accurately assessed or not, aides

who are so labeled, regardless of how skillful, welleducated, or experienced they might be, are likely to be
ranked lower is social status than those who are not.

As

1The term 1'claim 11 is used here instead of expectation, because it more aptly describes the context in
which this particular form of interaction occurs. That
is, if the teacher expects the aide to act appropriately
toward her definition of "rights of authority," but the
aide shares no firm understanding about this with the
teacher, then the teacher's expectation takes the form of
a "claim. •• For a more thorough discussion of this concept, see• Strauss, Anselm, Mirrors and Masks. New York•
Free Press of Glencoe, 1958. ~see also• Glaser,
Barney G. and Strauss, Anselm L., Awareness of~.
Chicago• Aldine Publishing Co., 1963. Pp. 5S-~
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one teacher suggestedt

, , , If I ever felt that I was being challenged by an aide, I think I would probably
get rid of her, whether she was doing a good

job or not, because my position as a teacher

is one which I do not want to feel threatened
in. But, if the aide would be doing things
for me, jeepers, the next thing you know the

aide would have my job!

That is self-

protection.

It may seem unnecessary to suggest that aides are

ranked according to their ability to direct at themselves
the social definitions of authority which teachers consider appropriate, but it is so.

In the examples which

follow, one can see the emphasis that is placed on the
aide playing a ••supportive role 11 with regard to the
teacher, and maintaining the teacher as a "figure of
authority" in the eyes of the teacher's audiences •

She is a poised and animated person, sensitive
yet practical, supportive but reserved.
A more excellent person could not have been

assigned to this position than Mrs.
•
She is scrupulous about retaining her
tTVerole as an aide and alwh:ys re?irs c
<rre;; iiii'dparentstotneteac er ~ yorrcy~ and person Wit'li"iiu'tiiCi'r'I"ty.-(Y.tal cs
m1ne.)

suhlir-

A second example serves to illustrate the same point•

Mrs.
seems to be quite flexible, adapting to-the teacher she is working with. She
~ the teacher as the authority fi~ure-rn
~~ of the~·
(rtahcs m1ne.)Of course, examples of aides falling at the opposite
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end of the continuum are just as easily found. 1

The fol-

lowing statements, extracted from four separate cases.
describe aides who have been labeled as "failing to support authority" or "rejecting authority"•

1.

She is not dependable. She questions the
authority of the teacher.

2.

Sometimes she forgets who her immediate
supervisor is.

J,

I feel she must learn that certain things

are expected of her in the performance of
her duties. She must see circumstances
and events from the perspective of her

employer, namely, the
Board of Education. She must thi~her job end
students first, and not of herself. Above
all, she must show re;pect for her super-

I2f!.\I'taiicS'iiline.
4,

--

I feel you should know that she can be a
troublemaker on a staff, and that she does
not hccept the authority O:rtheFrTilci'fT"
m-e arge, -she is very inaependent an
refuses to try anything she disagrees with.
(Italics mine.)

From the above examples, one can adduce that one of

the general rules governing teacher, teacher-aide rela-

tions is that teachers expect to be assisted by aides who
have directed at themselves the social definitions of persons who are respectfully subordinate and eager to serve

1 rn addressing themselves to the problems which must
be overcome in the training of paraprofessionals, Riessman

end Gartner state 1 "One of the leading complaints of professionals regarding nonprofessionals is directed at the
reluctance of the latter to accept formal authority, 11

Riessman, Frank and Gartner, Alan (Eds.), New Careers
22.2£• New Yorkr The Free Press, l965.P.~

ill~
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them.

Said another way, teachers expect to be in charge

of the classroam 1 and to control the conduct of aides,
just as they control the conduct of children.

As one

teacher put ito
• • • I think a teacher still wants to feel,

no matter who she has in her classroom, that
she is in control of that classroom, that it

1 one must add, parenthetically, that teachers are

expected to be in charge of the classroom, and the aide,

and that a good deal of attention is given to this direc-

tive in the literature.

For example, Rittenhouse states•

"The aide must understand that the teacher has primary and
ultimate responsibility for everything that goes on in the
classroom and that, therefore, the teacher's directions
must be followed."

Rittenhouse, Carl H., Paraprofessional Aides in Education. Division of Informat1on, Technology~ DrsSimTnatiOn, u.s. Office of Education, Washington, D.C., 1969.
P. 6.
Or consider the comments of the following writer who
reported observing a paraprofessional program "go under"

because, as he put it, a few of the aides thought they
were "equal" to the teachers: "In plain language, the
teacher is in
in the clasSroom and there shoUI"U be

thtfifes TacT:"'

;;o-;re'bateabou ·
-

-

-- ---,u

~h-;-n1i'Sing Pat:a:Professionals as Reading Aides

op. cit., p, 4.

Cutler makes a similar plea in discussing 11 how to
launch an aide program." She states 1 11 Establish a clear
understanding of the separation of professional roles of
teachers from those of aides, emphasizing that the teacher
is in command under all classroom conditions. 11

Cutler, Marilyn H., "Teacher Aides are Worth the
Effort." Nation's Schools, LXXIII (April 1964), 68,
See amwman, Garda w. and Klopf, Gordon J.'
New~ and Roles ln the American Schooll Reptrt £f
Phase !1 A Stt~y of Auxiilar~nerTilEduca 1on.
iiiii'ik"stree"t a egeof Educahon, New YorK, N.Y., 1967.
P. 931 see alsoa Dickson, George E., et al., Educational
Specifications for a Comrrehensive Elementary Teacher Education Piogram.--u.s. Of ice of Educat1on, Was~,
~October 1968,
P. 197.
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is her classroom, and that she doesn't want
anybody sweeping it up from under her. And
I think that--this is from the discussion
that I've had with other teachers--this is
one of the problems that teachers do encounter,
that an aide takes too much responsibility.
There is no greater fear among teachers, in general,

than the fear that they will lose control over the aide,
or that the aide will try to "take over the classroom. 111

1Many administrators believe that the success of
teacher-aide programs hinges on allaying the fears of
teachers in this regard. For instance, in outlining the
ingredients of a successful teacher-aide program in Huntington, New York, the Chairman of the Department of Administration and Supervision at st. John's University states•
"The aides served not as junior teachers, not as substitute teachers, not as future teachers, but as teachers'
aides. Their duties were determined by the teachers, who
remained in char~ of their own classrooms. The aides
worked with pupils only as the classroom teachers directed,
doing chores that the teachers assigned, using methods and
materials determined by the teachers,
"The aides had no direct relationship with parents of
the children in their role as aides. They understood that
they performed their work only in the classrooms. They
were clearly enjoined from discussing~ child's progress
with any parent.
"It was clearly stipulated that the aides would have
no direct relationship with the school principals and that
they were confined to working solely with the classroom
teachers to whom they were assigned.
"There were good and sufficient reasons for such
stringent rules. Despite the reaction of one board member
that the rules were pure 'McCarthyism,' I believe they
were necessary and helped to make the program successful.
"As a result of clear understandings arrived at before
the program began, according to our reports no aide ever
tried to take over a class • none talked directly with parents about the children's work, and none talked directly
with the principals about classroom work. The cooperation
of aides in these respects allayed the original fears of
some of the teachers and contributed to outstanding success
of the program. 11
Southworth 1 William D., "A Successful Classroom
Teacher Aide Pro gram." Phi 12ill.!! Kappan, L, No. 8 (April
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To avoid losing influence over the aide, the teacher may

resort to some of the same tactics used to control chil-

dren, namely, shortening and lengthening the elastic band
of social distance, 1

Thus, one teacher offered the fol-

lowing advice•

Some aides you don't get too friendly with.
This is the truth because this is what happened to me when I was young, when I first

started teaching. You try to develop a relationship and sometimes your personality is
this kind where you're outgoing and you're
friendly by nature, and the person takes
advantage of this friendliness. And it gets
to the point where you're not telling the
person anything, and the relationship goes
down the drain. But with some aides you just
feel them out and see how far, how much you

can give them the opportunity to do • • • or
how much you have to tell them, or how
friendly you can get, or this kind of thing.
Interviewer•

I'm not quite clear.

the danger of becoming too friendly?

What's

Aide• You lose the respect as a teacher, I
think, as the authority in the room. Once you
lose this, it's just like losing a classroom

of children.

You can't just pull them back in

once you lose them,

In conclusion, just as teachers' definitions of con-

trolling the children vary, so too do their definitions
of what constitutes proper respect for their authority,
i.e,, their assumed right as teachers to be valued and

See alsoo Bowman, Garda w. and Klopf, Gordon,
Auxiliar¥ School Personnels Their Roles, Training, and
Inst~tut~onarriation.
Barik Street COIIege of EducatiOn,
New York, N.Y., October 1966. Pp. 8-91 see alsoo Cutler,
op. cit., pp. 67-9·

1969), 488.

1 waller, op. cit., pp. 279-80.
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treated in certain ways.

To be regarded as sensitive to

authority, then, aides must discover what these definitions of authority are, and must try to direct them at
themselves, and their activities, in the process of acting

out their role.

Aides who are successful in this respect--

even aides who are not particularly well-educated or skill-

ful or experienced--will be ranked higher in social status
than aides who are not.
Sensitivity 12

~

boundaries

While an aide may be thought of as being sensitive
to, and supportive of, the teacher's self-definition of
authority, he may from time to time either fail to do the
things that the teacher thinks an aide ought to be doing,
or, on the other hand, do things that, in the teacher's
judgment, only a teacher should do, i.e., "go beyond the

boundaries of his role" ( SRB).

Thus, what constitutes a

role boundary, and a violation thereof, is a matter of

definition on the part of the teacher. 1
1 or course, it is possible to establish an objective
definition of what constitutes a role-boundary violation,
but such a definition would create as many problems as it
solved, For example, most teachers would probably agree
that aides who, on their own, diagnose children• a educational problems and develop lesson plans to correct them
have simply "gone too far,•• i.e., have overstepped their
role boundaries as aides and infringed on the role of the
certified teacher. But even if such an extreme definition
were used in this study, a. number of aides (albeit small)
would be misclassified as ••role-boundary violators 1 11 for
the teachers w1th whom they work expect them to do these
things as a matter of course in performing their workl
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It should be noted that the assumption upon which

the concepts of sensitivity to authority and sensitivity
to role boundaries rest are indeed different.

In the

former, the assumption of intentionality is present; in
the latter, it is not.

Thus, when a teacher thinks that

an aide is intentionally violating role boundaries which

have been clearly established and explicitly agreed to,
we do not have a violation of role boundaries, but a vialation of teacher authority.

This distinction is made

quite naturally by teachers, as suggested in the following
illustration 1

• . • One of the problems that teachers do
encounter [isJ that • • • aide[s] take too much
responsibility. Now, this might be slightly
the case with !Vlrs.
[the teacher's present
aide]. As I said, ~etty much have equal
responsibility in the room, and I have allowed
this. And we have worked out a way to get
along with each other, and maybe sometimes she
does take a little too much upon herself, but
this is the kind of person she is. She's not
doing it to be disrespectful to me. ~ y-th1nk tl'iatsOiiie a1des defm1tiirywould do this
as a manner of saying, 'Look, teacher, you
aren't doing your job, and I can do it better
than you,' Well, I don't think Mrs.
feels this way at all, I think that,-at;least
I hope she doesn't.
I think she's comfortable
in the situation that we have in our room, and
I think the reason she would do this is because
she feels she has the freedom to do it. If she
would do anything that I would disagree with,
it would only be that she felt it was the right
thing to do. She would not do it intentionally
to degrade me 'O"r"bear9re'Spec=trUI to me. she's
~ respecTiurtOWards me, as a teicher and as
!! person. ( ItaliCSii1Ine7) - - - - - rhe above-mentioned case also serves to illustrate,

1

at least from an organizational standpoint, how fluid and
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undefined the role boundaries between teachers and aides
actually are.

As the teacher indicates 1 she has "allowed"

the aide to "pretty much have equal responsibility in the
room."

This accentuates the point made earlier that role

boundaries, and their violations, are clearly a matter of

definition.

That is, what the aide gets to do is not

officially determined by the formal organization, but
rather is an outgrowth of the relationship formed between
the teacher and the aide. 1

One teacher summarized it all

1 This generalization is supported by the many observations of authorities in the area of the utilization of

paraprofessionals who have expressed deep concern that
this is so. Fbr example, Tanner and Tanner state1
11 0espite the almost phenomenal rise in the number of
teacher aides, there is still no theoretical basis for

determining the kinds of tasks they (aides) should or
should not perform. While the function of such personnel
is, ostensibly, to relieve teachers of nonteachinr duties,
the literature indicates growing confus1on as to a) their
legal role in the school and classroom, and (b) what constitutes an act of tetc~ing or instruction as contrasted
with a nonteaching ac .
Tanner, Laurel N. and Tanner, Daniel, 11 The Teacher
Aideo A National Study of Confusion." Educational Leadership, XXVI (J\lay 1969), 765.
-Alexander, op. cit., pp. 23-5+.
Wills, Stanley H., 11 How do Teachers Feel about Paraprofessionals?'1 Pennsylvania School Journal, CXVII (May
1969). 552-4.
----Esbensen, Thorwald, "Should Teacher Aides be more
than Clerks?" Phi Delta Kappan, XLVII, No.5 (January
1966). 237·
-Metzner, Semour and Neuman, Jeffrey, The Teacher
Auxiliary--Aide or Maido An Ahalysis with A'ii'nOtiit'Ei'd!i!bllo~aphy. -o1Tice or-Researc and Eva!Uiat1on, D1v1sTOn
of ~acher Education, The City University of New York,
New York, N.Y., 1967. Pp. 4, 6.
Sharpe, op. cit., pp. 1-20.
Denham, William H., et al., New Careers for the Disadvantaged l!! .l:!!l!!!!!!! ~~ Repo;::r.21!!: ~Exper=-
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very succinctly when she saidr
Well, I don't see, with the roles being identified as they are, that there are any official
boundaries. I think things are set up by the
people that are involved.
Interviewer• You mean you establish the
boundaries • • • ?
Aide1 Well, when you work out a relationship,
you establish boundaries, no matter who gets
what.
From the aide's standpoint, the problem involves discovering what the role boundaries are, and what constitutes
a violation of them.

But, again, these definitions vary

considerably from one teacher to another, so that what one
teacher might label as acceptable behavior, another might
label as unacceptable.

How then do aides discover where

the "magic 11 dividing line between their roles might be,
i.e., where the teacher's role ends and the aide's role
begins?

One aide described her reactions to this ques-

tion in the following way1
I would say it's just a matter of feeling it.
Some teachers prefer to have you be strictly a
ditto person and cleanup person, and collector
and distributor, and that's it. Other teachers
are perfectly willing to let you handle some of
the responsibility of the teaching end, and disciplining when they're gone, and that's it.

Interviewera

So it really depends on the teacher.

iment. Howard University, Washington, D.C., 1968.
--Bhaerman, Robert, "Education's New Dualism." Changing
Education, IV, No.2 (Falll969), 3-7·
==""""''"""'""' 11 Should Aides Teach?" Instructor, LXXIX
(November 1969), 4J,
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Aideo

Oh, certainly.

Interviewer• And you couldn't say arbitrarily
that in all cases an aide should do this or
that.
Aideo Well, I can only say that you do as the
teacher tells you,
Interviewer• And this might vary from one
teacher to another.
Aide1 Certainly. There are some teachers who
are very possessive about their children, and
they want you to have nothing to do with them.

Interviewero

Interviewer•

Aide 1

And there are still others , •
who are quite willing to accept

Aideo
help.

Even in the way of instruction?

Right,

To recapitulate, a third criterion used by teachers

to evaluate aides is what has been termed sensitivity to
role boundaries.

Aides who are able to discover what the

teacher perceives as the limits of their role

per~ormance

and who act out their role accordingly, are likely to be

ranked higher in social status than those who are not,
Image

protectio~

A final, major criterion by which aides are judged
has been termed "image protection" ( IP).

This phrase is

used to describe aides who are properly protective of the
wide range of impressions of reality which teachers and

other authority figures wish to foster.

That is, the
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aide, as the low-power member of the dyad, is expected to
demonstrate a certain amount of respect for the teacher's
claims as to "what reality is," or perhaps more to the
point, "what the teacher declares reality to be,

11

Aides

who debunlc the teacher• s images of the school or the children or the teacher's relation to the children, and so on,

or who are so perceived, come to be defined as ":failing to
protect the image of the school or the teacher.' 1

However, in saying that the aide is the low-power
person of the teacher, teacher-aide dyad, it should not be
assumed that the aide is without power or influence in
affecting the outcomes received by the teacher.

In order

to insure a smooth and adequate flow of role performances,
the aide must be taken into the teacher's confidence.

In

so doing, the aide becomes privy to intimate and often
potentially damaging knowledge concerning the acts which
are staged by the teacher for the benefit of others.

This

knowledge, then, gives the aide (as Goffman 1 says of any
member of a team) • • •

11

the power to give the show away

or to disrupt it by inappropriate conduct. 11

Of course,

the aide does so at great cost to his own social standing,

as we shall see below.
Of all the cases which could be used to illustrate
1 Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Every~ay Life,
op. cit., p. 82T'See also the entTrec-Fiai)"fer on Tea.ffiS;"l'"
pp. 77-105.
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this point, none is so fitting and colorful as the case
of the aide who attended a parent-teacher conference where

the problem being discussed was a child who seemed to be
in constant conflict with the teacher, but who seemed to

get along well with the aide.

Here is how the aide

described what happened at the conference 1
• • • I listened at a teacher's conference,
and the kind of working relationship she had
with the child, I just didn't have it, And
we were--me and the child--we were really
cool. The kid would come to class and he
wouldn't give me any trouble and he'd work and
he'd do this and that, but the minute he'd get
to her [the teacherJ, I don't know what it was.
It was, you know, just like Dr. Jekyll and
b~.

Hyde

1

and he would just go berserk, you

know. They would fight! They'd physically
fight every other day! • • • And then she said,
(to the child • s motherJ, 'Well,
(the
childl does this, and
does~ and

does this,• and, you k~I mean, and whe_n_ _
she asked me, I couldn't cope with that because
he just didn't treat me like thatr he just
didn't act that way with me, you know. She
said, 'You had no right to do that! If I said
this child was this way, he's this way!' And
I said, 'That isn't the way it is. That's how
the child is with you! With me, he's totally
different!' • • • About that time was when she
stopped letting her aides work as •teachers•
right next door. She won't let her aides come
to conference any more, either.

Thus, we see that the aide is expected to put forth
an

11

united front 11 with the teacher, i.e., to protect the

impressions of reality fostered by the teacher, however

far-fetched they might be.

When an aide guides his acti-

vity in accordance with this principle, whether he agrees
with the teacher's impressions or not, we may say he is

attempting to protect the images held by the teacher,

As
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with the previously discussed criteria, aides who are sue-

cessful in doing this are ranked higher in social status
than aides who are not.

While most aides realize that they are expected to
engage in some form of image-protecting behavior, it .i.s

worth noting that quite often aides are simply unaware
of, or uncertain as to, the kind of public stand teachers

expect them to take in behalf of the school or the teacher
or their own positions.

To illustrate the difficulty aides

encounter, let us examine the following statement made by

a teacher with regard to the question of how aides should
represent what is happening in the school to members of
the community1 1

1 The illustration provided here seems to reflect the
norms held for aides by school officials in general, not
only in the school system under study, but also in other
school systems. For example, in specifying the "qualifications of teacher aides ,n one report offered the following
advice to aides• "Being ethical in all respects (never
discussing inside school affairs or individuals with outsiders, for instance), and being loyal to the school and
its program will avoid trouble for teachers, aides, students and parents.''
~~~~~·The Preparation of •.. BIA Teacher and

Dormitory A>des. -v01. II, AVCO EconomTc-sys~rpar
at>on, wash>ngton, D.C., April 1968. P, lJ,
Similar advice appears in a "code of ethics" for
teacher-aides developed by the Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards of the Pennsylvania State
Education Association. Article 4 of this statement reads
as follows• 11 Speak well of all administrators, teachers,
school personnel, and other teacher-aides. Do not gossip."
, New Careers in Education Handbook. Sheperdst~o~wn=-~c~o~l~le~ge~ , Sheperdstown, West Virginia, 1969.
P. 4.
Also, Riessman and Gartner list "confidentiality" as
one of the major problem areas to be considered in the
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•• , It's very important to get the right type
of aide in your building, because they can be
very detrimental and they can work against the
school. And I think if they're the broad-minded
individuals they should be, they're gcing to try
to uplift the name, rather than try to drag it
down.

Now, let us contrast this statement with the following,
made by another teacher with regard to the same issue•

The impression I've gotten is that everything
is rosy here at
school. I mean, this is
the impression tnat:Bhe would give to other
people, because she wants to give a good impres-

sion all the time. Something , • , may be eating
at her just terribly, but she is not gcing to let
anybody know that anything is wrong. Everything
is just fine--and a lot of times, it's not.

It's

not realistic, it just isn't.
Thus, we see considerable variation as to the expectations held for aides,

To withhold critical information

about the school is to gain status in the eyes of one

training of paraprofessionals.
Riessman and Gartner, New Careers for the Poor, op.

cit., pp. 158-9.

-

- - - - - --

In a survey of teacher aides, Shipp states• "Professional ethics require that volunteers do not discuss
teachers, students, or school affairs with other people.

They must reserve judgment and not be critical of what
they see or hear at school. 11
Shipp. Mary D.• 11 Teacher Aides• A Survey. 11 ~
Elementary Principal, XLVI (May 1967), JO-J.
See also1 Roberts. Edward R.• A Teacher Aide Curriculum at Rio Hondo Junior College--Its-:riii'jiriiiiietatTcin~
trVeness;-ailcr'lrvaitiii:'ITOn as Relateirto Its Use W~thin"tiie"
Los N~etosSchool Distr~ct." universTt'yOt Wiforn~a,Los
Ange'le'S';'"Cai'i'fO'rnia, March 1967. P. lBr see alsor Staley,
Gerald J,, Volunteer Aides in Public Schoolsr Policies
and Procedures ~n oregon anil"W"iSl1.i'ilgton. Burea~ca
t!Onai Research~Un versi~of Oregon. Eugene. Oregon.
March 1970, p, 4r see alsor Perkins, Bryce, Gettan~
Better Results from Substitutes, Teacher Aides, an
olunteers. EnglewoOifC'hffs. N.J. I Pl'entlce=lliiii.

mr.-
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teacher1 to divulge such information is to gain status in

the eyes of the other.

Said another way, failing to iden-

tify with the goals of the organization, as translated by
teachers, can be as detrimental to an aides social stand-

ing as overidentifying with the same.
Another audience of some importance to the teacher

is the children.

Here, too, the teacher expects the aide

to cooperate in maintaining a given definition of the

situation, even though the aide may not agree with the
impression which is being fostered.

As one teacher put

it I
I think that political and philosophical differences are not to be solved in the classroom,
that an aide is bound to carry out the atmosphere and the rules of the teacher.

And if she knows she is divided with the
teacher on what should be done, I think she
should follow through the way the teacher would,
because it is the teacher's classroom.
Of course, what constitutes a violation of image protection may vary from language usage to mode of dress to
differences in educational philosophy, and so forth.

Fbr

instance, the image a teacher may wish to project to the
children--of teachers and aides as well-educated and
morally upright persons--may be vitiated by an aide who

frequently uses language incorrectly, or uses it in a way
that is deemed detrimental to the "character" development

of little children.

Even negative sanctions may be applied

to such behavior•
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8)
The Policy Advisory Committee recommended her
dismissal because of her ,
teaching them
street language.
The mode of attire an aide may prefer can also violate the image a teacher has of how persons in positions
of authority in the school ought to appear to others.

An

illustration may be taken from the statement of a teacher
who admitted having talked to her aide

11

Several times"

about thiso

I'd like to mention something about appearance,
I think it's very important for a teacher to
be a teacher, and • • • for a teacher aide to
be a teacher aide. If you're going to be a
teacher, and, say, your dress is inappropriate
for the occasion, kids aren't going to look up
to you very much. I'm not a fussy type of
individual when it comes to what you wear, but
I am concerned about the appearance you make
before the kids. And if you are going to dress
like some of these people on TV--no clothes,
and this type of thing--if things are fitting
you improperly, I don't like it. I think
appearance makes a very, very, very, very
important impression on those kids. And if
you don't dress as a teacher should or as a
professional should, then I don't think you
belong in the classroom.
And that's one thing Mrs.
(the aide]
and I have talked about several times, too.
Because I hate to see a woman not look like a
woman. And especially before the children, it's
important. They look at you and they tell you.
I've had several kids come up to me and say,
'Why don't you wear pants? Mrs.
wears
pants.• And I say, 'Well, I'm no~
1
and I don't want to wear them. I wear t~
home. I wear them shopping.' So this matter of
appearance to children is important with me. I
guess that's a little problem, but I feel it's
important, I really do. If you are going to
play the part, dress the part.

Thus, using incorrect or improper language, or
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dressing inappropriately are examples of things that can
cause problems for both the teacher and the aide as far
as image protection and status conferral are concerned.
But the most volatile and disruptive reactions are likely
to occur whenever the bonds of reciprocal dependence linking each to the other break down completely.

One can see

an example of this in the case discussed below.

The case

is summarized here because of its length and detail,
In this instance, the aide apparently found it

increasingly difficult to accept, and cooperate with, the
teacher's claims as to what reality was, especially as
these claims concerned the nature and characteristics of
a minority group of which the aide was a member.

The

issue came to a head when the teacher began using mater-

ials in the classroom which, in the aide's opinion, were
11

racist" in content.

In a move designed to expose and

discredit the teacher, the aide allegedly removed some of
these materials from the teacher's desk and turned them
over to a social-action organization in the community.
The organization, in turn, brought action against both
the teacher and the school system.

Needless to say, the

incident sparked a great deal of unwanted and undesirable
publicity for the school involved, as well as for the
teacher and the aide in question.
be made•

The obvious point must

the aide 1 s relationship with the teacher, and

vice versa, was no longer viable.

This, then, is an
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extreme but classical case of failure in image protection.
Factors Contributing to Role Strain
It was suggested earlier that many aides, by virtue
of ·!;heir personal and social characteristics and lifeexperiences possess what might be called a "natural advantage11 over teachers, as far as working with children is

concerned.

For example, living in the neighborhood of

the school, knowing some of the children and their parents
on a first-name basis, raising children of their own,
working in the same educational program or school for
several years, being older than the teacher, sharing a

common racial or ethnic identity with the children, and
other similar factors might all contribute in varying
degrees to the aide's ability to affect the responses
received from children.
But having such abilities and characteristics may
also be a "natural" source of role strain, as we see in
the following comments by an aideo
• • • This is one of the main gripes, that some
of the teachers feel the aides want to take over
the classroom. That's not so much in work, but,
like, in the discipline. You know. Sometimes
if you're in a school that's in your own neighborhood, as an aide you know the children, you
know them more, and you know the parents, where
the teacher doesn't. And sometimes I guess some
of the aides have a tendency to discipline the
children rather than have the teacher discipline
the children, because of the fact that they know
the children and the parents. And I know some
of the teachers resent this.
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A second example, taken from the comments of another aide,
illustrates the same point•

Oh, boy. That's such a personal thing. It
certainly is. Because I think we all tend to
have this occasionally. We'll say, 'I'm more
experienced and I've had childrenJ she doesn't
have any children; she doesn't know.' This
sort of thing goes through your mind. You
thinlu 'If she'd have done it this way, the
child wouldn't have gone into a tantrum.'
This is one of the hardest things there is,

I think, in being an aide, is to stand by
and not get into it.
Thus, depending upon the teacher's actions and perspective, and the aide's perception thereof, living in the
neighborhood, knowing the children and their parents, or
having raised children of their own may, in fact, make it
difficult for the aide to act out his _role smn(\thly and
efficiently.
Extreme discrepancies in age between the teacher and
the aide may also produce role strain.

This is especially

true when the aide is considerably older than the teacher.
As one aide remarked•
I saw the teacher and she was awfully young,
and I said [to myself'], 'Oh, gee, she's young
and I don't know if she's going to like the
idea of having me to work with her because
I'm older and she's so much younger.'
Of course, teachers experience strain also, as the following statement indicates•
When you get an older aide, • • . you feel
funny. The teacher feels funny. I know,
I did, trying to tell this older person something to do. It's a funny situation, so I
would say it's very important to try to match
• • • ages in some way.
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The teacher stopped short of saying what another teacher
said, namely, that

11

it's just like bossing your mother

sometimes, 11
Or consider the following comments made by a young,
inexperienced teacher1
I think the hardest thine in working with
aides for me was being a new teacher, a young
teacher, and having to work with an older
aide. When I came here, I knew I needed them,
but I was concerned about setting up an issue
with a woman who was older, who had children
of her own, who had gone through all that.
That qualifies you right there--if you've

raised children, and you're sensitive to situations with children.
Contributing to the strain teachers feel in this

regard is the confusion children experience, and express,
in attempting to identify the person with "the most authority" in the classroom. 1

The following comments provide a

good illustration of this point•
I think it can be hard, like in our case where
Mrs.
[the aide] is older than I, kids
tend ~ink that the older person is the
more authoritative person • . ,

1 children are not the only ones who are likely to err
in this direction. As I recorded in my field notes, I
walked into a classroom one morning unannounced, After
spending about 15 minutes observing the interaction taking
place between adults and adults, and adults and children,
it occurred to me that I couldn't distinguish the teacher
from the two aides. Subsequently, I approached the person
(naturally, the oldest woman in the room) who I thought
was the teacher, to introduce myself. But when I got
there, the woman almost mechanically pointed to the youngest adult in the room and said, 11 I'm not the teacher. The
teacher's over there. 11 ''Oh, 11 I said, 11 I 1 m very sorry, 11
"Don't be," she replied, "it happens all the time ...
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Up to this point, consideration has been centered on
the strain caused by aides who are older than teachers.
Aides who are much younger than teachers can also cause

role strain, but usually of a different sort,

The example

outlined below describes the attitudes of an older teacher
toward a young, frivolous aide•

She'd come in, and I didn't have time to
explain what I wanted her to do, and she
didn't have enough going for her to sense

what she could do, and that bothered me. I
had nightmares about it. She'd come in late
and take off her coat real slowly and go in
and comb her hair real slowly and all this
jive, and maybe lose a screw out of her eye-

glasses, and I'd have to go help her look for
that. Well, I didn't have time for another
grown-up child in the classroom, I'm too

impatient for that. So how did I take care
of it? I asked for her to be removed from
the classroom.

Interestingly, matching male aides with females as
teachers seems to have caused little role strain, although
some adjustments in expectations were recognized by the
teachers as being in order•

Well, it's, I think, um, difficult in our society for a man to work for a woman. I think
this is a change of the usual role, And I
think I've tried to do this, to say, you know,
'Is there something that you would feel comfortable doing?' Because Mr.
is quite
masculine, and it isn't comfor~ for me, or
for him, to say, you know, 'Do this.• But it
hasn't been a problem. It's been something
that's been recognized and hasn't come into

being as a problem, It just exists. I don't
ask him to, ah, put up bulletin boards or
something like that, whereas I might if he
were a female.
The amount of formal education that an aide has
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completed is related to the amount of role strain that
both the teacher and the aide experience, although the
bulk of the strain seems to fall to the teacher.

It would

appear that teachers who are working with aides who are

either very poorly educated (e.g., less than a high school
education) or very well-educated

(e.g.,

close to completing

a four-year college degree) are most likely to experience
strain in performing their roles.

Not surprisingly, it

is the latter group which provides the greatest threat to
teachers.

The essence of this notion is captured in the

following statement, made by a teacher with regard to her
previous experiences in working with aidest

Because I have seen this, especially with aides
have, say, finished high school, and maybe

~hat

a year or two of college, and have something
against teachers. Because maybe they want to

be teachers and they just don't want to take
orders from any teacher. I did have one who
had two years of college. And, naturally, she
was so close but yet could not complete it.

And I don't know why she never did go back,
But this was a conflict because she had enough
to say what you were doing wrong,
ou:t; uot to take the classroom • • • . If an
aide is career-oriented, you know, say two
years of college, or even in college now, they
just assume more authority, and they want to
educat~on

take more authority.

So that definitely was

a conf'lict.

And many times--! haven't had this to be the
case but I'm sure that some other teachers

have--you have an aide that simply doesn't
understand what you're trying to tell her to
do, You can write it out and it still doesn't
make sense to her, So I think education is a
problem, if' you get one with almost a college

degree or too little,
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A different, but related, type of role strain is
that experienced by some teachers because of the mere
presence of another adult in the classroom, even when no
actual threat may exist.

This particular type of strain

typically stems out of a fear of surveillance, 1 and may
be aggravated by an aide who is well-educated and careeroriented, 2

For example, when asked whether she would pre-

fer to work with an aide who is job-oriented or careeroriented, one teacher replied•
I think I would rather work with someone who
is job-oriented. This way you're not always
constantly having to be compared. Because I
would feel that if I were an aide and were
going to be a teacher, I would look at the
teacher and think, 'Well, when I get to be a
teacher, I won't do that, or •• , that isn't
how I'm going to teach.' I don't know whether
she does this, but if I were an aide studying
to be a teacher, I think I would compare myself
with the teacher and would always say, 'Well,
I wouldn't use that as my discipline.• But I
think if you're job-oriented, you know your
job, and you're not always thinking about
'when I become a teacher' because you know

1 This is not to suggest that either surveillance or
the strain resulting therefrom is entirely dysfunctional.
On the contrary, one of the functions of aide surveillance
is to promote greater lesson-preparation activities on the
part of teachers.
Erickson, Edsel L., sumaary Reporj1 Teacher and
Teacher-Aides Studies. Gran Rap1ds E ucat1onal studies
Center, Grand Rap1ds, Michigan, 1968. Pp. 1-15.
2 Matheny and Oslin have also found that
the
professional is sometimes threatened by the untrained competence of the aide. This is especially true if the professional is not particularly skillful in his work or is
new on the job. 11
op. cit,, p. 28.
11

•••
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you're not gping to become a teacher. So
evidently your mind won't be thinking of
this. So I think I would rather work with
someone who is job-oriented.

In conclusion, to achieve status it is not sufficient
to merely possess certain personal and social characteristics.

In fact, as we have seen, attributes which give

some aides

11

natural advantages" over teachers are often

"natural disadvantages" or strain-producing factors for

the teacher, the aide, and the children.

What is more

important than possessing various attributes and abilities
is being aware of how they influence others and acting
accordingly.

FOr example, it is not uncommon for principals to
match aides who have had considerable work experience in
the classroom with teachers who have had none at all.

One

of the anticipated consequences of such placements is to
11

strengthen 11 the over-all effect of the team on the chil-

dren, and sometimes it does,

The unintended and often

unrecognized consequence of this act, however, is to place
the aide in an extremely precarious position•

if she exer-

cises her talents to the fullest extent, she risks incurring
the wrath of the teacher; if she does not do so, she risks
incurring the wrath of the principal,

Perhaps this is one

of the reasons why veteran aides consider young, inexperienced teachers their nemeses.

That new and difficult con-

tingencies must be coped with under these circumstances is
evidenced in the remarks of one weary aide•
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• • • When ·r come from her class--the first-

year teacher I'm working with--I'm all worn
out, , , , We have to keep on them all the
time. She has her plans--what she is going
to do, and everything--but I can just tell
she is a first-year teacher, and you know 1

the kids can too,

I think they can.

Up to this point, all but one of the attributes of
aides which were found to produce role strain has been
discussed.

The final attribute is race.

Not surprisingly, the likelihood that role strain
will be experienced by both the teacher and the aide
increases when bl.ack aides are paired with white teachers . 1

This is true because many black aides believe that black
pupils are more likely to identify with black aides than
with white teachers (or at least react to them differently
than to white teachers), that black aides are better able
to control black children than white teachers, and., finally,
that white teachers are often poorly motivated and poorly

prepared, both educationally and in terms of lifeexperiences, to teach black children.

The following case, from which extensive quotes are

taken, is strongly worded, yet fairly typical of the attitudes held by black aides toward white teachers, and as
such serves to illustrate the points outlined above.

The

1 The obverse is no doubt also true, but unfortunately
no white-aide, black-teacher pairs were present in the
population at the time the sample was drawn. Thus, comments are restricted to the black-aide, white-teacher
experiences.
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aide statest
• • • I mean, you know, going to
school.
I knew everybody because I was ra1sed right
there at
school. So, I mean, I knew the
kids, not~ in the classroom . • . in fact,

I_ go to their house and play pinochle or, you
know, whatever, I had a lot of kids that I,
you know, went around with their parents and

stuff, and I guess they react, you know, black

kids react to black people differently than
they do (to white people], And I think a lot
of teachers might resent the attitude of black
kids to you
As she goes on to say, the fact that an aide is familiar to the children matters a great deal when it comes to

controlling them, and, furthermore, that this knowledge-gained from life-experiences and from face-to-face interaction with the children after school hours in the neighborhood--is more relevant to the problem of controlling
children than knowledge gained in
college classrooms.

11

psychology courses" in

She states 1

, , , This psychology jive don't work for black
children. I don't care who hears it, it don't
work. They think they can psych these kids,
but these kids are psyching them. And they
know what they can pull and they see it every
day. And we talked about it at lunchtime one
time. They know what they can pull with the
teacher or what they can get away with, with
the aide, (And I asked one of them], • How
come you talk to so-and-so that way?' and she
said, 'Well, I know she white and she not
coming to my house, but I know you black, and
you comingl'

They using them, John, and I tell you, I really
believe they using them. They using this psych
stuff. To me she Cthe teacher] says that they
have problems, but not all black kids have problems, They set up all these different social
workers when all they need is a good swat back
here.
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From the aide's perspective, the failure of the

teacher to act firmly causes a lot of unnecessary prob-

lems, not only for the children but also for the teacher,
as we see in the following statement

1

• . • They can just run her senseless.

She

has headaches, she sits down and takes pills
and things, she ain't well--when all she has
to do is mean itl I mean, I know 4-year-olds

got their"t1i'Ingthey got to go through.
That's nature. But they know enough, they
know what they can pull. They know, John. It
just, I can't tell you how, but they do. I
would be willing to bet my life on it, that's
how sure I am •

. , • But it's, it's, if you can't get them to
sit, if you can't get them to take 20 minutes
out of the whole morning and learn, and teach
them, then something is wrong.

They'll go to her quicker, but with little
silly things that they can do themselves.
, • • I think that's terrible, you know.
don't mean, don't put your hands on them.
But then they [the teachersJ come on with this
'Your child's got to feel loved' and 'This is
their room, not ours' jive. , • . They wild in

~

self-pity already, and I don't believe
in that--making themselves seem less. To me,

that's what it's doing • • • • They don't know
it, they don't think they doing this, but they
doing it.
Interviewer• Do you ever feel confused about
when you should exert your authority over the

children?
Aide•

A lot of times I said, 'Well, I'm not

going to say anything.•

I can be back there

cleaning up after the snack, or getting ready

to lay out material, and I can hear her begging
them, just actually begging them, and I just
try so hard not to say anything. And then I
just turn around [and say], 'Did you hear what
Mrs,

said.'

And he'll look at you or

she'lrTOcik at you and then do it. But • • •
they know she's really not going to do anything
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to them, She begs them and begs them and begs
them, , , , Now, they getting cheated. , , ,
If you can't control them long enough where
they can sit and listen , , , , they missing
out, They not getting the whole value of the
lesson, and how can they when they scooting

up and down in the chair?
Interestingly, as we see in the following passage,
in spite of the strong feelings the aide has on the subject, she has not discussed it with the teacher•
I think one day I might tell her the truth
because I think they getting cheated,
Interviewer•
you do?

What do you think will happen if

Aidea She'll cry • • • • I love her, she's
sweet. I mean, I really do like her. , . .

But you don't get no results, you don't get
results like that. One time I was going to
talk to her about it, But she's not deliberately doing it, you know. If I felt that she
didn't give a darn one way or the other, but
she does, she 1 s concerned about them, she

really is ,
Why then do white teachers, in general, fail to act
"firmly" in dealing with black children?

Part of the

answer lies in the teacher's perspective as to how children ought to be handled, and this perspective has been

tempered by the formal educational experiences of the
teacher.

These experiences often dictate the kind of

behavior teachers think one can reasonably expect of chil-

dren, the kind of techniques one should use to control
children so as not to

so forth,

11

damage 11 them psychologically, and

Typically, white teachers believe that black

aides are "too harsh" and

11

too domineering" in dealing
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with the children, and that they haven't been taught to
recognize the age-grade or developmental limitations of
the children's abilities.

Here, for example, is the

way one teacher described her views on the question of

how children should be controlledo
They'll be cross to the children and expect
too much. That's another thing that I think
is important--whatever age level you're deal-

ing with--that you should talk with your aide

about it, and discuss what you can expect

from a child that age.
Teacher Authority-Presentation Styles and
Aide Authority-Adjustment Styles
Introductory

~

When two members of a dyad are characterized by

unequal power, the low-power person will typically find
it necessary to make

11

adjustments" to the constraints

imposed upon him by the high-power person.

And the high-

power person will typically find it necessary to project
his power in such a way as to evoke the least resistance
and most desirable responses from the low-power person.

Needless to say, teachers differ in the ways in which
they project their authority to aides, and aides in turn
differ in the ways in which they adjust themselves to
such presentations of authority.

To the extent that the

aide makes an acceptable adjustment to the teacher, the
teacher will have no "aide problem.••

To the extent that
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the teacher projects his power in a manner acceptable to
the aide, the aide will have no "teacher problem."

When an aide enters the classroom of the teacher to
whom she has been assigned for the first time, the teacher
usually attempts to make clear some of the things that the
aide has been hired to do and, by definition, to not do.
In doing so, the teacher also projects a definition of
the situation which spells out his rights and obligations
as a teacher, and the aide 1 s rights and obligations as an
aide.

These projections have a distinctive moral quality

in that they concern the teacher's claims as to who she
is and how she ought to be treated, and what power she
has and how she expects to wield it.

As Goffman 1 observes1

Society is organized on the principle that any
individual who possesses certain social characteristics has a moral right to expect that
others will value and treat him in an appropriate way. Connected with this principle is a
second, namely that an individual who implicitly or explicitly signifies that he has certain social characteristics ought in fact to
be what he claims he is, In consequence, when
an individual projects a definition of the situation and thereby makes an implicit or explicit
claim to be a person of a particular kind, he
automatically exerts a moral demand upon others,
obliging them to value and treat him in a manner that persons of his kind have a right to
expect. He also implicitly foregoes all claims
to be things he does not appear to be and hence
foregoes the treatment that would be appropriate for such individuals.

ili•

1 coffman, The Presentation of ~ ~ Everyday ~
op. cit., p:-13.
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Teacher

authority-presentation~

Teachers can be classified according to the type of
11

authority expectations 11 they hold for

aides~

aides, in

turn, can be classified according to the type of
ment expectations" they hold for teachers.

11

adjust-

Both terms

refer to how each expects to be treated by the other, and,
conversely, how each expects to treat the other.
For instance, there are, at one extreme, teachers
who hold the traditional rights and duties attached to
the position of teacher in high regard.

When they present

their authority to aides, they tend to assert their right
to rule over the aide in an explicit, forthright, and
often uncompromising fashion.

The essence of this type

of perspective is captured in the following remarks made
by teachers with regard to the question of how aides ought
to be handled 1
The teacher has to be boss, , • , There's
nobody around here going to argue with me on
that point. , •• If I'd have had •• , some
of the things happen to me that I heard (happen to] some of the other teachers (breaches
of etiquette by aides], one of us would have
gone out the door right quick and would not
have come back!
Another illustration serves to accentuate the same point•
I definitely know where I stand and my aide
knows where she stands. She never does one
thing without my permission, and it'll always
be that way as long as I'm teacher!
Teachers who project their authority to aides in this
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fashion are described by others as "pulling the master-

slave bit on their aides. 11

The term

11

Master-Slave Mentor••

(MSM) was thus coined, and will be used throughout the
study to refer to teachers whose authority expectations
or projections approximate this •• ideal type."
At the other extreme are the "Hang-Loose Hipsters 11

(HLH), so-called because of their tendency "to hang a bit
loose from traditional ways of bossing aides around. ••

The

Hang-Loose Hipster expects the aide to relate to her more
nearly as an equal than as an ultimate authority figure,
As one teacher put it1

• • • All three of us do the same amount of
rinstructional] work so all the other work
that's in the room (custodial, clerical, etc.)
we split three ways. It's not like they're
my slaves and I say, • Do this I • • • . All
three of us can take care of whatever needs
to be taken care of.
Or consider the statement of yet another teacher•
• • . As far as being a boss, I never feel

like I am a boss. I will ask you [the aide].
If they say no, they say no. I'm not a bossytype person. And I still don't assume that
'this is the way it's going to be--I fire the
shots.• So it doesn't bother me that way.
To Hang-Loose Hipsters, then, the traditional norms
associated with the status of teacher are neit·her held in

high regard nor taken too seriously.

Alternatives other

than presenting oneself as an ultimate authority figure
in an established organizational hierarchy are perceived
and, in fact, acted out.

In short, the Hang-Loose Hipster
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rejects the concept of teacher as "boss" and aide as

"maid. 11

To them, the rights and obligations of teachers

might be more equally shared with aides,
Between these two extremes lie teachers who are
neither comfortable with, as one teacher put it, the "Igive-the-order, you-take-the-order" kind of relationship

nor with the "we-are-partners 11 kind of relationship.

The

messages they project to their aides are perhaps most
accurately epitomized in the following statement by a
teacher•

• I think the aides have to follow through
if the teacher gives them an assignment, and
both my aides know that, ultimately, I have
the last say. But we try not to do it that
way--we try to work it out together.
Aides tend to describe this type of teacher as "big-hearted 11

or "open-minded"; hence the term

11

0pen-Minded Boss" (OMB)

will be used hereafter to refer to teachers whose authority expectations and projections center neither on the
power of position nor on the ideal of partnership, but
rather on diluted elements of both.
~

authority-adjustment

~

Aides can also be classified according to the way in
which they expect to be treated by teachers and the way
they, in turn, expect to treat teachers. 1

For instance,

1 To suggest that aides can be classified in this way
is to assume that aides, as a collectivity, differ in value-
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when asked what advice she would give a new, inexperienced
aide on how to get along well with teachers, one aide
replied I
Well, I would tell her to remember that this
is the teacher's room, and that you have to
work with this teacher. When I started, I
just thought it was the kind of relationship,
like if you were a maid, and this was a person's home. If this was a new aide, I would
tell her that this is the teacher's room, and
you are her maid • • • and whatever she wants
you to do, you are to do.
The term

11

Grateful Servant" ( GS) has been reserved for

aides who expect to adjust themselves to the teacher as

a servant might to a master, and who expect to be so
treated.
Grateful Servants tend to remain behaviorally and
attitudinally subservient to the will of the teacher as
a way of adjusting to what they believe is the right of
teachers to run the classroom as they see fit.

The accep-

tance of the authority of the teacher, and the concomitant
belief that one's own role as an aide can only be justified

orientations and social identities. There is support for
this assumption in the research of Kramer, who found consistent differences among indigenous paraprofessional
workers in reference group orientation, aspirations and
militancy, and, subsequently, in the types of strain they
experienced while acting out different roles in social
work settings.
Kramer, Philip H., 11 The Indigenous Workers Hometowner, Striver or Activist? (Explorations of the Characteristics and Strains of the Indigenous Worker) • 11
Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Brandeis University,
Waltham, Massachusetts, April 1970.
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in terms of the needs of the teacher, are the most important features of this adjustment pattern. 1

These points

are well-illustrated in the comments of an aide who was
asked whether or not she thought aides, in general, should
be allowed to work more directly with the children•
I wouldn't say that you could put that as a
general rule. I prefer it, I enjoy it, but
if my particular teacher said, you know, for
me to sharpen pencils and erase the boards,
why that's exactly what I would do,
At the opposite end of the continuum stand the "Cynical Servants 11

(

CS), so-called because of their tendency

to speak somewhat cynically of professionals who would
deny them the opportunity to make the kind of contributions
which they feel are minimally necessary in order to be of
assistance to the children. 2

Unlike their counterparts

who tend to justify their role in terms of the needs of

1Kramer found that some paraprofessionals identified
more closely with professional goals and expectations than
others and, as a result, experienced less strain in carrying out "task requirements" assigned to them by authority
figures.
Kramer, loc. cit., pp. 208-9.
2Kramer•s findings support the idea that paraprofessionals are not a homogeneous group; that they might differ sharply in their patterns of adaptation to authority
figures. In describing the categories of paraprofessionals
which did not identify closely with professional expectations ,Kraiile"r states 1 11 Hometowners and Activists in comparison to Strivers appear to be less tolerant of professional authority or procedures, react with greater cynicism, and consequently show more strain in handling task
requirements. 11
Kramer, lac. cit., P• 209.
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the teacher, Cynical Servants tend to justify their role
in terms of the needs of the children, the demands of the
educational program, and, most importantly, in terms of
what they, as noncertified "specialists 1 11 have to contrib·
ute to the educational process.

In this sense, the term

"cynical" is inappropriate and confusing, for it implies

that Cynical Servants regard their work as not worth doing
or doing no good to others.
the case.

But this is far from being

Cynical Servants want to help others, including

the teachers, and feel they have a great deal to contribute, perhaps more than other aides.
~

Fbr this reason, they

D21 speak cynically of their work, but of the profes-

sionals who would deny them the opportunity to give freely
and fully of their talents.

The following case, from which

extensive quotes are taken, provides a good illustration

of these points t
• • • We have quite a few • • • [teachers who]
don't like to see an aide go on their own,
especially in the classroom. They want to feel
all the time that they're the ones that have
the degree, and they should, you know, they're

your superior and that's the way they should
be treated, , , • And there are some that
don't want aides to be included in things like
staff meetings, or anything like that. staff
is supposed to be for the ones with the degree,
and so this sometimes gets to be a problem with
some of them, and it's always where the aide
has to be on a lower level. And just like even
though you can figure out paper work 1 or do it
better than they can or might even have more

time than they have, they don't want you to
touch some of the paper work because they f'eel
that only the teacher should know how to figure
these things out, They can't seem to understand
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that a lot of things are just common sense,
you know, and everyone has it. You don't
have to have a degree to have it, but some of

them don't understand that.

And we've had some say that aides shouldn't

be allowed to come in the lounge when the
teachers are in there, you know, We've got
one that's really hung up on this real bad.
And the other ones will show it just in their
classroom, 'You only do what you're told to
do,• and then sometimes when they evaluate
some of the girls, they put down 'can only do

things when told to do themt don't do anything
on their own.• Well, if you do, they really
get upset. So you just hope you c~n work with
a teacher that you can really get a good understanding with. • • • Because I just love doing
things, making up stories with them, any little
thing, whatever it is, doing art work. I feel
that whatever I've Ee1 to contribute, IIi~
~a'i'i<rrme-wbeneTir back on that-~
because of~egree. \Tial1'CS iiiTne.}
One of the deep-running features of this pattern of
adjustment, then, is the cynicism expressed with regard
to the control exercised over them by teachers, especially
when such control is seen as having been designed to

inhibit or stifle their abilities and aspirations.

Unlike

the Grateful Servant, who would dutifully restrict his
role activities to

11

sharpening the pencils and erasing the

boards," the Cynical Servant would more likely express
resentment at being restricted to such menial activities.

This notion is especially prominent in the following statement1
We weren't hired to do maid's work. A certain
amount of paper work is necessary. Now, the
clerical work I wouldn't mind, but the maid's
job definitely is out, although a certain
amount of cleaning up is necessary--like when
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the children are having art, I clean the

brushes and clean the floor, too,
part of the assignment.

That's all

In spite of their rhetoric, Cynical Servants are more
interested in surviving the experience of having to work
under what they perceive to be a system of suppressive
rules than in rebelling against the same, or in precipitating change.

In this sense, they remain

albeit ungrateful and cynical ones.

11

servants, 11

However, under cer-

tain extreme conditions, when resentment mounts, it may

become difficult for them to contain the frustration they
feel.

This we see in the following statement•
I had a real bad experience my first year, and

it was with the teacher. I almost came to
blows. My problem was I guess the teacher
thought that the children were responding more
so to me, because it was all black, than to
her. And I guess she might of resented it,
• • • And, really, I was really doing the janitor work--the jobs that she didn't want to do.
Interviewer• What was the issue that you almos·t
came to blows over? Were you doing things she

didn't want you to do?
Aidet •• , It was never found out. It really
came to that. I don't know. It was resentment

building up • • • • I think it was just resent-

ment all along, because we never • • • had any
words • . • before this and then she came in

one day • • • and just blew her cork 1 • • • She
was pounding [the table) and putting her hand
in my face, see, and I'm not a child either,

you know. And that really, I told her if she
ever did that again I would knock her down,
you know. And then she went and got the principal •
Between the extremes of Grateful Servants and Cynical
Servants lie aides who are neither enamored of the author-
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ity of the teacher nor contemptuous of it.

Here, the pos-

ture of adjustment adopted by the aide with regard to the
authority projections of the teacher is characterized
neither by servility nor cynicism, but by both tactful
cooperation with, and tactful manipulation of, authority.
Within this pattern, the aide expects to obey the teacher,
providing the teacher is willing to concede some of the
traditional rights and privileges attached to the teacher's
position, such as the right to teach children, to the position of aide. 1

This we learn from an aide who stated•

, •• I go into the classroom with the attitude
that this is your room, and I'm here to assist
you in any way in whatever you do. As long as
she has me working with children and teaching
children, this is all I'm concerned about. The
other things I don't give a hoot about. My main
emphasis is teaching black children. I want
them to progress because our race is still behind
academically. Whether or not the teacher I am
working with likes me is irrelevant. I couldn't
care less. As long as we are in there teaching
these children, that's all that• s in my mind.
That's all that's important to me
While Grateful Servants expect to

11

do anything, just

anything, whatever she (the teacher] asks, 11 i.e.

1

to adjust

1 The tendency of paraprofessionals to compete with
professionals for more exciting duties has been noted in
the literature, also. See, for example, Matheny and
Oslin, op. cit., p. 26.
Levinson and Schiller have developed an interesting
typology for explaining the tendency of some paraprofessionals to be jealous of, and competitive with, professionals. See1 Levinson, Perry and Shiller, Jeffrey,
11 Role Analysis of the Indigenous Nonprofessional...
Social

~'XI (July 1966), 95-101.

---
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themselves totally to the needs of the teacher, the aides
who occupy the midpoint of the continuum expect to serve

both the educational needs of the children and the personal needs of the teacher,

.2.!!!: in .ii.!!!ll ~. 1

Here we

see this point of priority expressed•
. • • Your first concern is the children because
you're there for the children. You're there to
assist the teacher, but you're there for the

children.
Thus, working with the children (as opposed to working in a custodial or clerical capacity) is not only a
much-sought-after activity, but also, for many aides of
this persuasion, one of the few ways to achieve meaning
and self-esteem from their work.

An aide who was restricted

to a custodial-clerical role, but who managed to obtain a
more desirable role, provides us with a good example of

this point 1
• • • After being with her a while, . • • I

thought I was being pushed aside.

I wasn't

doing anything. 'What a waste of time,' I
thought, 'when I could be with another teacher

where I could work directly with the children.'
This is what I wanted to do when I got into
this program--to help the ones that needed it,
1 In terms of the general norms with regard to adjusting to the authority of teachers, the Tactful Tutor is
engaging in "rule-breaking" behavior (even though he may
not be so labeled by the teacher), For example, Thompson
articulates the general norm as follows• 11 An aide should
always operate within a teacher's prescription • . . • The
aide's direct responsibilities are to the teacher, not to
students or to parents,''
Thompson, Scott D., "Emerging Role of the Teacher
Aide," Clearing~· XXXVII (February 196)), 329.
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Because there are so many that need extra help.

And if you're just sitting there, or standing
watching, to me, you might as well leave the
room. So if you don't work out something
pretty quick, you might as well get out. I
think you should talk it over with the teacher
and then work something out.
Interviewer•
Aide

1

Interviewer•
Aide 1

Is this what you did?

Yes.

Yes.

You got a new assignment then?
So now she says • . • 'you don• t

have to do that'--cleaning up and so forth,
which I was mostly doing, cleaning up at night,
cleaning the boards off, cleaning the tables,

putting away equipment--which I still do, don't
get me wrong, but I mean, while the children
are here I work with them, And I have reading
and spelling, and so it has worked out.
But obtaining an instructional assignment is often a

very delicate matter.

Aides who think they are entitled

to perform such activities by virtue of education or work
experience are often rebuffed or labeled as "insensitive
to authority" or "trying to take over the classroom, .. for

many teachers wish to reserve this prestigious activity
for themselves.

Thus, it would appear that the movement

of aides into tutorial positions is not the result of
"achievement" or "accomplishment" but the result of the
tactful manipulation of authority,

For this reason, the

term ''Tactful Tutor" (TT) has been reserved for aides
whose adjustment pattern to authority approximates this
ideal.

The following example suggests how such an assign-

ment might be obtaineda
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• • • First, you have to have an understanding
with the teacher, And it's sort of hard, if
you haven't worked with the teacher before, to
do this right off. But within a few days of
starting with the teacher, you should be able
to more or less tell some of her moods--the
things that she likes to have done and the
things that she will do herself. And you can
more or less go from there. And she knows in
herself what she feels she can do. Maybe it's
some area that she really feels that she's
really strong in and she would like to apply
it to the classroom in some kind of way. And
so it would be best for her to feel her way
with the teacher • • • because there are some
teachers who do not care for you to do your
own thing in the classroom. Just go by their
instructions. But once you feel that you have
some idea of the teacher and get an understanding of how far you can go, then let her know
that you feel that you are talented in something and you would like to apply it in the
classroom.

Thus, to obtain a tutorial position, the Tactful Tutor
might

11

subtly offer to do things that the teacher might not

have asked her to do previously.

11

l<'or example, the Tactful

Tutor might offer to help the children who have fallen

behind, or offer to assist the children with their "seat
work" whenever the teacher doesn't have time.

Of course,

these offers represent known deviations from the traditional
norms regarding role boundaries and authority: they also
represent temptations which many teachers find difficult
to resist.

As one teacher put it1

I think the major instruction should be left
to the teacher, although I have observed cases
where it was not. And perhaps that is a pitfall • • • it would be so easy to have an aide
step in and give actual instruction because
you are working with so many individual children, and most of them need a one-to-one relationship with the teacher.
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In conclusion, Grateful Servants tend to put themselves and their activities in the hands of the teacher.

That is, they look to the teacher's role and the teacher's
authority to justify their own role and their own authority in the classroom.

And the nature of their adjustment

pattern is perhaps best reflected in their reverence for
the rules, which they view as being desirable, intrinsically.

Cynical Servants, on the other hand, feel little reverence for the conventional rules governing teacher,
teacher-aide relationships.

What measure of support for

the rules remains stems from whatever agreements are
arrived at between the teacher and the aide in the course
of social interaction.

And these agreements are honored

in order to escape the negative sanctions which might be
applied to them if their
were made known.

~

feelings on these matters

By applying conventional restrictions

to themselves and their activities, Cynical Servants often
manage to avoid the conflict (although not necessarily the
strain) that results when they are placed with teachers who
they view as being "exploitative" of their talents and
abilities.

But, :for Cynical Servants, the aide's role can

only be justified in terms of the needs of the children,
and in their own resourcefulness in serving them.

In

short, Cynical Servants feel that they would be as effective as the professional teacher if only they had the
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chance to demonstrate their skills.

Tactful Tutors stand somewhere between these two
extremes.

They neither justify their role exclusively in

terms of the teacher nor of the children, but in terms of

.!!21!!

the children and the teacher

~·
11

~·

usually,

.!.!!

that

While Grateful Servants view the rules as a

necessary good 11 --to be supported (gratefully) in order

to facilitate the teacher•s goals--and Cynical Servants
view the rules as a

11

necessary evil 11 --to be supported

(cynically) in order to survive the experience of an

unfortunate placement, Tactful Tutors view the rules as a
tool, to be manipulated (tactfully) in order to fulfill
the needs of the children and, in so doing, the needs of
the teacher and, of course, their own personal needs. 1

1 Denham and Shatz came close to suggesting the spectrum to teacher authority-presentation types and aide
authority-adjustment types delineated here, They describe
three types of professionals according to the expectations
they hold for paraprofessionals 1 (1) the "doubters ,tt who
have low expectations of the aides• potential to make contributions to the delivery of services, and who subsequently
oast aides into 11 dependent, subservient" rolest (2) the
11 idealists, 11
who have inordinately high expectations of
the aides• abilities, and who subsequently cast them into
roles which are beyond their capacity to perform1 and
( J) the "pragmatic experimentalists," who attempt to adjust
their expectations to the actual abilities of aides and to
"test out" the aides• abilities in various roles. Denham
and Shatz also describe at least one mode of aide adjustment to these expectations. They suggest that one aide who
was treated by a ''doubter" as an 11 overgrown student" came
to play this role "to the hilt." However, they never reach
the notion of teacher authority-presentation styles and
aide authority-adjustment styles as "self-" as well as
"~-" expectations.
Also, they faTI'to expand the
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Relation of Teacher Authority-Presentation Styles
and Aide Authority-Adjustment Styles to the
Variables of Self-Image and SelfIdentification
The authority styles of teachers are related to other
variables that have consequences for the aide's role.

One

such variable is the way in which the various teacher

authority types wish aides to see themselves and identify
themselves to others.

One indicator of this concept is

whether the teacher wants the aide to see himself as an
''aide" or as a "teacher...

Hang-Loose Hipsters typically

prefer aides to think of themselves as teachers, as the
following comments reveals

I think it's important that they do see themselves as a teacher because every minute
you're in that classroom with the kids, you
are teaching.

Or as another HLH put it 1
Some people feel that the aide has her place

below the teacher. I think that, particularly
at my level, they can teach the kids anything
the children need to learn , , • if they can

read • • . and count and add and talk, I'm

sure my children can benefit from them,

To Master-Slave Mentors, however, it is not only outrageous to suggest that aides could be "teachers, 111 but

typology to include the expectations held by aides for
teachers,

Denham, William H. and Shatz, Eunice, Imtfct of the
Indigenous Nonprofessional ~ !h! Professiona s ~:-
Un1vers1ty Research Corporat1on, Wash1ngton, D.C., June
1969. Pp. 10-J.
1 sociologically, it is impossible for the aide to
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also potentially damaging to the children 1 and the teaching profession 2 to encourage them to think of themselves
in this way.

As one MSM exclaimed when asked whether aides

should be included in teacher staff meetings•
Teacher 1

No II

Interviewer•

Why not?

not be a 11 teacher... That is, if the mere presence of an
iiae in the classroom causes either the teacher or the
children to change their behavior in any manner, such as
taking the aide into account mentally before acting, then
one would have to conclude that something is being "taught"
and something is being 11 learned 1 11 even though the cues
might be subtle. With Wetzel, this researcher would
have to say ~hat "there pfobaflY ~ .2! .!!2. ~ thing !!
,! 1 .!l!?.n•¥ea:lh1ng' ~·"
Ita 1cs m1ne.)
We ze , op. c1t., p. 1.

1 FOr lack of adequate controls, it might be some time
before the impact of aides on children can be adequately
assessed.

Fbr instance, two of the most carefully con-

trolled studies of the impact of teacher aides on student
attitudes and achievement conducted to date found little
evidence either favoring or opposing the utilization of
teacher aides in the classroom.

Bergquist, op. cit.; see alsea
op. cit., pp, 184-7.

Bennett and Falk,

2 The fear that paraprofessionals will "contaminate"
professional standards is well-illustrated in a study by
Harter, in which the attitudes of 4-H Extension leaders
toward aides were examined, His findings suggest that
the higher the rank of the Extension leaders, the less
favorable the attitudes held toward the supervision of
aides, and the higher the apprehension expressed with
regard to professional standards·.
Harter, Donald A., "Attitudes Held Toward Employing
Paid 4-H Extension Aides in the New Jersey Extension Service." Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, 1968.
See alsot Goldberg, Gertrude s., Job and Career
Developtgent for the Poor--the Human Ser'Vi'CeB:- Yesh1va
Un1vers1ty, ~ YSrk~Y.~eptembe~ Pp. 19-261
see also• Matheny and Oslin, op. cit., p. 28.
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Teacher•

They're not teachers!!

They're nottl

And there are times when they just have to realize that they're not certified teachers! . . •
They have to realize that we teachers have gpne

through a special training program. And teaching is not solely reading this book (reference
is to a programmed textbook], like I said earlier,

That's not teaching,

A machine could do

it better than you any day. So I don't think
all categories should be dropped, I think they
should realize that you are a teacher and, of

course, not because you're so lordly but you
are a teacher,

The same sort of respect that

you have for a physician--because of the posi-

tion he holds. You respect the position that
he holds as a physician. And I don't think
that breaking down all barriers would be advantageOus to the children, because you can't have

three captains--this sort of stuff--in the classroom,l

Quite predictably, the position of the Open-Minded
Boss with regard to this issue lies somewhere between

these two extremes.

The subtlety of this perspective is

captured in the following remarks•
• , , For one thing, don't treat them as an
aide. They're another teacher in the room.

r don't like it when teachers have their children know that that's somebody who's lower

1 An obvious, but important, point must be iterated

here, namely that MSM's place great weight on rituals such
as these. In fact,' one teacher summed up his entire evaluation of his aide's ••sensitivity to authority 11 quite succinctly and sincerely by saying• "She refers to me as
'Mr.
.• She respects my authority. 11 While this is
an overs~mplification of the meaning of the category, it
nevertheless serves to illustrate how MSM's wish to be
seen and treated, and how they wish the aide to be seen
and treated. It also serves to illustrate how a single
act of conformity (or deviance) may be taken as "evidence''
by the teacher of the aide's 11 intentions" with regard to
an entire system of rules of which the act is a part.
Fbr a more thorough discussion of this point, see a Goffman, Relations in Public, op. cit., P• 97·
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[than they are],

That's just another teacher

in the room. She~ doesn't teach as much.
(Italics mine.}
--------

A second, related indicator of this concept, then is
whether the teacher wants the children to know who the
real teacher is. 1

MSIVI's typically do, for, as we have

seen, they object quite strongly to aides who arrogate to

themselves the attributes of teachers.
nicely here

This is illustrated

1

I want the kids to respect her as much as they
respect me, but I also feel that I want them
to know that ! 1 m the teacher, not her.
A sharply contrasting picture is provided by HLH 1 s.
as the following comparison makes clear1
Interviewer• Do the children know that you
are the teacher?
Teacherr I really don't think so, because one
day Mrs.
(the aideJ wasn't here and one
of the kids said, 'Where's my other teacher?'
All three of us are teachers to them. I don't
think they know the difference. No, they
don't realize that.

Again, in terms of their perspective toward this
issue, we are able to locate the OMB's somewhere between
the extremes described above,

That is, they neither insist

upon being treated equally in the classroom by the children, nor do they insist upon being treated differently.

1 The saliency of this phenomenon has been discovered
by other researchers as well. For example, when asked about
the disadvantages of having an aide, 7 out of 21 teachers
said that divided authority (between the teacher and the
aide) caused confusion among the children.
Southworth, op. cit., p. 488.
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One OMB described her attitude toward the matter in this
way•

Interviewer• How important do you think it is
that the aide keep you as the figure of authority in the eyes of the children?
Teachert Well, I don't stress it too much.
They call us both teachers. We don't make a
big thing of it. 'lllrs.
is the teacher
and I am the aide .• I heard her [the aide]
doing this in her corner one day when she was

talking about community helpers • • • and she
had a picture of a teacher, And I overheard
her explain what I was, and how she was my

helper--not that it made a big difference to

me,

But we have never come right out and

talked about it with the children,
Just as teacher authority-types vary on the question
of how aides ought to see themselves and identify them-

selves to others, so too do aide-adjustment types.

For

instance, some CS's see little harm accruing from masquerading as teachers•

• • • The children don't know the difference
between the aide or the certified teacher.
As far as they're concerned, we're teachers,
you know, The children don't know who's the
aide. It's according to how a person is--an
aide or a teacher. If you're going to let
kids come in and run over you, of course,
they're not going to mind you, you know.
Or consider the following example•

• • • The kids don't actually know that
Mrs.
is really the real teacher, you
know.-,recause. not that we make them feel
this. but it's just the way our room is run.
That is, it's no up or down. Now they will
notice us ask Mrs.
what she wants done

next, so actually I-rnr-nk they know that it's
something that's a little bit more about her,

but they don't put much importance to it.
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Of course, as might be expected, Grateful Servants
take quite an opposite view1
The child Should know the difference between
the aide and the teacher.

I've always identi-

fied myself [in this wayJ1 'I'm your aide,
now go ask the teacher that question. Ask her
what she thinks about it.• This way I think
the children feel, well, both parties are here
to help me.

I think the aide should not just

answer everything the child asks. Don't let
the child ~ too attached to ~· ~ti'ie
Child feel as thou~p8:rt1es are there
to help and you're not going to help them in
all situations. (Italics mine.)
It is an interesting sidelight to observe the fear
that some GS's feel with regard to the matter of the children's attachment to them.

These fears are not without a

valid basis, for MSM's typically measure their authority,
with respect to the aide, and their authority, with respect
to the children, by the yardstick of whether the children
come to them frequently, and come to them with
problems. 1

11

major 11

This we see in the following comments made by

a. teacher who was classified as a

MSMI

1 The observation that aides are expected, as a general rule, to refer all ''major 11 problems to teachers is
supported by a study conducted for the U.S. Office of Education•
, Teacher Aide Profof for First Grade
Classes. Frankl~n •rownsh1p PU'biTc Sc oo s -;--S'o~t, New
Jersey, 1968. P. 20.
In an elaborate outline of "general guidelines for
teacher aides, 11 one guideline reads as follows 1 11 BE CONCERNED BUT--do not become overly involved in your personal
relationships with children. Refer parental problems to
the teacher. Refer discipline problems to the teacher.
Avoid physical contact with children."
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I think the child~en have a fai~ly good idea
of what the teache~-aide is doing. , , , The
reason I think so is that they seem to come
to me with the info~mation, the things that
are common for a child to come to a teacher
with. , , , They come to Mrs,
[the aide]
in the mo~ning and tell he~ too;-wEich is
good. She is part of our classroom. But
with probtems, real pryblems, ~ com'Bto me.
soon tha sco~erfee our ~era:tioi1s1iip1s~a'i'i'dSound.
TI'tiii'Ic'Siiiine,)
-

Of course, many aides are aware of how important
this ritual, and others like it, are to various teachers.
Fbr this reason, many aides can be observed going through
the ritual of referring children to the teacher, or asking

the teacher for permission to do things that they have

done many times before.

Such behavior serves to affirm or

support the aide's commitment to the rules of the rela-

tionship.

And it also serves to sooth the teacher's anxi-

ety with regard to the aide's intentions.

This is illus-

trated in the following dialogue between the interviewer
and an

aide 1

Interviewer• What are some of the things
teachers don't like to see in aides?
Aidea Well, maybe , •• aggressiveness, being
too aggressive. As an aide, with my limited
education--sometimes I have to think, 'Should
I do this?' And I t~y, maybe not all the time,
but 98 percent , I try to ask her first• 'Is
it al~ight that I take Timmy out now?' I think
maybe you get in a pattern and a routine of
what you're doing every day, that maybe something that would be maybe an a~ea whe~e the
teache~ should handle this pa~ticula~ thing.
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Changing Patterns of Teacher Authority-Presentation
Styles and Aide Authority-Adjustment Styles
Introductory

~

The patterns of authority presentation on the part
of teachers are subject to change, just as the patterns are
of aide adjustment to them.

As action unfolds, and each

comes to act appropriately (or inappropriately, as the case
may be) toward the other, definitions of the situation
change or evolve into different contexts.

Said another

way, teachers who start out being HLH 1 s in their presentation of authority style may end up being MSM's, or vice
versa.

Similarly, aides who start out being GS's may

soon move to a CS orientation, or vice versa.
~ ratterns .£!~authority
~ton

The movement of a teacher from a pattern of authority
presentation termed HLH to a pattern termed MSM illustrates
the dynamics of the behavior in question.
the teacher admitted having
aides "were actually

11

In this case,

played up•• the idea that the

teachers~"

i.e., her coequals.

Then,

when the aides began to take their new identity and authority seriously, and began to demand that others do so as
well, including the teacher, the teacher realized that she
had

11

gone too far, 11 and that she would have to take drastic

action in order to reclaim her right to be the final author-
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ity in the classroom.

She states •

I really played that up, when I came,
maybe a bit too much, you know, that they

were teachers. Well, that was at the beginning of the year, and then I realized that
the children weren't responding to me as a
teacher. In other words, when I would ask
them to sit down, well, they wouldn't sit
down, and Mrs.
would ask them to sit
down. In other words, they didn't follow

my instructions. I wasn't the teacher to
them, So I realized that I had to assert
myself and let the children know that I
am the teacher, and that caused a bit of

a conflict for a while. Oh, I didn't draw
upon her as much as I had in the beginning.
And, of course, that was seen as a rejec-

tion of her by her. She thought that I
was rejecting her . • • • I didn't mean for
that to happen either, and I didn't cut her
off completely. I didn't ask her opinion
completely and I didn't do it as much as I
had at the beginning, which was too much,
And, but now we're beginning to work
together again, now that the roles have

been clearly defined. , , • I should have
done it with her at the beginning.
The pattern of presentation can also move in the
opposite direction.

That is, as the teacher comes to

trust the aide 1 s judgment and appreciate his adjustment

style, various rights and obligations traditionally
reserved for the teacher are extended to the aide and the

pattern of authority-presentation evolves from MSM to TT,
or from TT to HLH.

Fbr instance, one teacher, who described

herself' as going "almost out of. my mind • trying to cope
with the first aide I had," decided to present herself'
more forcefully to the next aide who had been assigned to
her.

She states 1

, , , I might have started in a little rougher
with the next one because the next one said she
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was scared to death of me for the first week,

that she was literally scared!

She still

laughs about that, about how scared she was
of me for the first week.
However, as time passed, and the teacher gained more

confidence in the ability of the aide to respond appropriately to her projected definitions of the situation, the
teacher moved from a MSM to an OMB position.

The exten-

sion of rights and obligations to the aide can be taken as
an indicator of this changeo 1
Interviewer• I take it you've given some
aides more authority in controlling the children than others?
Teacher•

Well, of course, I just had this one

that I worked with for a long time , • , I
think I had more discipline problems with her
help. Well, that aggravated me most. But,
now, with the one I have now, I don't mind.
She's

~

as much right as I have, as far as

~oncernid, because I~hi~

enough tollj\ther.

1

wOFk-cioSi

~. trustlier-:fiidsment

anywhere .:L_!! ~ ~ !!!!!!•

I think we think an awful lot of each other as
friends. I think we admire each other a great
deal, and we have a lot of' respect for each
other, and we understand each other. So I'm

1The extension or retraction of rights and obligations
to the aide is an excellent indicator of changes in either
the authority-presentation style of the teacher or the
authority-adjustment style of the aide, but it is an inade~ indicator of these changes in and OTftseii'.-I-n-oraer to ascertain wnitner changes-have iCtually occurred,
one must examine whether the teacher's or aide 1 s assumptions have changed regarding how each expects to be treated,
and expects to treat the other. If they have not, one can
only conclude that rights and obligations have been extended
or retracted without a concomitant cnange in the aresentaQ.2.E .£!: ad.ius'tiile'iit"St'Yle of the teac er E..£the ai e, respechvely.
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very fond of her. I don't think about her as
a teacher aide1 she's just someone that's very,
very dear to me. (Italics mine,)

While the element of trust and of the extension of
rights to the aide is present, there is no indication
whatsoever, in this case or cases like it, that the teacher

wants the distinction between herself, as teacher, and the
aide, as aide, to be dropped,

From this we may conclude

that the teacher has adopted a new pattern of authority
presentation--a pattern that has been termed the Open-

Minded Boss--but has stopped well short of taking on the
authority style of the HLH.
Changes from OMB to HLH presentations are also likely
to occur, for essentially the same reasons discussed above.
As mentioned previously, the significant point is that the
assumptions upon which the authority-presentation styles

rest are altered in the process of moving from one position to another, i.e., the authority distinction between
the teacher and the aide is either moderated or accentuated,
depending upon the direction the relationship takes.

The

following statement illustrates this point•
I really see it as a team effort, and, as we
move on, deyendin~ on the aide, I find it almost
a partnersfi :£ W1t iiO iJIStTn'Ctio'fi "'b'erweeri ~
teacher .!!l2 heal de. (Italics mi~ To this particular teacher, operating as an OMB in
the initial phases of the aide's presence in the classroom
is a necessary evil.

Her ultimate goal is to move as
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rapidly as possible toward a HLH style of authority presentation.

For her, and teachers like her, the problem is

not how to prevent aides from arrogating to themselves the
attributes of teachers, but how to get them to do so 1

She

states 1
, I think probably the greatest difficulty
I have had with aides is their unwillingness

~~initiative, th8Ir~gness

1£ ~-

~~~tP~;~ ~ali~n~~~~~ga~d: ~n (~~:l~~~e~in~~)1r
Changing patterns
adJUStment styles

£1

aide authority-

As the aide becomes aware of the fact that she can

do many things teachers are hired to do (such as teach
children arithmetic from programmed textbooks) and do
many things better than teachers do (such as control and
discipline the children), then the aide's assumptions

about the teacher's authority may change, and her style
of adjustment to the teacher's authority may change also. 1

1 The tendency of aides to question and challenge some
of the basic assumptions of the professional subculture
has been noted by other researchers. For example, Matheny
and Oslin list this tendency as one of the sources of problems resulting from the use of paraprofessionals. They
state 1 " • • • they [aides] sometimes grow to feel that
they are capable of performing the same duties as the professionals or are performing the same duties and should,
therefore 1 receiVe the same amount of salary."
Matheny and Oslin, op. cit., p. 2?.
Goldberg, op. cit., pp. 19-20.
.
Bowman and Klopf, Auxiliary~ Personnel, op.
Clt., PP• 9-10,
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That is, instead of remaining passive and submissive, the
aides may become more aggressive or at least more inclined

to struggle tactfully against the natural reflexes of
authority figures to automatically cast them into inferior roles.

The following account provides support for

the notion that some aides do come to think of their role
as being more important than some teachers would have them
believe 1

. We have a group of teachers in our build-

ing this year that don't respect aides as being
just another person. They think that aides are
something here to do their job, and that's the
end of it. And I feel this way1 we might not
have the piece of paper or the diploma in our
hands, but there are lots of aides with capabilities, and do a much better job in certain
areas than teachers do.
In some instances, aides move from one adjustment
pattern to another, not necessarily for personal gains,
but to protect a teacher whom they have come to admire.
In this particular case, the aide moved from the position
of GS to TT without the teacher's consent, in order to
facilitate his role performance.

Working with Mrs.
I went into Mr.

---rs

trol over the ch>ldren.

She states•

was no problem.
room.

Then

He had no con-

They were calling him

'whitey,• 'honk.ey,' etc., and I resented that,

I could see that he had a lot to offer the
children, but they weren't taking advantage of
it. So I made up my mind that I was going to
do something to change it. And I think I went
into his room every day with a frown on my face.
This was a mean aide, He was trying to think

of ways to get this aide out of the room. But
he didn't understand that I had his interest at
heart.

I could see that he was a good teacher.
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I worked with him for 2 years, This year they
split us up and he had a fit, because he didn't
think he could get along without me.
Of course, movement in the opposite direction can
also be detected.

That is, the aide may fin·d it conven-

ient to simply withd:t·aw the support of the teacher, and
to revert to the protection of a more subservient pattern

of adaptation.

In the following example, we see an aide

who, having lost respect for the teacher, invokes normative regulations to justify her decision to move from the
position of TT to GSr
For one thing, I had been with the Follow-

through Program ever since it started. But,
she was new and didn't know anything about it,
She just had to look to you for almost all her
ideas. Every day, you know, going through the
same old routine. And the Kids, she didn't
have any control over them at all, and she had
discipline problems.
Interviewer• What did you do in this situation?
Did you try to control and discipline the children?
Aidet Yes, at the beginning I did. But then
I got to thinking, well, if I continue to do
this, she will expect it all year long, So I
stopped.
Interviewert In a situation like that ,
what would you tell other aides to do?
Aide 1 We were told that at no time were we
to , , . have total discipline in the classroom. At all times, the teachers were supposed to do the leading and have total discipline in the class, and the aides are supposed to assist and help her in any way they
can. So I would tell other aides to do what
they are supposed to do , • •
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Relation of teacher authoritl-presentation
tyF
tother;;v;;I of funct ons
p
mea §:aldes To many aides, especially to Cynical Servants who
tend to mistrust professionals, there are only two types
of teachers 1

• • • the type that you can do anything you
want to along with helping the kids or • • •
the type that don't want you doing anything
but what she wants you to do.
In the argot of aides, the latter are sometimes referred
to as

11

prestige-canscious'' teachers and are thought of as

exploiting aides and relegating them to positions of inferiority within the classroom.

As one CS put it1

What I'm saying about the prestige-conscious
is that they want the aides to do their bidding
but there is a feeling there that they let you

know that 'you're lower than I am now so stay
in your place.• She's the one that's not going
to let the aide suggest, or anything else.
'This is my room, this is my room only, blah,
blah, blah, and this is it.• But the kind of
teachers that I'm used to working with, they're
open for suggestions, You 0 re not a child,
you've got a mind of your own.
As convincing as this dichotomy may sound, it simply
is not true that one teacher authority-type is more likely
than another to allow aides to perform
tions

1"

such as "teaching."

11

high level func-

In fact, a close examination

of the data revealed that MSM's were as likely as HLH's
to allow aides to teach small groups of children, and even
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to act as substitute teachers in their absence. 1

In con-

trast, HLH's were as likely as MSM's to assign aides, who
simply lacked talent and ambition, to

11

such as cleaning up after the children.

low level f'unctions, 11

One of the con-

elusions of this subsection, then, is that there is no

relation between the style of authority presentation adopted
by the teacher and the level of functions performed by the
aide. 2
Of course, radical differences exist between MSM's
and HLH's in terms of the conditions under which these
concessions are relinquished to aides, and these conditions have already been discussed in some detail in preceding sections.

Fbr instance, for MSM's, such concessions

1 of the three aides who reported (voluntarily) that
they had been placed in charge of the classroom by the
teacher (and with the knowledge and consent of the principal), two were working under teachers who were classified
as Master-Slave Mentors.

In two of these cases, the

teachers were absent for only a few hours, but in the
remaining case, the teacher was absent for two full days.
And it was in the latter instance that the teacher--an
almost perfect prototype of the Master-Slave Mentor model-insisted that the aide be placed in charge of the classroom rather than a substitute teacher.
2 The research evidence available to date seems to contradict this hypothesis. For example, Rankin attempted to
determine the relation between teacher influence, as measured by Flanders Interaction Atfil!sis, and type of tasks
performed~s.
She found
a a1des assigned to indirect teachers performed a higher proportion of nonroutine
tasks than aides assigned to direct teachers.
Rankin, Marguerite R, s., 1'Teacher Influence and Related Factors in a Teacher Aide Program." Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Maryland, College Park,
Maryland, 1968,
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are contingent on continuing signs of the aide's ability
or talent or what might be called "talent application•• on

the part of the aide.

Time is also a critical variable.

That is, HLH's are eager to have aides perform high level
functions, and they waste no time in getting them to do
so, once they have ascertained the aide's level of ability

or talent.

Master-Slave Mentors, on the other hand, are

skeptical of the intentions of aides.

For them, a great

deal of time might have to elapse before they feel sufficiently comfortable to give up any high level functions
to the aide,

But the point to bear in mind is that they

do, while at the same time maintaining their authoritypresentation styles as MSM's.

In light of these findings, it is clear that the
modes of teacher authority presentation and aide authority
adjustment are not general personality traits or attributes
of the individual but rather are styles of sustaining standards of conduct in various social situations.

It is

equally clear that these styles of presentation need not
be, and often are not, related to any act of "giving up"

real authority and real duties to the aide.

That is,

MSM's (or OMB's or HLH's) might extend--or, for that matter, retract--various rights and obligations to aides

which have been traditionally attached to the position of
teacher
~·

~

changing

.:!:l!ili style of authority presen-

In this sense, MSM's can retain their authority
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while

11

delegating" it to the aider HLH's can delegate

their authority to the aide while still retaining it.
And both teachers and aides seem to sense that this is
so, i.e., that it is just a matter of style.

This we see

in the following exchange between the interviewer and a
teacher who was classified as a HLH•
Interviewer• You say some teachers pull the
'master-slave' bit on their aides?
Teachert Yes, I know people who do that with
their aides, and I don't like that. But it's
a matter of personal preference, of how you
want to work with people. I've seen teacher
and aide relationships where the aide doesn't
say boo all day long and they get along fine,

Interviewer• But doesn't the aide really know
that you are the final authority in the classroomD even though you share the instructional
work and even want to share the recess duty
with her?

Teacher• There are times when I do have the
final say, yes. Like Mrs.
will whip out
a book and I'll say, 'Not n~hen we @at done
with the third group you can read them a story,'
and she'll go along with it.
Relation of Patterns of Authority Presentation
and Authority Adjustment to Role Strain
Of all the factors contributing to the role strain
experienced by teachers and aides, none is more important
than that stemming from

11

misplaced identity, 11 or the ina-

bility of the teacher and the aide to accurately identify
the other as far as authority-presentation style or
authority-adjustment style is concerned.

For instance,
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aides who expect to treat the teacher as "the master 11 and

who expect, in turn, to be treated as

11

the servant 11 are

likely to experience considerable confusion and difficulty
in carrying out their role when the teacher to whom they
have been assigned neither expects to be so treated nor
intends to so treat others.

Said another way, GS' s are

likely to experience difficulty in working under HLH's,
if they are unaware of the style of authority that is

being presented and the type of adjustment that is expected.
Of course, the obverse is equally true,

That is,

teachers who expect aides to act toward them and others
as a

11

teacher 11 or "coequal" are often appalled and per-

plexed by aides who do nothing until ordered to do so,
In other words, HLH' s are likely to experience difficulty
in working with GS's, if they are unaware of the contradiction b9tween the posture being assumed by such aides
and the style of authority being imposed upon them.
This line of reasoning might be extended to explain
the role strain experienced by various combinations of
teacher, teacher-aide types.

That is, by combining the

three subcategories of the aide adjustment dimension with
the three subcategories of the teacher authority dimension,
we can construct a typology for explaining where role
strain is most likely to occur.

(See Table 9.)

It should perhaps be reemphasized that the classification scheme outlined above refers to types of behavior
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TABLE 9.--Theoretical paradigm for the explanation of role
strain
Types

Aide
Adjustment

GS
TT

cs

Teacher Authority

HLH
High
Medium
Low

OMB
Medium

Low
Medium

MSM
Low
Mediwn

High

rather than to types of people, or types of personalities.
Also, it should be noted that the behavior in question
refers specifically to the types of assumptions teachers

and aides hold with regard to one another.

When these

assumptions are disturbed or violated, as, for example,
when aides are unable to establish the complete identity
of the teacher Qr do so incorrectly, or are able to establish the identity of the teacher but are unable to appreciate it, and so on, then the conditions necessary for
adequate and smooth role performance no longer exist, and
the extent of strain experienced by the participants takes
the form outlined in the typology.
Relation of Misplaced Identity to Role Strain
We have already seen how important it is for the aide
to remain sensitive to the authority style of the teacher.
We have also noted that some teachers do not establish
their identity quickly or succinctly, so that aides must
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interact with them over a long period of time to find out
just what it is that they want and cherish.

This leaves

aides with a tremendous, although often unrecognized problem, namely, determining what style of authority is being
acted out, and what responses are appropriate to it.
A classical case of misplaced identity will be reviewed

here to illustrate this point.

In this instance, both the

teacher and the aide were unable to accurately identify
each other with respect to authority style.

The aide was

nearly in tears during the interview because she could not
understand why the teacher with whom she was presently
working thought so badly of her.

She said she came highly

recommended to the situation by the principal of the build-

ing as well as
past. 1

by

teachers for whom she had worked in the

She articulated all of the norms generally held by

teachers for the aide's position with stunning accuracy.
She said she had endeavored to remain sensitive to the
wishes of the teacher, that she had not assumed duties
which the teacher had not explicitly assigned to her, that
she had waited patiently for the teacher to tell her what
to do before taking action, that she had not attempted to
control or discipline the children without some specific

1 A review of her personnel file, as well as brief
conversations with the principal and one of the teachers
for whom she had previously worked, confirmed that she was
indeed considered "one of the hardest-working, most accomplished, and most dedicated aides in the building.
11
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the teacher, and so on.

And yet it was quite

clear that all was not well between herself and the
teacher,

Why had she failed to gain the teacher' e sup-

port, respect, and confidence?

What had she done to

deserve such a painful loss of status?
Turning to the teacher's comments with regard to

this particular aide's performance in the classroom will

help in understanding the dynamics of the interaction
in question•

• • • The aide I have right now has no ini tiative of her own. If I would like her to take
a group of her own, I have to tell her exactly
what I want done • • • • She has no organization of her own; everything must be organized

for her.
Interviewer•

You say Mrs.

has no ini-

tiative of her own and is poorly organized.
Teacher•

Yes, and it gets to be more of a

bother than a help. Although Mrs.
[a second aide in the room) that I have 1n the
morning is a real good person to work with.

I

just say to the people, 'Go back to the table,

Mrs.

has something for you.'

They work

on readmg mostly. So she has what she wants
to get done with the kids, • • • and I really
don't give her any direction at all. But with
Mrs.
(the aide in question], I have to
say, ~k to the table,' and then I have to
go back there and tell her what I want done and
even in small details . . ..
Interviewer•

Do you see brighter skies in the

future, or do you think this is going to continue on?

Teachero Well, I did talk to Mr.
[the
principal) about it, and I was very d1sappointed
with the reaction I got • • • • I told him I
didn't think that she could perform what she was
supposed to be doing in the classroom, And he
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was quite disappointed, saying that she was
the top aide that he had, and he was surprised
that I had any complaints. So I went to the
top and got put down. So I don't know what to
do next.

Interestingly, one of the aide's strong points was
considered to be her ability to control and discipline
the children.

And her self-concept of ability to control

children was also very high, for she states1
I think this is one reason why they move me from
room to room where there's a problem with discipline and what have you, because • • • I do
believe in being firm with them and seeing that
they do follow through with whatever they are
supposed to do.

But, as we shall see in the comments which follow, the

teacher considers this to be one of her weaker points1
• , , It was just chaos! I was reprimanding
people for talking and for jumping out of
their seats constantly! • • • It really got
out of hand, and it didn't seem to me that she
had any control over them • • • • Just didn't
seem to me, again, that she had the initiative
to know that, you know, you were supposed to
be settling down to work right away. She
doesn't seem to know how to handle discipline.
Interviewer• How much authority have you given
her in this area?
Teacher• This might be a misunderstanding on
my part, because I think I must have assumed
a lot with her coming into the room. I just
assumed that she would know that if I was
teaching in front of the room that the rest
of the class should be kept quiet. So lately
I have said, 'I'm going to be teaching social
studies, so just make sure that everybody is
paying attention.' And that has helped somewhat.
Interviewer• Are there any other things you
have learned that you might pass on to teachers
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who have never worked with aides?

Teacher• Test your aide at first to find out
what kind of results she is gping to give you,

ghinf

..ill:!!
.!2, ~ !.Q. ~ ~
s >f X2.!! can~
\Ita:ITci'SmiM.)---

and XQJ! are

selrto 'Wliiitever s e

~·

The contradictions found within this case appear to
be almost incomprehensible.

How can "the top aide in the

building" (according to the principal) and "one of the
hardest-working, most accomplished, and most dedicated
aides in the building" (accord.ing to a teacher for whom

she had previously worked) be described by her present
teacher as "lacking the initiative" to do the things that

have to be done?
What happened to the aide in question is typical of
what happens toGS's who are matched with HLH's.

The HLH

expects the aide to act toward her and the children as

another teacher might, i.e., as a partner or coequal.
But the GS expects the teacher to treat her as a servant.
While the aide awaits the teacher's orders, the teacher

awaits the aide's action!

When none is forthcoming, the

teacher attaches the label

11

aide's failure to act.

lack of initiative'' to the

By refusing to act without spe-

cific orders from the teacher, the GS feels that she is

being respectful of the teacher's authority.

When the

"orders" fail to materialize, the aide begins to experience strain and confusion as to the proper posture to
assume in the situation.

Of course, the teacher exper-
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iences strain too, and resolves to
the aide whom she views as being

11

11

program herself 11 to

beyond change. 11
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CHAPTER IV
THE FINDINGS• OPERATIONAL SPECIFICATION AND
SYSTEMATIZATION OF THE DATA
Introductory Remarks
This chapter has two overriding objectives•

to

transform, however crudely, some of the major variables

described in the chapter on qualitative findings into
"quasi-statistical" 1 symbols (and, relatedly, to make
explicit, insofar as possible, the operational procedures

used in effectuating this transformation of the data 2 ),
to manipulate these "quasi-statistical" symbols systematically as a way of offering additional evidence with
regard to previously stated conclusions (and, relatedly,

as a way of stimulating and, perhaps, focusing future

1 Fbr a more detailed discussion of the concept of
"quasi-statistics •" see Barton and Lazarsfeld 1 •• Some
Functions of Qualitative Analysis in Social Research, ..

op. cit., pp, 346-8.
Becker's discussion of checking the frequency and
distribution of qualitative observational phenomena is
also relevant to this point. See1 Becker, Howards.,
"Problems of Inference and Proof in Participant Observations," in Denzin, Norman K. (Ed.), Sociological Methods.

Chicago•

Aldine Publishing Company,

1976.

pP, 4~

2 For a stimulating review of the process by which
concepts are transformed into empirical indices, see

Paul A. Lazarsfeld's discussion of the birth and growth
of variates in "Problems in Methodology," in Merton,
Robert K., Broom, Leonard, and Cottrell, Leonard s.,

Jr. (Eds.),
Inc , , 19 59.

Sociolog~

Pp.

Today.

47- 7.

New York•
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qualitative and quantitative research in this area of
inquiry).

To accomplish these objectives, the chapter is divided
into two major sections.

In the first section entitled

"Operational Specifications,•• an attempt is made
~ ~

to~

procedures used to define the major variables.

In the second section entitled

11

Systematization of the

Data 1 11 an attempt is made to articulate the findings which
resulted from the systematic comparison and manipulation
of the operationalized data.
The first section contains five subsections.

To

begin, the origins of the background data are briefly discussed.

Then a short explanation is offered as to the

way in which the problems teachers and aides reported
encountering in working with each other were quantified.
This is followed by a discussion of the way in which the
dependent variable, namely, aide rank in social status,
was operationally defined.

In the fourth subsection,

there is a discussion of the operational procedures used
to specify the independent variable entitled aide rank in
social awareness (of the normative criteria used by
teachers to evaluate aides).

Finally, an explanation is

given as to the methods used to determine both the variable
teacher authority-presentation style and the variable aide
authority-adjustment style.
The second section roughly parallels the first section.
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It

1

too, contains five subsections.

In the first subsec-

tion, the personal and social characteristics of the sample are outlined.

The second subsection contains a report

of the findings with respect to the major problems teachers

and aides reported encountering in working with each other.
This is followed by an exploration of the relation of aide
background variables to aide rank in social status--the
only dependent variable considered in this chapter,

The

fourth subsection deals with the relation of aide awareness of the general norms (independent variable) to aide
rank in social status (dependent variable).

Finally, the

relation of teacher authority-presentation types and aide
authority-adjustment types {independent variable) to aide
rank in social status is presented.
The effort expended in both of the above-described
sections represents an attempt to summarize, in more systematic and analytical terms, the major themes of the
qualitative findings report.

By proceeding in this fash-

ion, it is hoped that the reader will be better able to
assess the strengths and weaknesses of the data upon which
the propositions articulated in the preceding chapter rest.
And, it is also hoped that this approach will provide
future researchers with a record of the procedures used
in collecting, coding, and analyzing the data, and in
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arriving at the final conclusions. 1
Section I•

Operational Specifications

Operational s¥ecification of persolal and
charac er!stJ.CS of "ffie samp e -

~

The first "findings" to be discussed in this chapter,
in Section II, are the "background variables" or the per-

sonal and social characteristics of the sample of teachers
and aides.

Here, the researcher was simply concerned with

determining how such characteristics as age, sex, marital
status, number of children, degree of involvement in the
school-community, number of years of formal education completed, spouse's education and occupation, and so forth,
were distributed among the teachers and aides included in
the sample.
Both the teacher and aide interview schedule, as
found in Appendix A and B respectively, are preceded by

1 The importance of making one's procedures explicit
in the qualitative research process has been recognized by
others in sociology. For example, in his own study of
local and cosmopolitan influentials, Merton implores qualitative researchers to 11 • , • report not only the final
~ but also the sequential steps taken to obtarn-fnis
proauc:t." He states 1 ''This • , • is a bid to the sociological fraternity for the practice of fncorporating in
publications a detailed account of the ways in which qualitative analyses actualty developed. Only when a considerable body of such repor s are available will it be possible
to codiff methods of qualitative analysis with something of
the clar1ty with which quantitative methods have been articulated. 11 Merton, Robert K., Social ThePry and Social
Structure. Toronto, Ontario 1 -,me-Free
es"S"''f Glencoe,
1957. P. 390.
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sections entitled "Background Information."

It is from

these sources, then, that the data used in (1} the summaries of personal and social characteristics of the sam-

ple, and (2} the relation of aide background variables to
the dependent variable emerge.

Both are discussed in

detail under similar subheadings in Section II of this

chapter and do not need further elaboration here.

Operational specification of the ptobiems

teachers .!U!:!. aides fiepofite'Cr e'iiC'Oun er

.!!! work~ng

!!!!!!

~ ~

ng

Section I of the Teacher Interview Schedule, found
in Appendix A, contains two open-ended questions designed
to measure the teacher's perception as to the kind of problems teachers encounter in working with aides•

(1) What

are some of the major problems teachers engounter in

working with aides?

(2} What kind of problems have you

personally encountered in working with aides?
FUr the purposes of codification, then, the responses

of the teachers to these questions were divided into two
broad categories•

(1} problems teachers

reported~

teachers had encountered and (2} problems they had

~

sonally encountered in working with aides, both past and

present.

First, a complete listing of all the problems

mentioned by teachers was developed.

Then, the data were

recoded to determine the frequency with which various problems were mentioned.

This resulted in a listing of the
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rankings of the most frequently mentioned problems teachers
reported having encountered in working with aides.

It is

these rankings that are reported in the data systemization
section of this chapter.
In Section I of the Aide Interview Schedule, found in
Appendix B, one can see that similar questions were also

asked of the aides•

(1) What are some of the major prob-

lems aides encounter in working with teachers?

(2) What

kind of problems have you personally encountered in working with teachers?

Also, the responses of aides to these

questions were coded in such a way as to obtain two types

of information•

(1) a ranking of the most frequently men-

tioned problems aides reported

2!h!!

aides had encountered

in working with teachers1 (2) a ranking of the most frequently mentioned problems aides reported personally having
encountered in working with teachers.

As in the case of

the teacher data, the aide data were scrutinized in order

to develop a complete listing of all of the problems mentioned by aides.

Then, the data were receded to determine

the frequency with which various problems were mentioned.
The frequencies were ranked in order to establish a hier-

archy of the most frequently mentioned problems aides
reported having encountered in working with teachers.

The

results of these rankings are discussed in the second part

of this chapter.
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Operational s!ecification of aide
railk 1~ !2.2.!!_ ~
- -As discussed in the chapter on procedural strategy,
while carrying out the participant observation phase of
the study, attention came to be focused on two questions•
the first concerned the question of the criteria used by
teachers to evaluate aides• the second concerned the ques-

tion of why some aides were ranked more highly than others
in terms of social status,

Fbllowing considerable explor-

atory work (see Chapter II, the personnel records data,

and Chapter III, General Norms Used By Teachers to Evaluate Aides) the researcher concluded that aides, in general, were ranked in social status according to four gen-

eral social criteriao

(1) their ability to control chil-

dren (CC)I (2) their sensitivity to role boundaries (SRB);
(J) their sensitivity to authority (SA) 1 and (4) their

ability to protect the image of the teacher (IP).

Aide

rank in social status, then, was taken as the variable to
be explained, and the four general social criteria mentioned above were taken as indicators of it.
In order to

11

measure" aide rank in social status,

operational definitions of each of the four criteria had
to be developed.

The questions which were used to opera-

tionally define each of these criteria can be found in
Sections II, III, IV, and

v,

respectively, of Appendix A,

the Teacher Interview Schedule.
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The responses of each teacher in the sample (N

= JO)

to the questions operationally defining each of the four
criteria were coded according to the scheme outlined in
Appendix C, the Teacher Status-Conferral Rating Scale.
The transformation of the raw data into usable symbols
involved a judgment on the part of the researcher.

For

example, in Table I of Appendix C, which contains a presentation of the rankings of the teacher's evaluative comments as to the aide's sensitivity to authority, five

separate judgments (plus a "Summary Score 11

)

were made in

order to descriptively summarize and systematize the teacher's
perception of the aide's sensitivity to his authority.

The

Coding Key to each of the six rankings in Table I can also
be found in Appendix C.

Turning to item 2 of the Coding

Key to Table I, we find the statement,

11

extent to which

the aide makes decisions that only a teacher should make,
and does so 'intentionally,' in the teacher• s opinion, ,,l
followed by a three-point scale (high, medium, and low)
for rating the teacher's attitude with regard to the item,
After scrutinizing the responses of all JO teachers to
this question, the researcher had to make a judgment as

1 The item itself stems from Question ) of Section IV
of the Teacher Interview Schedule 1 11 Does your aide ever
make decisions which you feel only you, as the teacher,
should make?" If yes 1 "Do you think she does this intentionally or unintentionally?
If intentionally or unintentionally! "To what extent is this a problem in your
classroom? 11
11
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to the category (high, medium or low) in which the teacher's
evaluative comments as to the aide's sensitivity to author-

ity actually fit.
As previously stated, for Table I of Appendix
such judgments had to be made.

c,

five

Fbr instance, in reading

across the case identified as "01,'11 we find that the aide

working with this particular teacher received two "medium"
rankings and three "low 11 rankings, and subsequently received
a Summary Score of "medium 11 for the scale entitled sensi-

tivity to authority.

As explained in item 6 of the Coding

Key to Table I, the Summary Score is based on the lowest
(i.e., the most "condemning" or "damning") score received

by the aide with regard to

~ ~

of the items contained

in the rating scale (in this case, items 1-5).

Since the

"lowest" or "most condemning" score received by the aide
in the above-described example was

11

medium,•• the aide

received a medium as a final Summary Score.

It should, perhaps, be explained that the decision
to use the most

11

condemning" score as the final Summary

Score (not only for the concept of sensitivity to authority but also for the concepts of sensitivity to role
boundaries, controlling children, and image protection)
was felt to be necessary primarily because of the norms

1The teacher interview schedules were given identification numbers ranging from 01 to )Or the aide interview
schedules were given identification numbers ranging from
.QOl to .QJO.
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operating in the social system under study.

In brief,

there was a marked tendency on the part of both the teacher
and the aide to avoid being

11

overly critical'' of the other,

lest, perhaps, they be thought of as being "unable to get
along with other people"--a social characteristic highly
valued among elementary school teachers and aides in general.

It soon became clear that teacher evaluative com-

ments which were less than enthusiastically praiseworthy
of the aide with whom the teacher worked could only be
regarded and categorized as "damning with slight praise, 11

(indicating that something less than high status was being
conferred on the aide by the teacher) and comments which
were openly critical of the aide could only be categorized
as "totally damning" (indicating that the aide occupied a
position of truly low status with regard to a particular
criterion as perceived by the teacher).
Thus, the raw scores could not be "added'' in the
usual way (e.g., two "high" scores and two "low" scores
equal one "medium" score) but had to be summarized in
such a way as to reflect the (researcher's judgment as to

the) teacher's definition of the aide's standing with
regard to each of the four social criteria used by teachers
in general to evaluate aides in terms of social status.

And this seemed to be most accurately and efficiently
accomplished by selecting the nadir of the teacher's evaluative comments for any criterion as the Summary Score for
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that criterion.

As can be seen in Appendix

c.

a Summary Score was

produced for each aide with regard to each of the four
social criteria (SA, SRB, CC, and IP).

This means that,

hypothetically, an aide could have received a

11

high" sta-

tus conferral Summary Score on one dimension (e.g., controlling the children), a

11

medium" Summary Score on a

second dimension (e.g., image protection), a

11

low 11 Summary

Score on a third dimension (e.g,, sensitivity to authority) and a

11

high 11 summary Score on the remaining dimension

(sensitivity to role boundaries), 2r

2f

Summary

~·

~~combination

Since each of the four dimensions were

assumed to contribute equally to the aide's social standing, another operation was necessary in order to transform

the four summary Scores into a single Composite Rating
Score.

To accomplish this objective, the Summary Scores were

placed on a continuum (see Table 10) ranging from aides
who received a high ranking with regard to all four criteria, to aides who received a low ranking with regard to

all four criteria.

The cutting points were established,

as illustrated in Table 10, and the aides were subsequently
separated into three social status aggregations (high,
medium or low) based on their Composite Rating Score.

A

complete listing of both the Summary Scores and the Composite Rating Scores for each of the 30 aides in the
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sample is presented in Table ll.
TABLE 10.--Summary scores and cutting points used to determine composite rating scores for aide rank in social
status

Cutting Points
Applied to

Summary Scores

Summary Scores

(l-4)

Hit:;h (l0-l2)a
12

Hypothetical

HHHH
HHHM
HHMM

ll

10

Medium P-2la
9

HMMM

8
7

MMMM

MMML

Low (4-6)a
6

MMLL
MLLL
LLLL

5

4

awhere High

= J,

Resulting
Composite
Rating Scores

High

HHHL
HHML
HMML
HMLL

HHLL

Medium

HLLL

Low

Medium = 2, and Low

= l.

TABLE ll.--Summary and composite scores, derived from
teacher interviews, representing aide's rank in social sta-

tus with respect to normative criteria used by teachers to
evaluate aides (SA, SRB, CO, and IP)
Composite
Scores

Summary Scores
Interview

Number

SA(l)a
HML

Ol

X

SRB(2)b

CC(J}c

IP(4)d

CRS(5) 8

H ML

H ML

H ML

HML

X

X

X

X

02

X

X

X

X

X

OJ

X

X

X

X

X
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TABLE 11--Continued
Composite
Scores

Summary Scores

Interview
Number

SA(1)a

SRB(2)b

CC(J) 0

IP(4) 0

H ML

HM L

H ML

HML

X

X

X

X

04

05

X

06

X

X

08

X

X

07
X

X
X

X

10

X

X

X

X
X

09

X

X

X

X

H ML
X

X

X

CRS(5)e

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ll

X

X

X

X

X

12

X

X

X

X

X

X

13

X

X

14

X

X

15
16

X

18

X

X

17

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

19

X

X

20

X

X

21

X

X

22

X

X

X

2)

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
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TABLE 11--Continued
Composite
Scores

Summary Scores
Interview
Number

SA(l)a

SRB(2) 0

CC(J)c

IP(4) 0

HM L

HML

H ML

H ML

24

X

25

X

26

X

27
28

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

al

Sensitivity to Authority

bz

Sensitivity to Role Boundaries

CJ

Ability to Control Children

d4

Image Protection

"5

Composite Rating Score

Operational specification

~ soc~al awareness

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

£!

H ML

X
X

X

X
X

29

JO

X

X

CRS(5) 8

X
X

X

X

X

X

~ ~

Following an examination of the Personnel Records
Data, from which the core theoretical categories emerged

(see the section entitled Personnel Records Data in Chapter II), the following question was raised1

how aware

are aides of the criteria (SA, SRB, CC, and IF) being used
by teachers to rank them in terms of social status?
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Operational definitions of aide awareness with regard
to each of the four social criteria (SA, SRB, CC and IP)
were developed,

They appear in detail in Sections II,

III, IV and V of Appendix B, the Aide Interview Schedule,
The responses of each aide in the sample to the questions operationally specifying awareness of the four norma-

tive criteria were then coded according to the scheme outlined in Appendix D, the Aide Norm-Awareness Rating Scale.
The same procedures used in transforming the raw data into
usable symbols in the determination of aide rank in social
status (see the description provided above) were also used

here to determine aide rank in social awareness.
As in the case of aide rank in social status, the
Summary Scores for aide rank in social awareness were

placed on a continuum (see Table 12) in order to arrive
at a single Composite Rating Score (see Table lJ, column
numberS).

Applying the selected cutting points to the

Summary Scores resulted in the creation of three separate

aide awareness aggregations (high, medium or low),

Table 13

presents a complete listing of both the Summary Scores and
the Composite Rating Scores for each of the JO aides in
the sample.
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TABLE 12.--Summary scores and cutting points used to determine composite rating scores for aide rank in social awareness of the general norms

Cutting Points
Applied to

)\ypothetical

Resulting

Summary Scores

Composite
Rating Scores

(1~4)

Summary Scores

High (10~12)a
12
11

10

HHHH
HHHM
HHMM

High
HHHL

Medium P~2)a
HMMM

9
8
7

MMMM
MMML

Low (4-6)a
6
5
4

MMLL
MLLL
LLLL

HHML
HMML
HMLL

HHLL

Medium

HLLL

awhere High= J, Medium

Low

= 2,

and Low= 1.

TABLE lJ.--summary and composite scores representing aide's
rank in awareness with respect to normative criteria used
by teachers to evaluate aides (SA, SRB, CC, and IP)
Composite
Scores

Swnmary Scores

Interview
Number

001

SA(l)a

CC(3) 0

IP(4)(l

CRS( 5)e

HML

H ML

H II L

HM L

H ML

X

X

X

X

X

002
003

SRB(2) 0

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

004

X

X

X

X

X

005

X

X

X

X

X
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TABLE 13--Continued
Composite

Summary Scores
Interview
Number

SA(1)a

SRB(2)b

CC(J) 0

Scores

IP(4)d

CRS(5) 9

HML

HML

HML

H ML

HML

006

X

X

X

X

X

007

X

X

008

X

009

X

010

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

012

X

X

X

01)

X

X

X

014

X

016
017

X

X

X

019

X

X

X

020

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

023

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

025

X

X

X

X

X

022

024

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

021

X

X

018

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

011

015

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
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TABLE lJ--Continued
Composite

Summary Scores

Scores

Interview __S_A_(_l_)a=--S-R_B_(-Z-,)so--C-C-(J-)-:c,-.----,-----,::IP(4)d
CRS(5)e
Numbar
H M L
H M L
H ML
H ML
H M L
026

X

027
028

X
X

X
X

029

OJO

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

al

Sensitivity to Authority

b2

Sensitivity to Role Boundaries

cJ

Ability to Control Children

d4

Image Protection

e5

Composite Rating Score

X
X

X
X

Operational specification of teacher

author~ty-presentatlon types and
~ author~ty-ad.Justment ~

Table I of Appendix E presents the rating scale used
to determine the teacher authority-presentation types.
The classification scheme or coding key to which the num-

bered items of the scale refer appear in Appendix E also.
That is, the interviewing data for each teacher in the

sample were coded according to the nine attitudinal statements contained in the classification scheme.

As illus-

trated in the coding key, actual statements were drawn
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from the interview data to serve as guides in classifying
the attitudes of teachers.

As in the systematization of the variables of (1) aide
rank in social status and (2) aide rank in social awareness, the nine raw scores applied to each teacher needed
to be translated into a single symbol which would reflect

the essence of the disparate elements taken as operational
definitions of teacher authority-presentation style.

To

arrive at a Composite Rating Score (see Table I of Appendix E, column number 10), the raw scores were placed on a
continuum (see Table 14) ranging from teachers who received
a high ranking with regard to all nine elements of the
scale to teachers who received a low ranking with regard

to the same,

The cutting points were applied to the con-

tinuum of scores, as shown in Table 14, and the teachers
were subsequently separated into three aggregations of
authority-presentation style (Master-Slave Mentor, OpenMinded Boss, and Hang-Loose Hipster) based on their tendencies to present their authority to aides in a given
way.

Table 15 presents a complete listing of the Com-

posite Rating Scores for each of the 30 teachers in the
sample.
As illustrated in Appendix F, the aide authorityadjustment dimension was operationalized and codified in
essentially the same way.

However, instead of using nine

separate elements, only six were used to operationally
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TABLE 14.--Raw scores and cutting points used to determine
composite rating scores for teacher authority-presentation
style
cutting Points
Applied to

Hypothetical
Raw Scores

Resulting
Composite
Rating Scores

Hie;h (2J-2Zl b
27
26
25
24
2J

HHHHHHHHH
HHH HHHHHM
H H H H H H H MM
H H H H H H MMM
H H H H H MMMM

High

Medium (14-22) b
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14

H H H H MMM MM
H H H MM MMMM
HHMMMMMMM
HMMMMMMMM
MMMMMMMMM
LMMMMMMMM
LLMMMMMMM
L L L MM MM M M
LLLLMMMMM

Medium

(l-9)a

Raw Scores

Low (2-lJl b
lJ
12

LLLLLMMMM
L L L L L L MMM
L L L L L L L MM
L L L L L L L L M
L L L L LL L L L

11

10
09

Low

aAlthough all possible combinations of hypothetical
scores are not listed here, it should be clear from the
illustration that any other combination of nine scores,
when summated, would fall within both the range of scores
specified above and, subsequently, the categories created

by the selected cutting points.
bwhere High

Q

J, Medium

Q

2, and Low

Q

1
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TABLE 15.--Composits rating scores of teacher authoritypresentation styles and aide authority-adjustment styles
by teacher, teacher-aide pairs
(MSM/GS =Master-Slave Mentor/Grateful Servantr OM~TT =
Open-Minded Boss/Tactful Tutorr HL~CS = Hang-Loose Hipstar/Cynical Servant)
Composite Rating Score
Pai
MSM/GS
01
001
02
002

Pair

X
X

25
025

X

26
026
27
027
28
028
29
029

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

)0

X
X

Composite Rating Score

MSM/GS
16
016
17
017
18
018
19
019
20
020
21
021
22
022
2)
02)
24
024

X

00)
04
004
005
06
006
07
007
08
008
09
009
10
010
11
011
12
012
1)
01)
14
014
15
015

HL~CS

X

OJ

05

OMB/TT

OJO

OMB/TT

HL~CS

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
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TABLE 16.--Raw scores and cutting points used to determine
composite rating scores for aide authority-adjustment style
Cutting Points
Applied to
Raw Scores

High (15-18) b
18

17

16
15

Medium (10-14)b
14

13

12
11

10

Hypothetical
Raw Scores
(l-6)a

Resulting
Composite

Rating Scores

HHHHHH
HHHHHM
H H H H MM
HHHMMM

High

HHMMMM
HMMMMM
MMMMMM
LMMMMM

Medium

LLl~MMM

Low ( 6-9) b
LLLMMM
LLLLMM
L L L L L M
L L L L L L

09

08

07

06

Low

aAlthough all possible combinations of hypothetical
scores are not listed here, it should be clear from the
illustration that any other combination of six scores,

when summated, would fall within both the range of scores
specified above and, subsequently, the categories created

by the selected cutting points.

bwhere High = J, Medium = 2, and Lew = 1
define aide

authority~adjustment

style.

The raw scores

were placed on a continuum and were cut at the points

shown in Table 16 in order to arrive at a single Composite
Rating Score and subsequently a range of authorityadjustment types (Grateful Servants, Tactful Tutors, and
Cynical Servants),

Table 15 presents a complete listing
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of the Composite Rating Scores for each of the )0 aides
in the sample.

Also, in each row of Table 15, the

teacher's score is compared with the aide's score in

order to illustrate the degree of consensus between them.
Section II•

Systematization of the Data

Personal
and _
social
oi
!.& saiiiPie
__ characteristics

Table 17 shows the composition of the sample selected
for study.

Of the 15 Regular teachers, only l was male1

of the 15 COP teachers, only

1

was male.

Siml.larly, l

male was represented among the 15 Regular aides and l male
was represented among the 15 COP aides,
In terms of the racial and/or ethnic identity of the
persons sampled, 24, or 80 percent, of all the teachers
were White, while only lO, or JJ percent, of all the aides
were White.
1 was Black.

Of the 15 Regular teachers, 14 were White and
These figures can be contrasted with those

listed for the 15 COP teachers, where 10 were White and

5 were Black.

Also, by contrast, 9 of the Regular aides

were Black and 6 were White.

But in the COP, lJ of the

aides sampled were Black, only 1 was White, and 1 was of

Spanish descent. 1

1 For the purposes of analysis, the Spanish-speaking
aide, as a minority group person, was classified as
nBlack .••
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TABLE 17.--summary of personal and social characteristics
of Regular and COP teachers and aides selected for study
Regular
Program

Item

T

A

Total COP
& Regular

COP
T

A

T

A

2
28

2
28

Sex
Male
Female

1

1

1

1

14

14

14

14

Program or Setting
Follow-through
Special Education
Head Start
Prekindergarten

2

lJ

6

0

2
2

0
0

2
2

Conventional
Classroom

J

2

5

15
6

Inner-City Resident

# % # % # % # % # % # %
Yes
No

J 20 12 80
12 80 3 20

8 5J 15100 ll 37 27 90
7 47 0
19 63 3 10

Setting in Which Reared
Farm
Small town

2

2

5

Medium town

5
J

3
7
3

3
7

14

9

10

1

1

6

5

0

0

Large city

5

1
1

8
12

3
4
16

8

7

lJ

24
6

10
19

1

0

1

9
4

2

Race

White
Black
Other
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TABLE 17--Continued

Item

Regular
Program
T

Total COP
& Regular

COP
T

A

A

A

T

Marital Status
Single, never

married

5

0

Married

9
0
l

14
1
0

Divorced
Widowed

3

8

3

9

ll

2
l

l
0

18
2
2

25
2
0

3·9

3·1

3.5

Mean Number of Children

3·6

3.2

2.3

Mean Age

34.60 37.67 29.53 31.67 32,07 34.67
Degree of Involvement in School-Community Affairs
High
Medium
Low

l
6
8

l
4
10

5
6
4

1
7

6
12
12

2
ll

17

Mean Education in Terms of Last Grade Completed

16.27 12,60 16.33 13,27 16.30 12.93
Mean Education of Spouse

16.30 12.53 15.11 12,09 15.74 12,35
Spouse's Occupation Ranked According
to the North-Hatt Sca1ea
0
l(HH)
2(LH)
3(HM)
4(LM)

5
1
9

l
1
0
2
5

6
1
l
4
l

5
0
0
l
4

ll

2
l
13
l

6
l
0
3
9
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TABLE 17--Continued
Regular
Program

Item

T

5( HL)
6(LL)

Total COP
& Regular

COP

A

T

A

T

A

1
5

1
1

0
5

1
1

1
10

Mean Number of Years Employed as Teacher or Aide

6.68

J,02

5.30

3·55

6.02

J,28

Preference for Job-Oriented or Career-Oriented Aide

10

Career-oriented

2
J

12
6

Either
Neither

9

ll

1

1

Job-oriented

aThe North-Hatt Occupational Prestige Scale--a listing of occupations and the relative scores accorded them

is illustrated in• Hodges, Harold M., Jr., Social Stratification, Cambridge, Mass, 1 Schenkman PubliBning ~
TriC":'7'T96lf, Pp, 91-4. Single, never married teachers
and aides were ranked according to their present occupa-

tion.
On the average, the aides were found to be slightly

older than the teachers.

Aides in the Regular program,

for instance, were approximately J years older than the
teachers with whom they were paired, while aides in the
COP were about 2 years older.

Ninety percent of the aides indicated that they lived
in the "inner-city," in contrast to only 37 percent of the

teachers,

While only 20 percent of the Regular teachers

reported residing in the inner city, a surprisingly high
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percentage (53 percent) of the COP teachers indicated
that they lived in the inner city.
In regard to the average number of years of employment as a teacher or an aide, the teachers, taken collec-

tively, had worked for an average of about 6 years, while
the aides had only worked for an average of about J years.
Neither teachers nor aides were found to be very

active in school-community affairs.

Only 20 percent of

the teachers and 7 percent of the aides were classified
as being "highly involved. 11

In fact, 40 percent of the

teachers and 56 percent of the aides indicated that they
were not involved in any school-community activities,

except for those directly relating to their customary
work routines.

Educationally, COP aides had completed just over lJ
years of formal schooling, while the Regular aides had
completed just over 12-1/2 years.

The mean number of

years of education completed by both Regular and COP
teachers was just over 16 years.
In terms of marital status, the aides were somewhat
more likely to be married, and to have larger families,

than the teachers with whom they worked,

FOr example, of

the JO teachers, 8 were classified as single, never married, 18 as married, 2 as divorced, and 2 as widowed.

Of

the JO aides, only J were classified as single, never married,

25

as married, and 2 as divorced.

The average number
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of children reported by teachers was 3.1, but the average
number of children reported by aides was 3·5·
Finally, when asked whether they preferred to work
with an aide who was "job-oriented" or "career-oriented, ..

a majority of the Regular teachers indicated that they
would prefer to work with the former, while a majority of

the COP teachers indicated that they would not mind working with "either" type.

as followso

Their actual choices break down

of the 15 Regular teachers, 10 preferred

working with job-oriented aides, 3 with career-oriented
aides, and 2 with "either 11 type1 of the 15 COP teachers,
2 preferred working with job-oriented aides, 3 with

career-oriented aj.des, 9 with "either 11 type, and 1 with
11

neither 11 type.

Personal and social characteristics

~lm Mentors (MSM), ~
M1nded Bosses~ atid~-

2£

Loose Hipsters \'i!I;H) -

As shown in Table 18, of the 30 teachers interviewed,
8 were classified as MSM, 12 as OMB and 10 as HLH.
Of the 8 MSM's, 5 were White

an~

J were Black.

This

can be contrasted with the OMB's, where 11 were White and

only

was Black, and the HLH's, where 8 were White and 2

were Black.

Thus, nearly half of the white teachers were

classified as OMB, while exactly half of the black teachers
were classified as MSM.
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TABLE 18r-Summary of selected personal and social characteristics of Master-Slave Mentors (N=8), Open-Minded
Bosses (N=l2) and Hang-Loose Hipsters (N=lO)
Item

MSM

OMB

HLH

Total

Educational Program
Follow-through
Special Education
Head Start
Prekindergarten
Conventional
classroom

l.j.

5

6

15

2

2
1

2
0

1
0

1

1

6
2
2

1

3

1

5

Marital Status
Single, never
married
Married

2

1

5

8

5

10

3

18

Divorced
Widowed

1

1

2
0

2
2

32

Jl

Mean Age
31

Mean Education (Last Grade Completed)
16.62

16.17

16.20

Spouse's Occupation Ranked According
to the North-Hatt Scalea
0

1
2

2

2

1

6

1

6

7

19

l.j.

1

1

2

5

2
2

l.j.

6

1

1

2

Mean Number of Years Employed as Teacher
8

5
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TABLE 18--Continued
Item

MSM

OMB

HLH

Total

11

8

1

2

24
6

6
6

5
5

15
15

Race

White
Black

5

Regular or COP
4
4

Regular teachers

COP teachers

Preference for Job-Oriented or Career-oriented Aide
Job-oriented
Career-oriented

1

1

Either
Neither

1
1

4

5
4
6

aNorth-Hatt Occupational Prestige Scale--Hodges,
Social Stratification, lac. cit. Single, never married
teachers were ranked according to their present occupation.
The average age of teachers classified as MSM and

HLH was Jl years.

Teachers classified as OMB were, on

the average, 1 year older.

Age, therefore, does not

appear to be an important element in the determination of

teacher authority-presentation style,
In terms of the average number of years each type
had worked as a teacher, MSM's were found to have worked
twice as long as teachers classified as HLH.

That is,

MSM's had worked an average of 8 years as teachers, while

HLH's had only worked an average of 4 years.

OMB's had
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worked an average of 5 years.
MSM's had also completed more years of education than
either OMB's or HLH's, on the average.

OMB's had completed

an average of 16.17 years and HLH's 16.20 years, but MSM's
had completed an average of 16.62 years.

Of course, these

are not very great differences, but they deserve to be

mentioned here.
There appear to be no remarkable differences between

the three groups in terms of socioeconomic status.
There appear to be no systematic differences between
the educational programs (Follow-through, Special Education, etc.) to which the teachers are attached and their
classification as to authority-presentation style.

Nor

is there any relationship between participation in the

Regular program or COP and teacher authority-presentation
style.
There are some noticeable differences in marital sta-

tus, however.

Interestingly, half of the Hang-Loose Hip-

sters were classified as single, never married, whereas

10 out of 12 of the teachers classified as Open-Minded
Bosses, and 5 out of 8 of the Master-Slave Mentors were
classified as currently married.

Finally, when asked whether they preferred to work
with an aide who was "job-oriented 11 or "career-oriented,"

a majority of the Master-Slave Mentors (5 out of 8) and
Open-Minded Bosses (7 out of 12) indicated that they
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preferred to work with job-oriented aides.

In contrast,

none of the Hang-Loose Hipsters indicated such a preference, but rather a majority (6 out of 10) preferred
"either

11

type, and the remainder (4 out of 10) preferred

career-oriented aides.
Personal and social characteristics of
servants (GS), Tactful Tutors
(.!:f), and Cymcal Servants ( CS) - - -

araterUr

As shown in Table 19, of the JO aides sampled, lJ
were classified as GS, 12 as TT, and 5 as CS.
Of the 15 Regular aides, 9 were classified as GS, 4
as TT, and 2 as CS.

In contrast, of the 15 COP aides,

only 4 were classified as GS, 8 as TT, and J as

cs.

Clearly, COP aides were less likely than Regular aides to
fit the GS mode of adjustment.
The picture is brought into sharper focus when it is
noted that of the 10 white aides (9 of whom were in the

Regular program), J were classified as GS, las a TT, and
l as a

cs.

On the other hand, of the 20 black aides (14

of whom were in the COP progTam), only 5 were classified
as GS, 11 as TT, and 4 as CS.

Thus, while white aides

were inclined in the GS authority-adjustment direction,
black aides were inclined in the TT and, to a lesser
extent, CS authority-adjustment direction.
The average number of years of education which each
authority-adjustment type had completed was found to be
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TABLE 19.--summary of selected personal and social characteristics of Grateful Servants (N=lJ), Tactful Tutors
(N=l2), and Cynical Servants (N=5)
Item

GS

TT

cs

Total

Educational Program
Conventional
classroom

l<"'ollow-through
Special Education
Head Start
Prekindergarten

J

2

4

7

4
1

5

15
6

5

0

l

1

2

0

2

2

Marital Status
Single, never
married

Married
Divorced
Widowed

l

1

3

12

10

3

25

0

1

1

2

J2

29

1

0

Mean Age
40

Mean Education (Last Grade Completed)
lJ

lJ

13

Spouse's Occupation Ranked According

to the North-Hatt Scalea

0

l(HH)
2(LH)

l

3(HM)

4(1M)

J
6

5(HL)

1

3

4

6(11)

2

1

10

1
2

1

J

6
9
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TABLE 19--Continued
Item

TT

GS

cs

Total

Mean Number of Years Employed as Aide

J.J

2.0

8

1

5

11

1
4

10
20

2

15
15

).8
Race

White
Black

Regular or COP
Regular aides
COP aides

4

9
4

J

aT he North-Hatt Occupational Prestige Scale--Hodges,

Social Stratification, lac. cit. Single, never married
a1des were ranked according to their present occupation.
the same, namely 13 years.
GS's were found to have worked almost twice as many
years as aides classified as

cs.

That is, on the average,

GS's had worked for J.8 years while CS's had worked for
only 2.0 years.

TT's were nearer the middle, with an

average of J.J years of work experience completed.
A similar pattern was found with regard to age,

The

mean age of GS's was 40 years, making them more than 10
years older than cs•s, whose mean age was only 29 years.
Again, TT 1 s were nearer the middle with an average age of
32 years.
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Problems teachers and aides encounter
2:!! working with eaCJlother
Introductory remarks

An interesting area of the findings concerns the
teacher's and the aide's perception of the problems each
encountered in working with the other.

These data were

quantified to determine whether there were any remarkable
or systematic differences in perception between Regular
and COP teachers and aides, black and white teachers and
aides, and the various teacher and aide authority types.
The teacher data will be presented first, followed by the
aide data,
Problems teachers encounter
in working with aides
Table 20 presents a summary of the rankings of the
most frequently mentioned problems all teachers (N=JO)
reported having encountered in working with aides.

Not

surprisingly, one of the two most frequently mentioned
problems is "aides who want to take over the classroom 11 a 1
the other is

11

aides who are too harsh with the children.''

Tied in the second rank are the items

11

inability to see

1 As I observed in my field notes, "The relationships
of teachers and aides are dominated by two great illusions• the first is that aides want to take over the
classroom; the second is that teachers want to keep aides
in their place."
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the total picture and fit into it'1 and

11

inability to con-

trol and discipline the children.''

TABLE 20.--Ranking of the most frequently mentioned problems that teachers reported having encountered in working
with aides
Item
l
J6

10
26
20
22
2
16
25
32
15
19
8
12
14
24
ll

18
29

Problems Mentioned by All Teachers

(N~JO)

Aides who want to take over
Aides who are too harsh with children
Inability to see total picture and fit
into i t
Inability to control and discipline
Aides who are not punctual
Not knowing how to correct or
criticize aides
Having to tell an aide what to do when
I don't know what I'm doing
Having to establish rigid guidelines
Aides who lack initiative
Aides who make decisions only a teacher
should make
Communicating with aides
Aides who are too aggressive

Aides who disrupt the classroom

atmosphere
Aides who are too domineering
Aides who lack talent
Aides who lack organization
Aides who are too critical of the
children's work
Inability to work independently
Aides who think they are teachers

f

Rank

10
10

l
l

9

2

9
8
8
4
7

4
4
4

6
6

5
5

5

6

5
5

6
6

4
4
4
4

These items, as well as the remaining 15 items,
reflect not only the actual

11

problems'' teachers have
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experienced in working with aides, past and present, but
also the criteria which are used by teachers to evaluate
aides and to rank them in social status relative to others.
That is, the items may be taken as indices of the concepts
of Sensitivity to Authority (SA), Sensitivity to Role
Boundaries (SRB), Controlling the Children (CC) and Image
Protection (IP).
For example, the first item--''aides who want to take
over the classroom --can be taken as a measure of the con11

cern teachers feel for their right to rule the classroom
as they see fit, and their concomitant right to expect
cooperation from aides in this regard.

Whether it is

actually a problem or not, teachers mentioned this more
frequently than any other problem.

(It should be noted

that the items numbered 32, 19, and 29 express similar
sentiments, and that only strict adherence to classificatory principles for establishing categories prevents one
from combining them with item number 1.)
The question of controlling the children, or perhaps
more accurately the question of how children

~

be

controlled from the standpoint of the teacher, is reflected
in item number 36 as well as in item number 26.

These are,

respectively, the first and second most frequently mentioned
problems encountered by teachers in working with aides.
(Again, a similar concern seems to be expressed in item
number 12, but this item is presented separately.)
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The concept of Sensitivity to Role Boundaries (SRB)
is also reflected in the rankings listed here.

The "inabil-

ity of aides to see the total picture and fit into it"--the
second most frequently mentioned problem--is a direct
expression of this concern, as are items numbered 2, 16,

and 18.

In different ways, each of these items reflects

the frustration

~eachers

feel regarding the ability of

aides to grasp what teachers perceive to be the essence
or essential nature of the aide's role, relative to their
own role as the teacher.

Finally, the concept of Image Protection (IP) is
reflected in the remaining items (20, 22, 25, 15, 8, 14,
24, and 11).

For instance,

11

aides who aren't punctual 11

or naides who disrupt the classroom atmosphere'• or
who are too critical of the children• s work

11

11

aides

are all exam-

ples of aides who have violated or negated the images
teachers have of the way things ought to be,

In contrast

with the concept of Sensitivity to Role Boundaries, the
issue here is not so much what should be done by aides

but the style in which it is done.
In Table 21 we see a comparison of the rankings of
the most frequently mentioned problems Regular and COP
teachers reported

ing with aides.

~

teachers had encountered in work-

Again, we observe the saliency of the

issue of sensitivity to authority.

Both groups ranked

the item '1 aides who want to take over the classroom" as
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the most important problem other teachers have encountered.

TABLE 21.--Comparison of the rankings of the most frequently
mentioned problems Regular teachers and COP teachers reported
teachers had encountered in working with aides

~

Item
1

Item
1

Problems Mentioned by Regular Teachers(N=l5)

f

Aides who want to take over
All other problems were mentioned by
2 teachers, or less.

7

Problems Mentioned by COP Teachers(N=l5)
Aides who want to take over

f

6

All other problems were mentioned by
2 teachers, or less.
Table 22 provides a comparison of the rankings of
the most frequently mentioned problems Regular and COP
teachers reported encountering in waLking with aides.
The item nwnbers marked by an uau identify problems men-

tioned by both Regular and COP teachers.

In general,

there appear to be no major differences between the two
groups, in terms of either the content of the complaints
registered or the frequencies and rankings of them.
In Table 23 1 we see that both white and black teachers
also agree that the one problem other teachers face in
working with aides is "aides who want to take over the
classroom."
Table 24 presents a comparison of the rankings of the
most frequently mentioned problems white teachers and black
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TABLE 22,--Comparison of the rankings of the most frequently mentioned problems Regular teachers and COP
teachers reported having encountered in working with
aides

Item

Problems Mentioned by
Regular Teachers( N=l5)

f

Rank

)2

Aides who make decisions only a teacher

6

1

10

Inability to see total picture and fit
into it
Aides who want to take over
Having to tell an aide what to do when
I don't know what I'm doing
Communicating with aides

should make

la
2
15
22
12
20a
J6a

Not knowing how to correct or criticize
aides
Aides who are too domineering
Aides who are not punctual
Aides who are too harsh with the

children

6

1

5

2
2

5

2

5

2

4
4

J
J

4

J

7

1

6
5
5
4
4

2
J
J
4
4

Problems Mentioned by COP Teachers(N=l5)
26
)6a
la
25
16
20a

Inability to control and discipline
Aides who are too harsh with the
children
Aides who want to take over
Aides who lack initiative
Having to establish rigid guidelines
Aides who are not punctual

aThis item identifies a problem mentioned by both
Regular and COP teachers.

teachers reported having encountered in working with aides.
Again, we observe more similarity than diversity between

black and white teachers in the rankings of problem items,
at least as far as the substantive content of the items
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is concerned.
TABLE 2),--Comparison of the rankings of the most frequently mentioned problems white teachers and black
teachers reported other teachers had encountered in workwith aides

---rng

Item

f

Aides who want to take over
Aides who are too domineering

1
12

Item
1

Problems Mentioned by White Teachers ( N=24)

11
4

Problems Mentioned by Black Teachers( N=6)

f

Aides who want to take over

2

Table 25 provides a comparison of the rankings of
the most frequently mentioned problems Master-Slave Mentors
(MSM), Open-Minded Bosses (OMB), and Hang-Loose Hipsters

(HLH)

reported~

prisingly, the item

teachers had encountered.
11

Not sur-

aides who want to take over the class-

room" is the only major problem most teachers thought other

teachers had encountered in working with aides.
However, when coded according to the problems they
had personally encountered in working with aides, past and
present, a different pattern of responses emerges.

As we

see in Table 26, "aides who want to take over the classroom" heads the list of concerns mentioned by Master-Slave
Mentors, followed closely in rank by items 29 and 32, which
both seem to deal with the matter of sensitivity to authority style.

But these items do not even appear in the rank-

ings of either the Open-Minded Boss or the Hang-Loose Hip-
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ster.

The latter teacher types both rank items concerned

with controlling the children as the major problem they
had encountered in working with aides.
TABLE 24.--Comparison of the rankings of the most frequently mentioned problems white teachers and black
teachers reported having encountered in working with aides
Item

22

2
lOa
25a

32
36

Problems Mentioned by
White Teachers(N=24)
Inability to control and discipline
children
Not knowing how to correct or criticize
aides
Aides who are not punctual
Aides who want to take over
Having to tell an aide what to do when
I don't know what I'm doing
Inability to see the total picture and
fit into it
Aides who lack initiative
Aides who make decisions only a teacher
should make
Aides who are too harsh with the
children

f

Rank

9

l

8

2

8

2

7

Problems Mentioned by
Black Teachers(N=6)
25a
la
20a
26a
48
lOa

Aides who lack initiative
Aides who want to take over
Aides who are not punctual
Inability to control and discipline
children
Aides who are emotionally immature
Inability to see the total picture and
fit into it

4

1

J
2

2
2

aThis item identifies a problem mentioned by both
white and black teachers.
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TABLE 25.--Comparison of the rankings of the most frequently mentioned problems Master-Slave Mentors, OpenMinded Bosses, and Hang-Loose Hipsters reported other
teachers had encountered in working with aiaes-Item

Problems Mentioned by MSM( N=8)

1

Aides who want to take over

1

Aides who want to take over

f

Problems Mentioned by OMB(N=l2)
8

Problems Mentioned by HLH( N=lO)
1

Aides who want to take over
Interestingly, the problem of

2

11

fuzzy role boundaries

between teachers and aides 11 (item number 21) seems to be
a concern unique to the Open-Minded Boss.

This problem,

as well as the difficulty Open-Minded Bosses seem to have
in getting aides to "work independently" (item number 18)
may reflect the "fence straddling" nature of the authority

role Open-Minded Bosses have chosen to play with regard to
the aide, i.e., neither projecting their authority with
finality, nor rejecting it entirely, but attempting instead
to strike a balance between these two extremes.
Finally, Hang-Loose Hipsters express a variety of
concerns also, some which are similar to the concerns
expressed by Master-Slave Mentors and Open-Minded Bosses,
and others which differ quite sharply from them.

The most

unique of the latter type is i tern number 15, namely
municating with aides. 11

11

com-

That they should consider this a
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TABLE 26.--Comparison of the rank.ings of the most frequently mentioned problems Master-Slave Mentors, OpenMinded Bosses, and Hang-Loose Hipsters reported having
encountered in working with aides

Item

Problems Mentioned by MSM(N=8)

f

Rank

Aides who want to take over

6

l

lOa

Inability to see the total picture and

4

2

26a

Inability to control and discipline

4

2

29

Aides who think they are teachers

4

2

32

Aides who make decisions only a teacher

4

2

6

l

1

fit into it

should make

Problems Mentioned by OMB(N=l2)
J6a
21
18

Aides who are too harsh with the children
Fuzzy role boundaries between teachers
and aides
Inability to work independently
Problems Mentioned by

f~H(N=lO)

26a

Inability to control and discipline

20

Aides who aren't punctual

15

Communicating with aides

lOa

Inability to see the total picture and
fit into it
Aides who are too harsh with the children

36a

2

4

4
3

l
2
2

3

2

2

aThis item identifies a problem mentioned by MSM,
OMB, and/ or HlH.
major problem while none of the other types do suggests
that, perhaps, differences do exist in the way Hang-Loose
Hipsters present their authority to aides, and, corelatively, in the way they perceive problems in working with
aides, relative to such presentations.

That is to say,
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the typical Hang-Loose Hipster seems to be striving toward
the development of an egalitarian relationship with the
aide but appears to be finding it difficult to communicate
this desire to the aide.
Problems aides encounter in
working with teachers
Table 27 presents a listing of the rankings of the
most frequently mentioned problems all aides

(N~JO)

having encountered in working with teachers.

reported

Working with

"young inexperienced teachers" is one of the most fre-

quently mentioned problems.

Tied with it in the first

rank is the item, "teachers who don 1 t do their job. 11

second-most frequently mentioned problem is
dren who could be learning more.
in the third rank•
and discipline
the teacher."

1 11

11

11

Two items are also tied

they are ''teachers who can't control

and

11

knowing more about the kids than

In the fourth rank are the i terns

who don't want aides

11

and

sonalities of teachers.
items also, namely

The

Seeing chil-

11

11

11

11

teachers

adjusting to the different per-

The final rank contains two

prestige-conscious teachers" and

''teachers who just want custodial-clerical type aides. 11
One of the important questions one might raise with
regard to the range of responses outlined above is this•
do the problems perceived by aides differ according to
their participation in the Regular program or COP, their
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racial and/or ethnic identity, or their assumed style of
adjustment (Grateful Servant, Tactful Tutor, or Cynical
Servant) to the authority projections of teachers?

In

the discussion which follows, an attempt is made to answer
this question.

TABLE 27.--Ranking of the most frequently mentioned problems all aides reported having encountered in working
with teachers

Item

Problems Mentioned by All Aides(N=JO)

1
4
21

Young, inexperienced teachers
12
Teachers who don't do their job
12
Seeing children who could be learning
10
more
Teachers who can't control and discipline
Knowing more about the kids than the
8
teacher
Teachers who don't want aides
5
Adjusting to different personalities

5
lJ
7

19

f

Rank

of teachers
2

12

just want custodial-clerical

type aides

2

4
4

4

Prestige-conscious teachers
Teachers who

1
l

4

5

In Table 28, we find a comparison of the rankings of
the most frequently mentioned problems Regular and COP
aides reported other aides had encountered in working
with teachers.

While there are variations in both the

frequencies and rankings of problems, what must be emphasized is that almost all of the problems mentioned by Regular aides are also mentioned by COP aides.

One of the
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TABLE 28.--Comparison of the rankings of the most frequently mentioned problems Regular and COP aides reported
~

aides had encountered in working with teachers

Item

Problems Mentioned by Regular Aides(N=l5)

f

Rank

19

Adjusting to the different personalities

8

1

l4a

Teachers who think aides are trying to
take over the classroom
Teachers who just want a custodial-

6

2

12a

of teachers

clerical type aide
1

Young, inexperienced teachers

3a

Missionary-type teachers

4

3

2
2
2

4
4
4

4a

Teachers who don't do their jobs

6a

Racist teachers

2

4

?a

Teachers who don't want aides

2
2

4
4

12
6

l
2

16

Teachers who don't know how to use aides

14a
6a
13a

Teachers who think aides are taking over
Racist teachers
Knowing more about the kids than the

Problems Mentioned by COP Aides(N=l5)

2

4a

12a
21
3a
11
5
?a

teacher
Prestige-conscious teachers
Teachers who don't do their jobs
Teachers who just want a custodialclerical type aide

6

2

5
5

3
3

5

Seeing children who could be learning more 4
Missionary-type teachers
4
4
Teachers who think children can't learn
Teachers who can't control and

5

discipline the children
Teachers who don't want aides

4
4
4

3

5

aThis item number identifies a problem mentioned by

beth Regular and COP aides.
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most interesting similarities in terms of the problems
mentioned is the item occupying the second rank in the
Regular aide section and, corelatively, the first rank in
the COP aide section, namely "teachers who think aides
are trying to take over the classroom.

11

One of the most

interesting differences is the item

11

adjusting to the dif-

ferent personalities of teachers."

It occupies the first

rank of the problems mentioned by Regular aides, and is
not even mentioned by the COP aides.
When coded according to the problems they had personally encountered in working with teachers, past and
present, a different pattern of responses emerges.

As

illustrated in Table 29, only two of the problems mentioned by Regular aides are also mentioned by COP aides.
Moreover, there are outstanding differences between the
two groups both in terms of the frequencies of responses,
and in terms of the

~

of responses which were expressed.

For example, the most frequently mentioned problem
encountered by Regular aides is
ent personalities of teachers.

11

11

adjusting to the differThis problem was men-

tioned by only 4 out of the 15 Regular aides.

In con-

trast, the problem mentioned most frequently by COP aides
is adjusting to "teachers who don 1 t do their job. 11

This

problem was mentioned by ll out of the 15 COP aides.

The

concerns expressed by each group differ sharply too.

Reg-

ular aides, on the one hand, seem bent on adjusting them-
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selves to the idiosyncratic needs of teachers; COP aides,
on the other hand, seem inclined to be extremely critical
of the

p~rformances

of teachers in general.

TABLE 29.--Ranking of the most frequently mentioned problems Regular aides and COP aides reported having encountered in working with teachers
Item

Problems Mentioned by Regular Aides( N=l5)

f

Rank

19

Ad~~s~!~~h:~sthe different personalities

4

1

12

Teachers who just want a custodialclerical type aide
Teachers who don't know how to use aides
Young, inexperienced teachers
Teachers who don't want aides
Knowing more about the kids than
the teacher

16
la
7
lJa

2

3

J
3

Problems Mentioned by COP aides(N=l5)

2

Teachers who don't do their job
11
Young, inexperienced teachers
10
Seeing children who could be learning
9
more
Teachers who can't control and discipline 7
Knowing more about the kids than the
6
teacher
Prestige-conscious teachers
4

1
2

4

5
6

aThis item number identifies a problem mentioned by
both Regular and COP aides.
The interpretation applied to the comparison of the
two above-mentioned items seems to be applicable to comparisons of other items as well.

The problems falling
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into the second rank of the Regular aide responses and

into the third and fourth rank of the COP aide responses
are cases in point.
11

While Regular aides reported that

teachers who just want a custodial-clerical type aide 11

and "teachers who don't know how to use aides" properly
were major problems, COP aides reported that "seeing chil-

dren who could be learning more 11 and "teachers who can't
control and discipline 11 were major problems.

Their dis-

similarity in terms of perceived problems is further

accentuated by the fact that none of the problems expressed
by Regular aides were mentioned by COP aides, and vice
versa.

To summarize then, the differences between Regular

and COP aides seem greater than the similarities.

While

some problems mentioned by Regular aides are also men-

tioned by COP aides, most of the problems expressed by
the former are not expressed by the latter.
and content of the responses differ, also.

The frequency
With reference

to the frequency of responses, Regular aides seem to have
encountered few problems in working with teachers• in contrast, COP aides seem to have encountered many problems.
In terms of the content of responses, COP aides seem to be

sharply critical of teachers in general, while Regular
aides seem to be concerned with adjusting themselves to

teachers whose needs and skills (in dealing with aides)
vary considerably.
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Table JO provides a comparison of the rankings of
the most frequently mentioned problems white aides and
black aides reported
ing with teachers.

~

aides had encountered in work-

In spite of some of the similarities

existing between the responses of white and black aides,
it is apparent that black aides hold different views as

to the problems aides have encountered in working with
teachers.

For example, while

11

adjusting to the different

personalities of teachers" is the principle concern of

white aides, it is ranked among the least concerns of the
black aides.

Learning to ad just to, or cope with,

teachers" and

11

11

racist

knowing more about the kids than the

teacher" occupy the second rank of the problems black

aides reported
teachers.

~

aides had encountered in working with

Neither of these problems are mentioned by

white aides.
adjusting to

But, both white and black aides agree that
11

teachers who think aides are taking over 11 is

a universal problem of some importance to aides in general
in dealing with teachers.
In Table 31, a comparison of the rankings of the most
frequently mentioned problems white aides and black aides
reported having personally encountered in working with
teachers is presented.

The only thing to which both groups

seem agreed is that working with "young, inexperienced
teachers 11 can be an enormous problem.

In all other mat-

ters, there are differences between them.

For example,
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TABLE JO,--Cornparison of the rankings of the most frequently mentioned problems white aides and black aides
reported other aides had encounter·..::d in working with
-teachers
Item

Problems Mentioned by White Aides(N=lO)

l9a

Adjusting to the different personalities
of teachers
Teachers who think aides are taking over
Teachers who don't want aides
Teachers who just want a custodialclerical type aide
Teachers who don't know how to use an
aide

l4a
12a

16

f

Rank

6

1

3

2

2

3
3

Problems Mentioned by Black Aides(N=20)
l4a

13
6
4
12a
2
11

21
19a
5

Teachers who think aides are taking over 15
Knowing more about the kids than the
teacher
Racist teachers
8
Teachers who don't do their job
7
Teachers who just want a custodialclerical type aide
Prestige-conscious teachers
6
Missionary-type teachers
6
Teachers who think children can't learn
5
Seeing children who could be learning
4
more
Adjusting to the different personalities
4
of teachers
Teachers who can't control and discipline 4

1
2
2

3

4
4

5
6
6
6

aThis item number identifies a problem mentioned by
both white and black aides.
while white aides find

11

adjusting to the different per-

sonalities of the teachers 11 a major, first-order problem,
black aides rank adjusting to "teachers who don't do their
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TABLE Jl,--Comparison of the rankings of the most frequently mentioned problems white aides and black aides
reported having encountered in working with teachers
Item

Problems Mentioned by White Aides(N=lO)

f

Rank

19

Adjusting to the different personalities
of teachers

4

1

16

Teachers who don't know how to use an

J

2

aide

la
12

Young, inexperienced teachers
Teachers who just want a custodial-

2

J

2

J

Teachers who don't do their job
12
10
Young, inexperienced teachers
Seeing children who could be learning
10
more
Teachers who can't control and discipline 8
Knowing more about the kids than the
7
teacher

1
2

clerical type aide
Problems Mentioned by Black Aides(N=20)

4
la
21

5
lJ

2
J

4

aThis item number identifies a problem mentioned by
both white and black aides,
job" as their primary concern.

While white aides lament

the fact that "teachers don't know how to use them" prop-

erly, black aides lament the fact that they must work in
situations where "the children could be learning more."

"Knowing more about the kids than the teacher , 11 and having
to work with "teachers who can't control and discipline

the children" are the kind of problems black aides report
having personally experienced.
hand, report that adjusting to

White aides, on the other
11

teachers who just want a
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custodial-clerical type aide" can be troublesome.
The differences between white and black aides in
terms of the problems they have reported encountering are
most remarkable.

In general, it would appear that black

aides are more critical of teachers than white aides, and
have experienced quite different problems than white aides.

Directly or indirectly, black aides seem to be accusing
teachers of failing to perform up to minimal professional
standards.

At the very least, they seem to feel that the

teachers with whom they are working could be doing more

to help the children, and could be less defensive of their
own efforts in this regard.
A comparison of the rankings of the most frequently
mentioned problems Grateful Servants, Tactful Tutors, and
Cynical Servants reported aides
encountered appears in Table )2.

~ ~

themselves had

Not surprisingly, the

smallest range of problems was reported by Grateful Servants, who felt that other aides had experienced difficulty in adjusting to

11

teachers who think aides are taking

over," and in "adjusting to the different personalities
of teachers."

But, there is no evidence to indicate that

they think other aides had experienced difficulty in dealing with "racist teachers 11 or "teachers who don't do their
job 11 or

11

teachers who can• t control and discipline the

children. 11

These views appear to be limited to Tactful

Tutors, and might be characterized as highly critical of
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TABLE J2.--Comparison of the rankings of the most frequently mentioned problems Grateful Servants, Tactful
Tutors, and Cynical Servants reported other aides had
encountered in working with liieners
Item

Problems Mentioned by GS(N=lJ)

f

14a
19a

Teachers who think aides are taking over
Adjusting to the different personalities

9

1

6

2

4

J

of teachers

12a

Teachers who just want a custodial-

clerical type aide

Rank

Problems Mentioned by TT(N=l2)
14a Teachers who think aides are taking over
Racist teachers
6
Teachers who don't do their jobs
4
Knowing more about the kids than the
lJ
teacher

J
5
11

19

Missionary-type teachers
Teachers who can't control and discipline
Teachers who think children can't learn
Adjusting to the different personalities
of teachers

8
6

5

l

2
J

5

J

4
4
4

4
4
4

4

4

Problems Mentioned by CS( N=5)
12a

Teachers who just want a custodial-

3

1

2
7
16
14a

Prestige-conscious teachers

2

Teachers who don't want aides
Teachers who don't know how to use aides
Teachers who think aides are taking over

2

2
2

2

2

2

2

clerical type aide

aThis item number identifies a problem mentioned by
GS, TT, an~or CS.
teachers in general.

One of the interesting findings is

that Cynical Servants seem to have more in common with

Grateful Servants than with Tactful Tutors.

Like the
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Grateful Servant, the Cynical Servant reported that other
aides had experienced difficulty in delivering services
to teachers who did not necessarily want them.

However,

while adjusting to ••teachers who just want a custodial-

clerical type aide" occupies the third rank of the problems mentioned by Grateful Servants, and therefore seems
to be the least of their concerns, it occupies the first

rank of the problems mentioned by Cynical Servants.
In Table

JJ, where the problems each aide authority-

adjustment type had personally experienced is compared,
we find almost no differences between Tactful Tutors and

Cynical Servants in terms of the kind of problems mentioned but considerable differences between both of the
latter groups and the Grateful Servants.

Unlike the pre-

viously examined table, the so-called ••critical comments"

directed at teachers are not restricted to Tactful Tutors

but distributed quite evenly among both Tactful Tutors
and Cynical Servants.

As expected, Grateful Servants

stand alone in their concern for adjusting themselves to
the idiosyncratic needs of teachers.

In Table )4, we observe the first of 16 background
variables correlated with the dependent variable in
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TABLE JJ.--Comparison of the rankings of the most frequently mentioned problems Grateful Servants, Tactful
Tutors, and Cynical Servants reported having encountered
in working with teachers
Item

Problems Mentioned by GS(N=lJ)

la
19

Young, inexperienced teachers
Adjusting to the different personalities
of teachers
Teachers who just want a custodialclerical type aide
Teachers who don't know how to use aides

12
16

f

Rank
l

4

2
J

Problems Mentioned by TT(N=l2)

4a
5a
13a
2la
la

Teachers who don't do their job
Teachers who can•t control and discipline
Knowing more about the kids than the
teacher
Seeing children who could be learning
more
Young, inexperienced teachers

l

2

5

2

4
4

Problems Mentioned by CS(N=5)
la
4a
2la
5a
13a
14

Young, inexperienced teachers
Teachers who don't do their job
Seeing children who could be learning
more
Teachers who can't control and discipline
Knowing more about the kids than the
teacher
Teachers who think aides are taking over

J

l

J

l

1
2
2
2

2

aThis item number identifies a problem mentioned by
GS, TT, and/or CS.
question, namely aide rank in social status. 1

The data

1 A summary of the correlation coefficients appear
in Table 49.
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indicate a zero correlation between participation in the

Regular program or COP and the dependent variable,

That

is, members of both groups were found to be equally distributed according to rank in social status,
TABLE J4.--Correlation between participation in Regular
program or COP and aide rank in social status
Aide Rank in Social Status
Program
High
Regular
COP

9
9

Medium

J
J

Low

Total
f

J
J

15
15
theta =

0

The relation between classroom setting or educational
program placement and aide rank in social status appears

in Table J5,

The degree of association found here is

quite low (theta= .26). 1

That is, in only 26 percent of

the comparisons made, aides assigned to the various educa-

tional programs or settings showed systematic differences
in rank in social status.

Thus, any attempt to predict

the dependent variable on the basis of educational program

placement would be quite unproductive.

A correlation coefficient of .44 (theta) was found
1 The statistic employed is the Wilcoxon Model for
nominal-ordinal association (theta), as found in• Freeman,
Linton C., Elementary App~ied Statistics• 12£ ~in
Behavioral sc~ence.

19 65• pP • rnr.:I9.

New

ark I

John wiley, and Sons I
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TABLE 35·--Correlation between education program placement or setting and aide rank in social status
Program
or
Setting

Aide Rank in Social Status

Follow-through
Special Education
Head Start
Prekindergarten
Conventional
classroom

High

Medium

)

0

1
1
1
1

8

2

6

1

Low

Total
f
7
8
2
2

)

1
0

1
1

11

theta = .26
between the aide's residential location (i.e.,

11

inner-

city" vs. ''outer-ci ty11 ) and aide rank in social status.

Of course, as an examination of Table J6 will show, the

magnitude of the association stems from the fact that 27
out of the JO aides sampled are inner-city residents, and

over half of these (N
tus.

= 15) are ranked high in social sta-

The correlation would have greater meaning if the

"outer-city" aides were ranked low or medium in social

status, but they are not.

They are all ranked high.

TABLE )6.--Correlation between aides who live, and do not
live, in the inner city and aide rank in social status
Residential
Status
Inner-city
Outer-city

Aide Rank in Social Status
High

Medium

Low

15

6

6

J

0

0

Total
f
27

J
theta = .44
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In Table 37 1 the relation between the aide's length
of residence in the city in which the study took place
and the dependent variable is examined.
cient of rank association (gamma

=

A small coeffi-

.23) 1 was found.

That

is, there was 23 percent more agreement than inversion in
the rankings of these characteristics, which means that,
to only a limited extent, the higher the aide's rank in
length of residence, the higher the aide's rank in social

status.
TABLE J?.--Correlation between aide's length of residence
in city in which study took place and aide rank in social
status
Length of
Residence
"All my life 11
"Most of my life"
"Less than 10 years 11

Total

Aide Rank in Social Status
Total
High

Medium

10
3

1

5

2

18

6

Low

0
6

6

13
10
7
30
gamma = .23

A correlation coefficient of .37 (theta) was found
between the type of setting in which the aide was reared

(rural vs. urban) and the dependent variable.

As we see

in Table 38, aides who were reared on farms or in small

1 The statistic employed is the Goodman and Kruskal
Coefficient of Ordinal Association (gamma), as found in
Freeman, Elementary Applied Statistics, loc. cit.,
pp. 79-88,
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towns did not fare as well, status-wise, as aides who
were reared in medium-sized or large cities.

It is inter-

esting to note, as an aside, that of the 16 aides who
indicated that they were reared in a medium-sized city,
13 were raised in the city in which the study was conducted,
TABLE )B.--Correlation between where aide was reared and
aide rank in social status

Where
Reared
Large city
Medium-sized city
Small town
Farm or rural area

Aide Rank in Social Status
High

Medium

Low

4
12
1

2
J
1

1

0

1
1
2
2

Total
f
7

16
4
J
theta = .)7

The relation between the marital status of the aides

and aide rank in social status is examined in Table 39·
Again, a low correlation coefficient (theta·. = ,20) was
registered.
A rather small association (gamma= .18) was also
found between the size of the aide's family and aide rank
in social status, as noted in Table 40.

In Table 41, the relation between the age of the aide
and the dependent variable is considered,

While the cor-

relation is, again, low (gamma= .27), an examination of

the data reveals that aides under 36 years of age are more
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likely to be ranked medium or low in social status than

aides in the J?-59 age bracket.l
TABLE )9.--Correlation between marital status of aide and
aide rank in social status
Marital
Status
Single, never
married

Currently married
Divorced

Aide Rank in Social Status
High

Medium

Low

Total
f

1

1

1

J

16
1

4

5
0

25
2

1

theta = .20
TABLE 40.--correlation between number of children in aide's
family and aide rank in social status
Number
of
Children
4 - 8
2 - J
0 - 1
Total

Aide Rank in Social Status
High

Medium

Low

8

5

2
1
J

2
2

18

6

6

5

2

Total
12
8
10
JO

gamma = .18

1 using multiple regression analysis, Sanders found a

significant correlation at the

.05 confidence level between

a combination of predictor variables and the degree of success attained as an elementary teacher aide. These vari-

ables included the aide's chronological age, general level
of intelligence, and proficiency in typing. The addition
of predictor variables representing the aide's previous

work experience, formal education, attitudes toward children and school work, and clerical aptitude did not significantly increase the predictive efficiency of the
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TABLE 41.--Correlation between age of aide and aide rank
in social status

Aide Rank in Social Status

Age

High
37 - 59
29 - )6
21 - 28
Total

Medium

Total

Low

8
6
4

0
2
4

2
3
1

10

18

6

6

30

11

9

gamma = .27
As can be seen in Table 42, a correlation coefficient

of -.30 (gamma) was found between the involvement of the
aide in school-community affairs and the dependent vari-

able.

The fact that it is negative in sign indicates that

the association is based on a predominance of inversions

in rankings.

In general, the higher the aide's rank in ,..

sociopolitical involvement, the lower the aide's rank in
social status, or conversely, the higher the aide's rank
in social status, the lower the aide's rank in sociopolitical involvement.

One of the more interesting findings is the relation
between the education level of the aide and aide rank in

social status.

Table 43 shows practically no association

equation.
Sanders, Soggy L., "Predicting success of Teacher

Aides in the Elementary School,"

Unpublished Doctor's

dissertation, University of Tulsa, Tulsa, Oklahoma,

1969.
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TABLE 42.--Correlation between aide involvement in schoolcommunity affairs and aide rank in social status
Degree of
In val vement

Aide Rank in Social Status
High

Total
Medium

Low

Active in at least
one sociopolitical
organization

Active in at least
one school or community organization
Active in no school
or community organizations
Total

0

2

2

3

l

ll

17

ll

18

6

6

JO
gamma = -.JO

whatsoever between these two variables (gamma~ .05). 1

1 There is additional evidence to complement this
finding. In a summary report of an aide training program
in Berea Vista and Lexington, Kentucky, Arth, et al.,
states 1
It was shown that the educational backgrounds
11

2.f

~ aides ~ ~ conseg"U'ei1t1ai 1n predict1ng ~

r t1n9d the superv1s1ng teachers would make concern1ng
es. whether a1de~mpleted twelve or only
SIX years of formal schooling was not statistically significant in preassessing their competence as paraprofessional members of teaching teams." Arth, Alfred A., et
al., Teacher Aides1 The Preparation and Utilization of
ParaprofeSSionaTS'7 c'Fi'arlotteSVllie I Curry Memorlai School
of Educat1on, Un1versity of Virginia, 1970, p. 41, cited in
Gartner, Alan, Paraprofessionals and Their Performance.
New Yorko Praeger Publ1shers, l9?I: ~1.
The observations of the Washington School of Psychiatry in Washington, D.C. are quite similar 1 11 • • • The
experience of TAP (Teacher Aide Program) points to the
conclusion that successful performance is not necessarily
related to the aide's educational backgroundl the group
of TAP aides rated in the top 27 percent for overall effectiveness included some who had not completed hig·h school. 11
_ _ _ _ _ , TAP, ~ ~ ~ Program; f= Role Sensi-
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TABLE 4J.--Correlation between education level of aide

and aide rank in social status
Education

(Last Grade
Completed)

Aide Rank in Social Status
High

Medium

Low

14 - 16

5

lJ

7
6

2
2
2

l
J

18

6

6

08 - 12

Total

Total

8
12
10

2

JO
gamma =

.05

This finding strengthens the argument advanced earlier
that aides are ranked in social status according to quite
a different set of social criteria than that suggested by
the official ideology of the school system.

Clearly, an

examination of the data reveals that aides who have com-

plated some college are as likely to be ranked medium or
low as aides who have not completed high school, as con-

cerns social status.

A low coefficient of rank association (gamma = .05)
was found between the education level of the spouse of
the aide and the dependent variable.

This we see in

Table 44.
In Table 45, the relation between the socioeconomic

~ 12!:. Classroom Work ]!.!.!!
Cliiid-ren 1n Elementary Schools. Wash1ngton SchoOTOf
Washington,D.IT:";"'"August 1967. P, 68.

.!ill!,y Al?.l2roach to Training
~rY,
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TABLE 44.--Correlation between education level of aide's
spouse and aide rank in social status
Spouse's Education
(Last Grade
Completed)
14 - 17
12 - 13
08 - 11
Total

Aide Rank in Social Status
Total
High

Medium

Low

9

1
2

2
2
1

8
12

17

4

5

30

5

6

gamma

= .05

TABLE 45.--correlation between socioeconomic statusa of
aide and aide rank in social status
SES of
Aide
Professional,
semiprofessional
worker, etc.
Skilled worker,

foreman, etc.

Aide Rank in Social Status
Total
High

Medium

Low

J

1

1

5

11

1

2

14

4

4

J

11

18

6

6

Semiskilled,

unskilled
worker, etc.
Total

JO
gamma = .]5

aThe SES rank of the aide was arrived at by rating
the occupation of the aide's spouse according to the NorthHatt Occupational Prestige Scale. Single, never married
aides were ranked according to their present occupation.
A listing of occupations and the relative scores accorded
them is illustrated in Hodges, Social Stratification,
op, cit,, pp. 91-4.
--status of the aide and the dependent variable is examined.
A rather small positive coefficient of rank association
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(gamma "" • 35) was found.

To translate this, there is

)5 percent more agreement than inversion in the rankings
of these characteristics.

In general, the higher the

aide's rank in SES, the higher the aide's rank in social

status,
Table 46 examines the relation between the number of
years the aide has been employed in a paraprofessional
capacity and aide rank in social status.

The coefficient

of rank association (gamma) found here was .14.

Inter-

estingly, it would appear from the raw data that aides
who have been employed for "J months to 2 years" or from
11

5 to 6 years" are not as likely to be ranked medium or

low in social status as aides who have worked for "J to
l.J. years ...

In fact, of the 12 aides who are ranked either

medium or low in social status, 9 fall into the "3 to 4
years 11 category.

But, there seems to be no clear inter-

pretation for this anomalous finding. 1
A rank association of only -.09 (gamma) was found
between the number of teachers with whom the aide had
worked to date and the dependent variable.

This we see

1 or a combination of six predictor variables, Parker
found three that made significant contributions to predicting the success of an aide. These are as follows•
(l) previous work experience; (2) organized volunteer work
experience• (3) family income. A multiple regression
equation was used in the study.
Parker, Earl K., "Predicting Success of Teacher Aides
in the Secondary School." Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Tulsa, Tulsa, Oklahoma, 1969.
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in Table 47.
TABLE 46.--Correlation between number of years of employment as an aide and aide rank in social status
Years of
Employment

5-6 years
3-4 years

J

Aide Rank in Social Status
Total
High

1
4

9
2

months-2 years

11otal

Low

Medium

18

10
11

1

1

9

6

6

JO
gamma

= .14

TABLE 47.--Correlation between number of teachers with
whom aide has worked and aide rank in social status
Number of
Teachers

Aide Rank in Social Status
Total
High

Medium

Low

5-

12

2

2

3 -

4

1

4

1 -

2

Total

11
10

6

3

9

18

6

JO
gamma

= -.09

The final, and perhaps most significant, finding in
this series appears in Table 48.

Here, a correlation

coefficient of .42 (theta) was found between the racial
identity of the aide, relative to the racial identity of
the teacher, and aide rank in social status.

This means

that in 42 percent of the comparisons made, aides in the
various racial groupings showed systematic differences in
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rank in social status.

An examination of the table indi-

cates that 9 out of the 14 black aides who were working
under white teachers were either ranked medium or low in
social status, while only one out of the 10 white aides
who were working under white teachers, and only 2 out of
the 6 black aides who were working under black teachers,
were so classified.
TABLE 48.--Correlation between racial and/or ethnic identification of aide, relative to teacher, and aide rank in
social status
Race

of
Teacher
White
Black
White

Race
of
Aide

White
Black
Black

Aide Rank in Social Status

High

Medium

9
4

2

5

4

0

Total

Low

f

l

10

5

11+

6

theta = .42
In conclusion, the exploration of the relation of

aide background variables to aide rank in social status
was undertaken in order to ascertain the extent to which
the personal and social characteristics of the aides were
associated or correlated with the dependent variable in
question.

The results of this effort are summarized in

Table 49.
Of the 15 associations considered, several seem to
support some of the conclusions advanced earlier in the
Qualitative Findings chapter.

For instance, as expected,
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TABLE 49.--swnmary of correlation coefficients between each
of fifteen teacher-aide background variables and aide rank
in social status
Description of Variable
1.
2.

4.

5·

6.
7.
8,
9.
10.
11.

12.
lJ,

14.
1).

Coefficient

Regular program vs, COP
Education program or setting
a. Follow-through
b,

J.

Correlation

Special Education

c,

Head Start

d.

Prekindergarten

e. Conventional Classroom
Residential status (inner-city vs.
outer-city)
Years resided in city in which school
system is located
Setting in which reared (rural vs.

urban)
Marital status
Number of children in family
Age
Degree of school-community involvement
Education (in terms of last grade
completed)
Spouse • s education (in terms of
last grade completed)
Socioeconomic status (as measured
by husbanct•s occupation}
Number of years employed as a
teacher-aide
Number of teachers with whom aide
has worked to date
Race or ethnicity of aide

,J7a
.20a

+.l8b
+.27b
-,JOb
+.05b
+.05b
+.J5b

+.l4b

arrhe statistic employed is the Wilcoxon Model for
nominal-ordinal association (theta), as found in Freeman,
Elementary Applied Statistics, op. cit., pp. 108-19.
bThe statistic employed is Goodman and Kruskal 1 s
coefficient of ordinal association (gamma), as found in
Freeman, lac. cit., pp. 79-88.
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two critical variables turned out to be among the

~

efficient predictors of aide rank in social status•

they

are (l) the aide's level of formal education and (2) the
number of teachers with whom the aide had worked to date.
These are important negative findings, for they suggest

that the social status rankings of aides are contingent

on factors

~ ~

have completed and the

the

~

~

of formal education they

of experiences they have

accumulated in the process of working with other teachers, 1

If the aide's rank in social status is related to the
aide's level of awareness of, and adjustment to, the expectations held for his role, and if these expectations vary

according to the authority-presentation style adopted by
the teacher, then neither the amount of formal education
possessed by the aide nor the amount of experiences accu-

mulated would be of much help to him in discovering the
kind of unique rules that are operating in the social
situation in which he has been placed.

For example, aides

who have been exposed to only one kind of teacher

authority-presentation style (e.g., Master-Slave Mentor)
might experience real difficulty in discovering, and
adjusting to, the expectations associated with another

1 The word "amount" is underlined here to emphasize
that the kind of educational and work experiences an aide
has had mTgnt be a more relevant consideration in the
explanation of aide rank in social status.
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kind of authority-presentation style (e.g., Hang-Loose
Hipster),
Nor were the age, the marital status, the number of

children in the aide's family, the degree of schoolcommunity involvement, the number of years employed as an
aide, or the socioeconomic status of the aide highly correlated with the aide's rank in social status.

This, too,

was taken to mean that other factors, not yet considered,

might be operating in the aide-teacher relationship which
would allow us to more accurately predict, or account for,

the variation in the dependent variable in question.

In

fact, in this regard, the only variable of any value to
emerge from the exploratory analysis was race, where 42
percent of the comparisons among teacher and aide pairs

with different and similar racial and/or ethnic identities
showed consistent differences in aide rank in social status,

And while this is an important finding, the discus-

sion which follows will show that these differences are
subsumed under the two general theoretical categories

articulated in the Qualitative Findings chapter, namely
the aide's awareness of the general norms and the aide's

style of adjustment to the teacher's projections of
authority.
Relation of aide awareness of the general
norms to aide ~ ..!!1 soc1arsta'tus
The relation between the aide's awareness of the
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general norms and the aide's subsequent rank in social

status appears in Table 50,

In examining the cells of

the table, we note that 14 of the 16 aides who were ranked
high in awareness of the general norms were ranked high in
social status also, but the 2 remaining aides were ranked
low.

The 6 aides who received medium rankings in aware-

ness also received medium rankings in social status.
Finally, of the 8 aides who were ranked low in awareness,
half were ranked low in social status, and half were

ranked high,
The rank association between the two variables is

.58 (gamma).

That is, there is 58 percent more agreement

than inversion in the rankings of these characteristics.
In general, the higher the aide's awareness of the gen-

eral norms, the higher the status ranking of the aide.
But what is particularly interesting about the findings reported in Table 50 is what it does

ll£1

explain.

It is apparent that some of the findings directly contradict the hypothesis being tested.

More specifically, two

aides who were ranked high in awareness of the general
norms were ranked low in social

status~

conversely, four

aides who were ranked low in awareness were ranked high
in social status.

How can these negative or contradictory

findings be explained?
An examination of the negative cases revealed that
the aides who were ranked high in awareness but low in
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TABLE 50.--correlation between aide awareness of general
norms and aide rank in social status
Aide
Awareness

Aide Rank in Social Status
Low

Medium

04-004
07-007

High
01-001
OJ-OOJ
05-005

(0)

(2)

06-006
11-011
12-012
lJ-OlJ

18-018
19-019
20-020
22-022
2J-02J
25-025
28-028
(14) 16

09-009
10-010
14-014
16-016
24-024
(0)

15-015
17-017
27-027
29-029

(6)

02-002
08-008
21-021
26-026

(0)

6

8

(4)

(0)

(4)

6

6

18
JO
gamma = • 58 a

aThe statistic employed is Goodman and Kruskal's
coefficient of ordinal association (gamma), as found in
Freeman, Elementary Applied Statistics, op. cit., pp, 7988.
The teacher interview schedules were given identification numbers ranging from 01 to JOI the aide interview
schedules were given identification numbers ranging from
001 to OJO, Thus the numbers 29-029 refer to the teacher
(29) and the aide (029) with whom that teacher was paired.

status were Grateful Servants (aides) matched with HangLoose Hipsters (teachers). 1

And the aides who were ranked

1 see Table 52, cases 04-004 and 07-007.
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low in awareness but high in social status were Cynical

Servant type aides matched with Hang-Loose Hipster type
teachers, 1

Of course, these findings could have been anti-

cipated (and, in retrospect, can certainly be explained)
by applying the role-strain paradigm developed in the Qualitative Findings chapter (see specifically the section
entitled "Relation of Patterns of Authority Presentation
and Authority Adjustment to Role strain") to the negative
findings in question.

For example, as suggested in Chap-

ter III (see specifically the section entitled "Relation
of Misplaced Identity to Role Strain"), although an aide
might be highly aware of, and genuinely enamored of, the
eyeneral norms used by teachers to evaluate aides (as the
Grateful Servant often is), this awareness and enthusiasm

might actually operate to the aide's disadvantage in adjusting to the authority style of the teacher, especially if
the aide is paired with a teacher who has rejected these

norms in favor of, perhaps, a more specific set of egalitarian standards (as, in fact, the Hang-Loose Hipster

has),

The result is role strain, both for the teacher and

the aide, in
specific.

~neral,

and status loss for the aide, in

In contrast, an aide who is not aware of the

general norms or who openly rejects them (as the Cynical
Servant often does) and who is fortunate enough to be
1 see Table 52, ca.ses 02-002, 08-008, 21-021, and
26-026.
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paired with a teacher who has rejected them also (as the
Hang-Loose Hipster often has) will not, in all likelihood
experience

11

status loss" or "role strain 11 because of it.

In fact, quite to the contrary, he is likely to experience
"status gain 11 and

11

role harmony" with respect to his

adjustment to the "authority" projections of the teacher.

In the next subsection, a more detailed discussion

of the relation between authority-presentation styles and
authority-adjustment styles and the dependent variable is
offered.

It is to this model that we now turn.

Relation of teacher authorit~-presentation
ttyl d and"a'I'de"'"'ii'Uthonty-adJustment styles
.-2 .!.._! rankni ~ ~

Table 51 presents a typology of the relationships
one might expect to find when the various teacher

authority-presentation styles are combined with the various aide authority-adjustment styles in a classroom set-

ting.

The three theoretical sets of categories for the

discrimination of different kinds of relationships which
are created by this cross-classification are simply given
the labels "excellent," "good, 11 and ••poor 11 here.

That is,

if Cynical Servants are inadvertently paired with MasterSlave Mentors or, conversely, if Grateful Servants are

inadvertently paired with Hang-Loose Hipsters, we might
logically expect the level of role strain experienced by
both the teacher and the aide to be quite high, and the
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TABLE 51.--Typology of relationships one might expect to
find when teacher authority-presentation styles and aide
authority-adjustment styles are combined in a classroom
setting

Aide
AuthorityAdjustment
Styles

Teacher Authority-Presentation Styles
Master- Slave
Mentors

Open-Minded

Hang-Loose

Bosses

Hipsters

Cynical
Servants

Poor

Good

Excellent

Tactful
Tutors

Good

Excellent

Good

Grateful
Servants

Excellent

Poor

Good

subsequent social status ranking of the aide to be quite
low, or in other words we might simply say that their
general relationship is likely to be

11

poor. n

On the other

hand, if Grateful Servants are paired with Master-Slave
Mentors or Tactful Tutors are paired with Open-Minded

Bosses or Cynical servants are paired with Hang-Loose
Hipsters, then we might logically expect the level of role
strain experienced by both the teacher and the aide to be
quite low, and the subsequent social status ranking of the
aide to be quite high, or in other words we might simply
say that their general relationship is likely to be
11

excellent. 11
Table 52 shows how each of the .30 teacher, teacher-

aide pairs are actually distributed according to the crossclassificational scheme discussed above.

For example,
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TABLE 52.--Teacher, teacher-aide pairs as classified

according to authority-presentation styles and authorityadjustment styles, and the concomitant ideal type relationships one might expect to find when these styles of
behavior are combined together in a classroom setting

Aide
AuthorityAdjustment
styles

Master-Slave
Mentors

Teacher Authority-Presentation Styles

Cynical

(poor)

Open-Minded
Bosses

(good)
29-029

~

Tactful
~

Grateful
~

(0)

(1)

(2)

(excellent)
10-010
15-015
17-017
18-018
24-024
JO-OJO
16-016
( 7)

(good)
09-009
27-027

(excellent)
01-001
05-005
lJ-OlJ
22-022
2J-02J
25-025
(6)

Hang-Loose
Hipsters
(excellent)
02-002
08-008
21-021
26-026
(4) 05

(good)
OJ-OOJ
06-006
11-011
12-012

08

(good)
14-014
28-028
19-019

(J) 12
(poor)
04-004
07-007
20-020

(4)

(J) 1)

12

10

JO

reading across the first row, we find only 1 Open-Minded
Boss/Cynical Servant pair (29-029) in the data.

But, in

the same row we find 4 teacher, teacher-aide pairs classi-

fied as Hang-Loose Hipster/Cynical Servant (02-002, 08-008,
21-021, and 26-026), and so forth.

Or, described in another
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way, of the JO teacher, teacher-aide pairs, 17 might be
expected to have or experience "excellent" relationships,
10 might be expected to have "good

might be expected to have

11

poor

11

11

relationships, and 3

relationships.

In Table 5J, the relation of teacher authoritypresentation styles and aide authority-adjustment styles

to aide rank in social status is examined.

Given the

typology illustrated in Table 51 and the actual data
corresponding to this typology in Table 52, we might
expect all aides who are classified as Grateful Servants,
Tactful Tutors, and Cynical Servants, and who are matched
with Master-Slave Mentors, Open-Minded Bosses, and Hang-

Loose Hipsters, respectively, to be ranked high in social
status.

As noted in Table 5J, of the 17 cases so classi-

fied, 11 or about 65 percent are in fact ranked high, 4
are ranked medium, and 2 are ranked low.

Secondly, we

might expect all Open-Minded Boss/Grateful Servant, HangLoose Hipster/Tactful Tutor, Open-Minded Boss/Cynical
Servant, and Master-Slave Mentor/Tactful Tutor combinations to be ranked medium in social status.

Of the 10

cases fitting these descriptions, 6 are ranked high, 2
are ranked medium, and only 2 are ranked low.

Finally,

we might expect all Master-Slave Mentor/Cynical Servant
and Hang-Loose Hipster/Grateful Servant combinations to
be ranked low; 2 out of the J cases are so ranked, but
the remaining case is ranked high.
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TABLE 5J.--Teacher and aide pairs classified according to
"expected relationships .. and "actual relationships" (as
determined by aide rank in social status)
Relationship
Teacher, Aide Pairs
Expected

Actual

Category I
Master-Slave Mentor/
Grateful Servant

Open-Minded Boss/
Tactful Tutor

Hang-Loose Hipster/
Cynical Servant

Total

11

Excellent 11
01-001
05-005
1)-0lJ
22-022
2)-02)
25-025

High
High
High
High
High
High

10-010
15-015
17-017
18-018
24-024
J0-0)0
16-016

Medium

02-002
08-008
21-021
26-026

High
High
High
High

Medium
Low
Low
High
Medium

Medium

17 (ll High, 4 Medium, 2 Low)
Category II

Open-l~inded Boss/

"Good 11

Grateful Servant

OJ-00)
06-006
ll-Oll
12-012

High
High
High
High

Hang-Loose Hipster/
Tactful Tutor

14-014
28-028
19-019

Medium
High
High

29-029

Low

Open-Minded Boss/
C:z::nical Servant
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TABLE 53--Continued
Relationship
Teacher, Aide Pairs

Master-Slave Mentor/
Tactful Tutor

Expected

Actual

09-009
27-027

Medium
Low

Total= 10 (6 High, 2 Medium, 2 Low)
Category III
Hang-Loose Hipster/
Grateful servant

"Poor 11
04-004
07-007
20-020

Low
Low
High

J (1 High, 0 Medium, 2 Low)

Total

In conclusion, the raw data correspond roughly to

the three kinds of relationships one might expect to find,
given the typology outlined above.

For instance, of the

30 observations, 15 fall directly into the categories predicted by the typology,

If one were to include in this

figure the aides who were expected to be ranked at least

medium in social status (Category II of Table 53) but
were actually ranked high (N = 6), then 21, or 70 percent,
of the total observations would be accounted for by the
paradigm.

However, even when one puts aside these margi-

nal cases, it is clear that the model tends to fit the
data and tends to work.

That is, it provides us with

relevant predictions and explanations of the phenomena

under study,
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
Introductory Remarks
In this, the concluding chapter, an attempt will be
made to summarize the most important features and findings

of the study, and to discuss the implications thereof for
teacher, teacher-aide relations, and for future research.

Summary of Chapters I and II

This study was committed to an open, inductive strat-

egy for the construction of a substantive, grounded theory
of teacher, teacher-aide relationships.

Constructing such

a theory was felt to be necessary not only because, as
Kramer 1 has suggested, paraprofessionals have grown faster

in the human services profession than our understanding of
them, but also because, as Glaser and Strauss 2 have so

aptly stated, many of the theories available in sociology
1Kramer, ''The Indigenous Worker•

Hometowner, Striver

or Activist?

(Explorations of the Characteristics and
Strains of the Indigenous Worker) , 11 op. cit., p. J.
2 Glaser and Strauss,~ Discovery£!~~-

2£l• op. cit., p. 11.
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today which might be applied to professional, paraprofessional behavior either'' . . . do not fit, do not work,

or are not sufficiently understandable to be used and are
therefore useless in research, theoretical advance and
practical application. 11

Procedural strategY
Since this study emphasized both the

11

discovery 11 and

"verification" of theory from empirical research data collected specifically for such purposes, the procedures used

in collecting the data had to be sufficiently flexible to
allow new concepts to emerge, and, at the same time, suf-

ficiently systematic and rigorous to allow hypotheses
emanating from the concepts to be tested. 1

A procedural

strategy encompassing both of these objectives did

~

during the course of the ongoing research project,

Some

of the highlights of it are summarized in the discussion

which follows,
The data upon which the theory rests were collected
in two phases over a two-month period.

The participant

observation data, personnel records data, and review of
related research and literature data were collected, in

that order, and are collectively referred to as the

~·

1 Glaser and Strauss,
lac, cit,, pp. 48-9.

!h!

Discovery

2! ~ !h!-
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Phase I data; the unstructured interviewing data were
collected next and are referred to as the Phase II data.
Of all the procedures employed, none was as important
to the selection and definition of problems, concepts, and
indices as the participant observation procedure.

For it

was during this stage that the focus of observation fell
to two questions which, if answered, promised to yield
insight into the rules governing teacher, teacher-aide
relationships.

What are the social criteria used by

teachers to evaluate or rank aides relative to others,
in terms of social status?

Why are some aides ranked

more highly by teachers than others?
To shed light on these questions, the researcher
examined all of the file folders on aides available in
the personnel office of the school system in which the
study was conducted in order to determine the reasons
teachers, and other school officials, gave for hiring,
transferring, promoting, dismissing, and otherwise ''evaluating" aides, and, also, the reasons aides gave for
resigning, transferring, and accepting or rejecting their
evaluations.

This information was recorded on tape and

later typed to facilitate a more systematic analysis of
the data.

The analysis of the personnel records data served
three critical purposes1
11

it allowed the researcher (l) to

test" a number of hypotheses suggested by participant
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observation experiences, (2) to generate (from the actual
standards of judgment applied to aides by teachers, and
other school officials, aver a five-year period) the categories reflecting the social criteria used to evaluate
aidesr (3) to raise additional research questions of central importance to the study.

The following questions were among the most critical
to emerge from the analysis of the personnel records data.
Given the existence of a set of general norms used by
teachers to rank aides in terms of social status, how
aware are aides of them, and to what extent do they guide

or control their behavior according to them?
Just as each of the previously mentioned stages was

dependent to some extent on the analysis that had gone on
in the stage preceding it, so too was the stage of unstruc-

tured interviewing dependent on the stages of participant
observation, personnel records data, and the review of
related research and literature.

That is, the core theo-

retical categories, and hypothesized relationships between
categories, generated in each of the three Phase I stages

became the major foci of the study in the Phase II stage.
And so it was that the primary emphasis in Phase II came
to be focused on (1) the operational specifications of
the variables in question, (2) the development of relatively unstructured teacher and aide interviewing sched-

ules embodying these operational specifications (see
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Appendix A and B, respectively), (J) the development of
an interviewing strategy, and (4) the development of a
definition of the population and selection of a sample,
A distinguishing feature of both the interviewing
strategy and the interviewing schedule was the flexibility
of its design.

For example, although the questions put

to the teachers and aides were determined in advance of

the interview (and generally adhered to during the course
of the interview), the responses allowed were completely
"open-ended" or "unstructured,"

That is, they were free

to respond to the questions in any way they saw fit rather
than being forced to respond to alternatives contrived by
the researcher.

In addition, since more emphasis was

placed on generating new categories and hypotheses than

piling up evidence in defense of old ones, the researcher

felt free to add or delete questions and to adjust questions to the situation in which he was working in order

to collect the fullest and richest range of data bearing
on any given point of theoretical contention.
The interviews took place over a period of approxi-

mately one month, during which time JO teacher and teacheraide (matched pair) interviews were conducted.

The inter-

views were taped verbatim and later transcripts were typed

to facilitate a systematic analysis of the data,

Needless

to say, the procedures employed in Phase II produced the
most significant and relevant data available to the
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researcher for the construction and verification of the
theory.
Summary of Chapter III
The Qualitative Findings chapter featured a "descriptive" or ''discussional 11 theory, with examples taken from

the Phase I and Phase II data to illustrate and support
the concepts and hypotheses put forth.

The first and perhaps most important finding to be
inferred from the data was that the amount of formal education achieved by the aide, the amount of work experience

accumulated by the aide (as a teacher-aide), the number of
skills possessed by the aide, and a raft of other related
variables, seemed to be only tenuously related to the
teacher's rating of that aide's role performance in the
classroom.

That is to say, aides who had completed col-

lege seemed to be as likely to be given poor evaluations
by their teacher(s) as aides who had only completed grade
school; aides who were credited with being
f'Ul11 or

11

highly skill-

"highly experienced" were as likely to be given

poor evaluations as aides who were described as "lacking
skills" or

11

lacking experience. 11

Of course, this was an

anomalous finding, deviating sharply from the official
ideology of the school system as well as much of the liter-
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ature which tended to stress "education,'' "work exper-

iences," and "job skills 11 as necessary and sufficient
ingredients for

11

success" on the job.

Thus, the researcher

set about to attempt to explain this phenomenon, or what
was termed "aide rank in social status," namely the aide's

standing in a hierarchy of social relationships as perceived by the teacher, 1

One of the questions begged by the anomalous finding
was this 1

if the variation in the "social standing" or

"social worth" of aides cannot be explained by conventional
social criteria, then what criteria are being used by
teachers to evaluate aides?

After careful scrutiny of

the data, especially the personnel records data, the
researcher concluded that aides were ranked in social sta-

tus according to four general norms•

(1) their ability

to control the children! (2) their sensitivity to authority! (J) their sensitivity to role boundarieS! and (4)
their ability to protect the image of the teacher.

The

findings with regard to each of these criteria are discussed below.

One of the most universal and fundamental expecta-

tions underlying all of the major expectations for the
teacher role (i.e., to instruct, to socialize, and to

1 Implicit in the concept of social status (at least
as used here) is the notion of esteem and deference, or
the 11 social worth" of the aide as assessed by the teacher.
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select and allocate pupils) is that
~ ~ ~·

~ ~

will .£9.!!-

Although largely ignored in modern

educational theory, it is clear in terms of the data examined here that the social status of teachers (and, as we
shall see, of aides vis-a-vis teachers) is intimately and
inexorably connected with their ability to control the
children.

In fact, it might be a more important factor

in the ascription of status than any of the other expec-

tations mentioned above, since teachers (and aides) who
are incapable of controlling the children are soon thought
of by others as

11

incapable 11 and •• incompetent" in other

areas of role behavior as well.
For aides, however, being able to control the children is not, in and of' itself, an important factor in the

determination of status gain.

What is important, and pro-

ductive of status gain, is the ability to the aide to control the children in a way that is appropriate to the
definition of the situation projected by the teacher,
since aides who controlled

11

too well" were as likely to

be ranked low in social status as aides who were not able
to control at all.

Thus, the findings suggest that, for

aides, the problem of controlling the children is often
secondary to the problem of discovering
and

11

11

Whether,"

11

When,"

hOW 11 teachers expect them to manage the affairs of

the children, and acting out this role accordingly.
Another criterion by which aides are judged concerns
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their perceived "sensitivity to the authority of the

teacher."

That is, aides are ranked in social status

according to their ability to direct at themselves the
assertions and claims made by the teacher as to who he
is, and what is due him by virtue of occupying a position
in the social system of the school to which various rights
and obligations are attached.

Aides who fail to accurately

perceive or interpret these claims, or who are so defined
by teachers, are likely to be ranked low in social status,
regardless of how well-educated or skillful or experienced
they might be.

A third standard used by teachers in evaluating aides
has been termed

11

sensitivity to role boundaries."

Con-

trary to much of the literature which posits (i.e., assumes
to be true without proof) the existence of an aide's role
vis-a-vis the teacher• s role, the data examined he:re suggest that what an aide gets to do is generally not officially determined by the formal organization of the
school, but rather is an outgrowth of the relationship
formed between the teacher and the aide; and isp therefore, subject to considerable variation.

From this per-

spective, whatever constitutes the boundaries of' an aide's
role, i.e., where the teacher's role ends and the aide's
role begins, cannot be accurately established from official job descriptions but must be established by taking
into account the teacher's definition of role relative to
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the role of the aide with whom he is working.

And it

follows from this that aides who are thought of as having
"gone beyond the boundaries of their role, 11 regardless of

how well-educated or skillful or experienced they might
be, are less likely to experience status gain than aides
who stay within the so-called "boundaries of their role."

The final criterion, termed "image protection," rE-fers

to the ability of aides to protect a wide range of impressions of reality which teachers typically wish to foster.
The findings reviewed tend to support the notion that
aides who are willing and able to protect these impressions, regardless of how ego-shattering or far-fetched
they might seem to the aide, are likely to be ranked higher
in social status than aides who are not.
~

contributing 12. role strain

The role strain experienced by the aides interviewed
in this study seemed to stem from some of the same sources
that are traditionally thought of' as contributing to the

"success 11 of aides.

For example, living in the neighbor-

hood of the school, knowing some of the children and their
parents on a first-name basis, having raised or raising
children of their own, working in the same educational
program or school for several years, being older than the
teacher, and sharing a common racial and/or ethnic identity with the children are all characteristics which are
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often conventionally viewed as enabling an aide to be an

effective assistant to a teacher, especially if the
teacher possesses

~

of these characteristics.

findings reveal that it is not as simple as that.

But the

For

teachers who do not possess these characteristics have a

tendency to either feel threatened or anxious with regard
to performing their role in the presence of aides who £21
aides who

~

possess these characteristics have a tendency

to either feel anxious or contemptuous with regard to performing their role in the presence of teachers who
possess these characteristics,

~ ~

However, although all of

the factors mentioned above were found to impinge upon

tho aide's ability to act out his role smoothly and efficiently vis-a-vis the teacher's role, none seemed very

useful in explaining the variation found in the dependent
variable, namely aide rank in social status.

tt1les

Teacher autharitf-presentation
authojn y-ad,lustment ~

.!!!ili .!!l.4!!

Implicit in the foregoing discussion are the ideas

(1) that the expectations held by teachers for the role
of aides have a distinctive moral quality1 (2) that these
expectations are likely to vary among teachers, so that,
within the context of the criteria outlined above, whatever is considered an

11

imperative of the aide 1 s role" by

one teacher might not be considered by another; (3) that
the aide, by virtue of being the low-power person in the
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teacher, teacher-aide dyad, is obligated to adjust him-

self, and guide his actions according to, these expectations! (4) that, finally, to the extent that the aide is
successful in guiding his actions according to the teacher's
expectations, he will have no "teacher problems," and will

subsequently experience

11

status gain."

The data collected in every phase of the research
project, but especially in the unstructured interviewing,
seemed to support the hypotheses that teachers project
their authority (or expectations of self and others) to
aides in distinctly different ways, and aides, in turn,
adjust themselves to these projections in distinctly different ways.

Three teacher authority-presentation styles

(Master-Slave Mentor, Open-Minded Boss, and Hang-Loose
Hipster) and three aide authority-adjustment styles (Grateful Servant, Tactful Tutor, and Cynical Servant) were
delineated, with characteristic examples taken from the
data to illustrate and support them.
The Master-Slave Mentor was viewed as presenting his
authority to the aide in a rather forthright, uncompromising manner, while the Hang-Loose Hipster was depicted as
11

hanging a bit loose from traditional ways of bossing

aides around. 11
a

11

The Open-Minded Boss was seen as occupying

middle-of-the-road" position, neither projecting his

authority with a sense of finality nor rejecting his authority in favor of an egalitarian relationship.
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The adjustment patterns of aides were viewed as tending to dovetail with, or correspond to, the authoritypresentation styles of the teachers.

For example, the

Grateful Servant style of adjustment was viewed as complementing the Master-Slave Mentor style of authority presenta.tion.

That is, the Grateful Servant seemed to be quite

enamored of the same rules that the Master-Slave Mentor

called into play in justifying his authority to the aide.
In other words, the Grateful Servant not only expected
the teacher to relate to him as a master might to a servant, but also expected to adjust himself to teachers in

this fashion.

At the opposite extreme is the Cynical Ser-

vant, who also expects teachers to relate to him as a
master might relate to a servant, and who attempts to
adjust himself thereto.

But, unlike the Grateful Servant,

the Cynical Servant expresses little reverence for these
"rules" or "expectations," and, in private, or, when the
strain becomes too great, in public, is quite contemptuous
of them.

Thus, the Cynical Servant adjustment style cor-

responds closely to the mode of authority projection
adopted by the Hang-Loose Hipster.

Between these two

extremes is the Tactful Tutor, who is neither enamored of
nor contemptuous of the authority of the teacher, and who,
perhaps, sees in the rules governing teacher, teacher-aide
relationships an opportunity to fulfill his own particular
goals as well as the goals of the teacher.

By tactfully
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serving both the educational needs of the children, and

the personal needs of the teacher, usually in that order,
the Tactful Tutor tends to create a "role niche 11 for him-

self which is both supportive of the teacher and of his
own personal needs.

Corresponding to this style of adjust-

ment is the Open-Minded Boss where the conventional rules
regarding teacher, teacher-aide relationships are neither

completely accepted nor completely rejected but adjusted
to fit the needs of both individuals and the goals of the
organization,

Relation of teacher and aide ~ to
se1f-1mage and seif-Tden"E'TT'!ca:tiOri -

The authority-projection styles of teachers were

found to be related to other variables which were, in
turn, taken as indicators of them.

One such variable was

whether the teacher wanted the aide to view himself as an
11

aide" or as a

11

teacher. 11

Hang-Loose Hipsters typically

preferred to have aides think of themselves as

11

teachers,"

while Master-Slave Mentors found this idea appalling and

outrageous.

The attitudes of Open-Minded Bosses were more

ambivalent, and can, perhaps, be best characterized by the
teacher who said that there was little harm in aides viewing themselves as "teachers 11 so long as they remembered
who was really responsible for what happened in the classroom.
A second, related indicator was the extent to which
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the teacher insisted that the children know who the

teacher was in the classroom.

11

real"

Master-Slave Mentors were

found to be most insistent on this point, since they

objected quite vehemently to aldes who arrogated to themselves the powers and privileges of teachers.

Hang-Loose

Hipsters, on the other hand, tended to insist that many

of the children in their classroom could not distinguish
the teacher from the aide(s), and that they preferred this
arrangement over others.

Again, in terms of their perspec-

tives toward this issue, Open-Minded Bosses were found to
be located somewhere between these extremes, neither
insisting that the children treat the aide as an "aide"

nor insisting that the children treat the aide as a
"teacher. 11

Just as teacher authority-presentation types were
found to vary, in predictable ways, on these indicators,
so too were aide authority-adjustment types.

As expected,

Cynical Servants were quite willing to allow the children
to think of them, and act toward them, as

11

teachers, 11 pro-

viding, of course, that the teacher with whom they were

working agreed to it.

In contrast, most Grateful Servants

insisted that aides should always identify themselves to
the children as

11

aides,•• even when working with teachers

who did not place a great deal of emphasis upon it, so

that the "children don't get too attached to you" (as
opposed to the teacher) and so that the "children won't
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be confused as to which adult in the room has the most

authority. 11

Changing patterni of teacher authoritypresentatlon ~-an~authority
ad.Justment ~ -The

11

authority expectations 11 which teachers hold for

aides, and the "adjustment expectations" which aides hold

for teachers are subject to change.
tain conditions,

te~chers

That is, under cer-

who had been committed to a

Hang-Loose Hipster style of authority presentation were
found to abandon it in favor of a Master-Slave Mentor or

Open-Minded Boss style of authority presentation, aides
who had been committed to a Grateful Servant style of
authority adjustment were found to abandon it in favor of
a Cynical Servant or Tactful Tutor style of authority
adjustment, and so on.

Of course, the changes in the

teacher's and aide•s expectations with regard to each
other were found to occur concurrently as well as independently, and, as such, had different consequences for
each role player.
Relation of teacher authority-presentation
styles .!£"""ievei 2f funchons performed £.i:
~

rhere is no relation between the style of authority

1

presentation adopted by the teacher and the level of func-

tions assigned to the aide.

That is, aides working under
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teachers classified as Master-Slave Mentors were found to
be performing as many

11

high-level functions, 11 such as

teaching small groups of children, as aides working under
teachers classified as Hang-Loose Hipsters.

Of course,

the conditions under which these concessions were relinquished varied sharply from one teacher type to another.

For example, for Master-Slave Mentors, such concessions
were found to be contingent on continuing signs of respect
for their authority-presentation style.

For Hang-Loose

Hipsters, such concessions were found to be contingent on
continuing signs of the aide's "talent 1 1' "ability 1 11 and
"ambition."
Relation of

patjerni of

~tlon an

ment

!£

authorit~

au hority adJus -

role straln

One of the most important sources of role strain was
that stemming from "misplaced identity," or the inability
oi' the teacher and the aide to accurately identify the

other as far as authorit,y-presentation style or authorityadjustment style was concerned.

This problem was likely

to occur whenever the style of authority adjustment of
the aide was mismatched with the style of authority presentation of the teacher, or vice versa,

For instance,

the aide who expected to treat the teacher as "the master 11
and who expected, in return, to be treated as "the servant" was likely to experience considerable strain when
placed with a teacher who neither expected to be so treated
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nor intended to so treat others.

By combining the three

aide authority-adjustment styles with the three teacher
authority-presentation styles, a typology was constructed
for explaining and predicting where role strain was most
likely to occur.

Summary of Chapter IV
The fourth chapter featured an attempt to transform
some of the major variables described in the Qualitative
Findings chapter into

11

quasi-statistical" symbols 1 and to

manipulate these symbols systematically so as to provide
additional evidence regarding the hypotheses articulated

therein.
In the first part of the fourth chapter, five major
variables are operationalized.

They are as follows1

(l) the "background" variables of the teachers and aides;
(2) the problems teachers and aides reported having encoun-

tered in working with each other; (3) aide awareness of
the normative criteria used by teachers to evaluate them;
(4) teacher authority-presentation style and aide authority-

adjustment style; (5) aide rank in social status.

In the

second part of the fourth chapter, the findings which
resulted from the systematic comparison and manipulation

~

1 Barton and Lazarsfeld 1 Some Functions£! Qu4g:~a
Analysis i!! ~Research, op. clt., pp. J
.
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of the operationalized data are outlined.

These findings

will be summarized in the discussion below (which 1 incidently, follows the order of the findings as they appear
in Chapter IV rather than the order suggested above).
Personal and social characteristics

££sample----

The sample selected for study consisted of
and the 30 aides with whom they workect. 1

)0

teachers

Of the teachers

and aides, half were in the Regular program and half were
in the COP.

In terms of their personal and social char-

acteristics, the most outstanding difference between
teachers and aides was that most (24 or 80 percent) of
the teachers were White, while most (20 or 66 percent) of
the aides were Black.
When the teachers were classified according to
authority-presentation styles, the following patterns
emergeda

of the 30 teachers, 8 were classified as Master-

Slave Mentors, 12 as Open-Minded Bosses, and 10 as HangLoose Hipsters.

With respect to the important differences

found between teacher types in terms of' their personal and
social characteristics, four findings stood out above all
others.

First, Master-Slave Mentors were found to have

1 For a more complete overview of the population and
sample, see the section entitled 11 Population and selection of a sample" in Chapter II.
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worked twice as many years, on the average, as Hang-Loose
HipstersJ Open-Minded Bosses were located between these
two extremes in this respect.

Secondly, in terms of for-

mal education, Master-Slave Mentors were found to have
completed more years of education, on the average, than
either Open-Minded Bosses or Hang-Loose Hipsters, who
ranked second and third in this regard, respectively.
Thirdly, 5 out of 10 of the Hang-Loose Hipsters were classified as single, never married, while only 1 out of 12
of the Open-Minded Bosses and only 2 out of
Master-Slave Mentors were so classified,

of the

Finally, a

majority of the Master-Slave Mentors and Open-Minded Bosses
preferred to work with job-oriented aides,
the

~-Loose

Hipsters indicated

~ ~

~ ~

2£

preference.

When the aides were classified according to authorityadjustment styles, the following findings emerged1

of the

JO aides, 13 were classified as Grateful Servants, 12 as
Tactful Tutors, and 5 as Cynical Servants.

One of the

important differences between the aide types was that COP
aides, in general, and black aides, in specific, were less
inclined toward the Grateful Servant mode of adjustment
than Regular aides, in general, and white aides, in particular.

A second finding of importance was that Grateful

Servants were found to have worked almost twice as many
years, on the average, as Cynical Servants; Tactful Tutors
were found to be nearer the middle of the distribution.
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Finally, Grateful Servants were found to be more than 10
years older than Cynical Servants, on the average; again,
Tactful Tutors were found to be nearer the middle of these
two extremes.

Problems teachers and aides encounter
with ea'Chother

2::.}1 work~ng

It is possible to think of the problems teachers and
aides perceive in working with each other as perhaps varying in substance from one program to another (e.g., Regular vs. COP) or from one form of racial and/or ethnic
identity to another (e.g., White vs. Black) or from one
style of authority presentation or authority adjustment
to another (e.g., Master-Slave Mentor vs. Open-Minded Boss
vs. Hang-Loose Hipster or Grateful Servant vs. rr•actful

Tutor vs. Cynical Servant).

If, in terms of the contexts

mentioned above, variations are found to exist in the type
of problems perceived, then these variations might be taken
as evidence of the influence of that context on the perceptions of teachers and aides.
It is significant that, in terms of the problems perceived by teachers, the greatest amount of variation was
found between the various styles of authority presentation
rather than between the racial and/or ethnic identity or
program affiliation of the teachers.

This was taken to

mean that teachers classified as Master-Slave Mentors,
irrespective of race or program affiliation, perceived
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quite different problems in working with aides than
teachers classified as Open-Minded Bosses or Hang-Loose
Hipsters; that teachers classified as Open-Minded Bosses
perceived quite different problems in working with aides
than teachers classified as Hang-Loose Hipsters.

This

finding, then, lends general support to the hypotheses

regarding the substance and consequences of teacher
authority-presentation styles for aides.

In terms of the patterns of problems perceived by
aides, remarkable differences were found to exist between
the Grateful Servants and the two remaining authorityadjustment types, namely Tactful Tutors and Cynical Servants.

But, almost no differences were found to exist

between Tactful Tutors and Cynical Servants.

The relation

is further confounded by the rather extensive differences
found in the perception of problems between white and
black aides.

Thus, the findings were interpreted as lend-

ing only partial support to the hypothesea regarding the
existence and consequences of aide authority-adjustment
styles.

_£! backw:ound variables
a1de rank 2:.!! soc1al ~

~

!£

When 16 background variables of the aides were correlated with the dependent variable, only one was found
to produce a moderate coefficient of association, namely
the race and/or ethnic identity of the aide relative to
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that of the teacher,

If it were not for the fact that

the variation for which it accounted was subsumed under the
two general theoretical categories of aide awareness of the
general norms, and aide adjustment to the authority styles
of teachers, this would have been an important finding.
In addition to this single, positive finding, there
were a number of negative findings which seemed to support
some of the hypotheses advanced in the Qualitative Findings
chapter.

For example, as expected, neither the aide's

level of educational attainment nor the number of teachers
with whom the aide had worked were important correlates
of aide rank in social status.

In fact, of the 15 asso-

elations considered, these turned out to be the

~

efficient predictors of aide rank in social status.

This

was taken to mean that social criteria other than those
popularly promulgated by school officials were operating
in teacher, teacher-aide relationships, and that, in spite
of the amount of formal education attained by the aide or
the amount of work experiences accumulated by the aide,
it remained a continuing problem for the aide to discover
what these criteria were and to adjust himself appropriat ely to them.
Relation of awareness of norms to

.u'k

!:!!.!!!£'"'In~~--

One of the major hypotheses for which arguments were
raised in the Qualitative Findings chapter concerned the
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relation of the aide's awareness of the general norms to
the aide's subsequent rank in social status.

A gamma

coefficient of .58 was found between the rankings of these
two characteristics, indicating that, as expected, the
higher the aide's awareness of the general norms, the
higher the status ranking of the aide.

This finding was

interpreted as lending support to the general theoretical
model advanced in the Qualitative Findings chapter.
But there were also some unanticipated findings.
Negating the association were cases which seemed to
directly contradict the hypothesis being considered.

How-

ever, upon examination, all of the negative cases were
explained by calling into play the role-strain model
developed in the Qualitative Findings chapter.

It is to

this model that we now turn our attention.
Relation of teacher authorit~-presentation
styles and!~ authority-adJUstment styles

.!£

~ ~ .!.!}

SOCJ.ai

~

The role strain paradigm, created by combining the
elements of the teacher authority-presentation dimension
with the elements of the aide authority-adjustment dimension, yielded three sets of categories for the discrimination of teacher. teacher-aide relationships.
gories were simply called "excellent, 11

11

These cate-

good, 11 and "poor."

The actual data corresponding to this paradigm were then
introduced to determine the degree of concordance or
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discordance between ''expected 11 and "actual" scores.

In

general, the raw data tended to approximate the rolestrain typology, accounting for approximately 50 to 70
percent of the total observations,

This was interpreted

as lending support to the general theoretical model developed in the Qualitative Findings chapter.
Implications
The implications of this study for teacher, teacheraide relations and for future research are quite far-

ranging,

In the last part of this chapter, discussion

will center on each of these points.

One of the implications, and recommendations, of

this study is that more attention should be given to the
informal, social

11

rules 11 governing teacher, teacher-aide

relationships, and to the placement of aides with teachers,
and, thereafter, to the

11

kind" and

11

quality" of relation-

ships established between teachers and aides.
in terms of these "rules" and

11

Fbr it is

relationships 1' that the

actual work of the organization is accomplished, and the
needs of its members satisfied. 1

1 This has been recognized by other researchers and

practitioners as well,

For example, in outlining the

factors contributing to the success of teacher aide programs, Klein, et al., cites as one signal element "the
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In the researcher's opinion, many of the ideas articulated in this study can be used by principals, aide program directors, teachers, aides, and even students, to
understand, predict, and to some extent control the outcomes which each actor in the teacher, teacher-aide dyad
receives from the other.

For the ideas expressed here--

the propositions, the hypotheses, the findings--while not
11

Verified" beyond a doubt, seem sufficiently applicable

to, and indicated by, the data under study to warrant
some generalizations about teacher, teacher-aide relationships.
The first, and perhaps most important, generalization
is that many aides tend to think they are being evaluated
on the basis of one set of social criteria whereas the
worth of their services is actually being evaluated on
the basis cf another.

This is a real and unnecessary

ability of professional workers to readjust their thinking to permit comfortable working relationships with these
new nonprofessional colleagues. 11 Klein, William, Denham,
William, and Fishman, Jacob R., New Careers I A Manual of
Ort$anization ~ Development. UiiTVersJ.ty Rese8:rch Corp'O"ratJ.on, Wash1.ngton, D.C., September 1968. P. 1.
Similarly, addressing themselves to the needs of
aides, Shank and McElroy state 1
0ptimum service by teacher
aides is also dependent upon establishing positive relationships with teachers, children and other school staff members. The teacher aide must view her job as important work
worth doing, without overstepping her position or being
critical of others striving to facilitate learning. 11 Shank,
and McElroy, The Paraprofessionals or Teacher-Aides; Selec.112.!2• PreparatTOn and AssJ.gnment, op. cJ.t., pp~. - 11
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source of strain for them. 1
Of course, many teachers who work with aides also

experience strain because, too often, they cannot understand why aides cannot understand how important these criteria are to them.

And it is usually the case that the

teachers who expArience such strain have not or are not

able to articulate these needs to aides except perhaps at
the level of

11

cues 11 or

11

hints. 11

For teachers are inclined

to assume that aides know the rules or that they will,
somehow, discover what they are without being explicitly
informed about them.

'l1his, then, is a real and unneces-

sary source of strain for teachers, too. 2

1 This generalization is supported to some extent by
evidence stemming from other research studies. For example, in a study of the consensus of role expectations
between teachers and aides, McNutt concluded that aides
expect to perform a number of meaningful tasks but teachers
do not perceive them as performing these tasks; secondly,
that teachers hold higher on-the-job expectations for the
aide role than they are actually willing to relinquish in
terms of role duties. Sees McNutt, Garland w., "An Analysis of Role Expectations of Professional Teachers and
Nonprofessional Teacher Aides. 11 Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma, 1969.
P. 81; see also1 Yankelovich, Daniel, A Study of the Nonprofessional in the CAP. Washington, o:c. 1 OfiTceDfEconomlc Opport'unrt'y-;-I'966, cited in Greenberg, "Review of
Literature Relating to the Use of Nonprofessionals in Education (from 1942 to 1967) ," op. cit., pp. 14-5.
2 rn the researcher's opinion, however, group formation and group persistence is the result of both cooperation and conflict, harmony and disharmony. FrOm this perspective, strain is viewed as a very necessary, and even
beneficial, aspect of socialization, and not necessarily
something to be eliminated at all costs. However, when
the de~ec of strain becomes so great as to result in the
disruption of role performance or the complete dissolution
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Another important generalization which might be
inferred from the findings concerns the rules governing
teacher 1 teacher-aide relationships.

It is often assumed

that the rights and obligations attached to the -teacher• s

position and corelatively to the aide's position are fixed
by

formal sanctions, such as the laws of the state, the

provisions of employment contracts, and the edicts of
school officials.

But, in interactional matters, things

are often quite different.

The findings suggest that

what an aide gets to do vis-a-vis the teacher, and how
the aide gets evaluated thereby depends in large part upon
how the teacher perceives these rights and obligations,
and translates them to the aide as the low-power member
of the dyadic ·team.

Thus, the rules aides face are likely to change from
one teacher to another, and from one time period to another,
so that what an aide knows about the standards of appropriate conduct held for his position by a particular teacher
is only temporarily valid and at best incomplete.

}Tom

of relations between teachers and aides as members of a
dyadic team, then one can no longer speak of strain as
being a beneficial" and necessary" factor in group life,
at least not at the level of the dyad which is so affected.
For a more formal statement of this perspective, sees
Coser, Lewis, The Functions of Social Conflict. New Yorkr
The Free Press719 56; see alSO 1 S1mmel, George, Conflict.
Wolff, Kurt H. ( rrrans.), Glencoe, Illinois 1 The ~
Press, 1955.
11

11
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this perspective, the concept o£ awareness becomes all-

important, for in order to cope with the "varying perceptions" and "changing rules 11 of teachers, aides must first
discover what they are from unspoken or disguised

11

clues 11

and "hints" and then must remain sensitive to how they
change over time.

Aides who are able to do this, i.e.,

to direct at themselves the self/other definitions held
by the teacher for the role of the aide, will be elevated
to a higher social standing than aides who are not able
to do so,

Relating to the informal, social rules governing the
relations between teachers and aides are the images which

each have, or come to hold, of themselves and the other
as members of a power-differentiated dyad.

One of the

implications of this study is that teachers project their
11

authority images,•• i.e.

1

who they are, and how they ought

to be treated, to aides in distinctly different ways, and
aides, in turn, adjust themselves to these projections in

distinctly different ways.

To the extent that aides are

able to accurately identify the style of authoritypresentation that is being enacted, and successfully adjust
themselves thereto, they will experience status gainr to

the extent that they err, they will experience status loss.
In respect to the authority-presentation styles of
teachers and authority-adjustment styles of aides, it has
been suggested that some aide types are better suited to
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some teacher types than others.

One of the implications,

and recommendations, of this study, then, is that school
officials give more attention to discovering these styles
both

~

and

~

aides are placed with teachers.

This will help to reduce the incidence of placements which
are likely to be strain-producing for both the teacher and
the aide and, in so doing, will help to promote their work
as well as to promote the goals of the larger educational
organization.

For example, in the school system in which the study
took place, it was a common practice for some principals
to place "rebellious , 11 "independent, .. ''authority-defying"

aides (who might have been classified as Cynical Servants
in this study) under "strong, ..

11

no-nonsense," "authoritar-

ian type 11 teachers (who might have been classified as

Master-Slave Mentors in this study),

This was done in the

belief that stricter enforcement of the rules would either
eliminate or hold in check the "rule-breaking 11 tendencies
of the aide,

Generally, the consequences of this policy

were strain-producing, both for the teacher and the aide,
In this instance, a knowledge of the different styles of
authority presentation and authority adjustment could have
been used to institute a more rational and beneficial
policy for the placement of

11

deviant 11 aides,

Also, in the school system in question, it was a common practice for some principals to place older, experienced,
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well-educated aides with younger, inexperienced, fresh-

out-of-college teachers.

This was done in the belief that

aides who had been at the school or in an educational program for a goodly number of years, who knew the children
and were able to control them, and so forth, would be a
tremendous asset to teachers who were new to the teaching

profeasion, and who were likely to experience difficulty

in controlling the children in the classroom.

In general,

the teachers who were the recipients or objects of this
policy experienced considerable strain in being socialized
into the teacher role by persons who, without the benefit
of a college degree, could perform most of its functions

better than the teacher,
Of course, the aides who were placed in this precar-

ious position tended to experience strain too.

Depending

upon their perspective, the aides either expressed anxiety
over having to play a

11

dominant 11 role in a situation which

called for them to be

11

submissive, 11 or expressed contempt

for having to do things which the teacher could not do,
even with a college degree.

In this instance, then, the principals intended to
help the teachers get off to a good start by providing
them with a "strong'" aide.

But the consequences were gen-

erally judged to be negative, both by the teachers and the
aides.
While principals, aide program directors, personnel
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directors, and other school officials, have some influence

over the social contexts in which teachers and aides func-

tion, it is the teachers and aides themselves who have the
most control over the styles of authority presentation and
authority adjustment which they create and attempt to maintainl therefore they have the most influence over the outcomes which they receive from each other.

Clearly, then,

another implication of this study is that teachers and
aides, if made aware of the patterns and consequences of

their own behavior, can create new and more satisfying

rules, either individually or collectively, for relating
to each other.
For example, if an aide is contemplating changing his
style of adjustment to the authority-presentation style of
the teacher, then, by studying the theory articulated here,
he might be able to anticipate what the consequences of
his actions are likely to be.

Similarly, if a teacher is

dissatisfied with the responses he is receiving from the
aide with whom he is working, then, by using the theory,

he might be able to anticipate what actions are called for
on his part to bring about the desired change, and what
the consequences of these actions are likely to be for

himself, the aide, and even the children in the classroom.
0~,

using the theory, the teacher and the aide might

decide, collectively, what their personal needs and expectations are, and how these needs and expectations might
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best be satisfied, given the range of authority-

presentation and authority-adjustment styles which exist
and can be adopted by them.
From these illustrations, as well as the many illustrations offered in the Qualitative Findings chapter, the
implications of the theory should be readily apparent.
In addition, because the level of generality of the categories is quite high, the theoretical model developed here

should be applicable to a wide range of situations in which
teacher, teacher-aide dyads are found,

Since the theory

was developed with the practitioner as well as the sociologist and educator in mind, any person who studies the

models should be able to understand them immediately, and
apply them where they are relevant.

And in situations

where they are not found to be applicable to the ongoing
patterns of interaction between teachers and aides, they
can be easily reformulated.

That is, the informal rules

governing teacher, teacher-aide relationships and the
styles of teacher authority presentation and aide authority adjustment are likely to vary in degree, and even in
substance, from one school system to another.

But, one

has only to ask how they differ from the rules and styles
reported here to begin to understand what they are, and
how they are used to effect the outcomes received by the
teacher and the aide.

And, in so doing, the theory itself

will increase in usefulness, not only to practitioners but
also to theorists, for then we will have a better under-
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standing of where it fits, and where it does not fit, and
how it must be reformulated in order to explain relationships not considered in this study.

This study represents only the beginning of a search

for a better way to conceptualize the interaction occurring
between teachers and aides at the level of the dyad.

If

we take as future objectives the explanation, prediction,
and (potential for) control of events occurring in the
dyadic relationships described in this study, then it is
clear that we have traveled only a short distance on the
long road to building a scientific body of knowled@e.
To begin, the substantive theory generated here has
a number of serious shortcomings which can only be rectified by additional research.

For example, while the theory

conveys a sense of understanding about some of the more
important social rules governing teacher, teacher-aide
relationships, the categories underlying the typologies
constructed in this study are neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive.

That is, there is reason to doubt whether

the behavioral phenomena being classified are entirely
subsumed by the scheme; secondly, and perhaps more importantly, there is genuine ambiguity as to where the behavioral phenomena being classified actually belong in the
scheme.

This, then, is both a limitation of the present
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study, and a statement of a problem with which only future
research can grapple.
Secondly, while the theory was grounded by comparing
data from a variety of sources (participant observation,
personnel records, etc,), the bulk of the data was drawn
from only two groups (i.e., Regular and COP teachers and
aides) of essentially the same substantive type (i.e,,
dyadic groups, characterized by superordinate, subordinate

relationships) who were located in similar social settings,
namely elementary schools within a public school system.
To increase the scope of the theory, similar substantive groups located in different social settings should
be compared, such as secondary school teachers and aides,
or college professors and teaching and research assistants.
The scope of the theory could be increased even further by
making such comparisons in different areas of the United
States of America, such as in contrasting teacher, teacheraide relations in school systems in New York City with
those found in school systems in the rural South.

The

degree of conceptual generality could be increased even
more by comparing different classes of dyadic groups in
different social settings, such as rectors and vicars or
physicians and paramedical workers. 1

These, then, are

1 FOr a more detailed discussion of selecting comparison groups, see Glaser and Strauss, The Discovery of
-

~ Theory, op. cit., PP• 49-55.-
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both limitations of the present study and problems which
future research should address,
A third

criticism~

and implication for future research,

concerns the supposed frequency and distribution of the
phenomena observed in this study,

In keeping with the

goals of the study, the observational and interviewing
procedures employed produced a tremendous amount of descriptive information,

Some of this information was painstak-

ingly converted into quasi-statistical symbols and subsequently manipulated as though it more or less met the

requirements of the assumptions underlying nominal and
ordinal scales and the coefficients of association relating
thereto.

But the exigencies of the observational and inter-

viewing design did not allow the researcher to collect data
which would adequately meet these assumptions, so that the
confidence one can place in the findings emerging from the
operationalization and systematization of the data is, by
definition, quite limited.

Any research effort which is

directed toward extending or verifying the categories generated in this study will have to deal with this problem,
A final criticism, and implication for future research,
concerns the goal to which this study was directed in the
first place.

The reader will recall that the primary

objective of this study was to develop a substantive theory
of teacher, teacher-aide relationships.
theory actually been developed?

But has such a

In the researcher's opin-
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ion, it has not, but perhaps with this effort and others
like it, we will be able to move

~

the development

of such a theory in the future,
But a theory of teacher, teacher-aide relationships

cannot be built on incomplete and fragmentary accounts of
the aide's role vis-a-vis the role of the teacher, and

this is the state of the literature in this area at the
present time,

Although scores of studies have been done

on teachers and teacher-aides, there are not enough studies

that provide us with social facts about the way in which
teachers and aides actually act out their roles in relation to each other in the classroom or about the way in
which each actor views himself and the other, and views

the social situation in which he has been cast.

And it

is to these goals that future research must be directed,

if data adequate for theorizing is to be forthcoming,
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Background Information--Teachers
statementt My name is John Natzke. I'm a graduthe Department of Sociology at Western
Michigan University.

~

~dent 1n

I'm conducting a study on teacher, teacher-aide relations.
I would like to find out what problems teachers and aides
encounter in working with each other in the classroom, and
how they resolve these problems.
This study has been approved by the Board of Education,
which simply means that they have given me permission to
conduct my study in your school system. But the ideas
contained in the interview are entirely my own, and do
not necessarily reflect their interests or concerns.
All of the information I collect will be kept strictly
confidential. This I can promise you. Neither your name
nor the name of the school in which you work will be used
in any way when the findings are released.
But before we get into some of the problems teachers and
aides encounter in working with each other, I would like
to ask you some questions about yourself t
Date

Time Interview Began

_ __

School
Regular Program Teacher (1) or COP Teacher (2) (circle one)
Full Name of Teacher
Name of Aide with whom you are working
Educational Program

_ __

_ __

Grade Level of Children
1.

How long have you lived in this area?
a. Probe as to actual number of years.

2.

Where were you raised?
a. Farm or country
b. Small town or village
c. Small city
d. Medium-sized city
e. Large city

(under 10,000)
(10,000-150,000)
(150,000-500,000)
(500,000 plus)
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).

4.

5.

What is your marital status?
married?
a. Single, never married
b. Currently married
c.
d,

Separated
Widowed

e.

Divorced

Are you currently

Do you have any children?
a.

Yes

b.

No

If yes, how many children do you have?

6.

What is your date of birth?

?.

Do you live in the area of the school where you work?

8,

a,

Yes

b.

No

Do you live in the
a.
b.

9.

11

inner city"?

Yes
No

Do you belong to any organizations in the community?
a.
b.

Yes
No

10.

If yes, what kind of organizations do you belong to?

11.

Do you belong to any political action or social action
organizations?
a.
b,

Yes
No

12.

If yes, what kind of action groups do you belong to?

13.

What is the last grade you completed in school?
(Record actual response, and code below)
Teacher's
a.

No formal schooling

~

spoose

b.

1-7 years of grammar school

l

l

c.
d.
e.

Completed grammar school
Some high school
Completed high school
Some college

2

f.

3

4
5

2

3

4
5
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Teacher• s

g.

i.

Tea6her Spo6se

Completed college

h.

Graduate or professional

school
1. If yes, how many
years?

7

7

Trade or buSiness school

8

8

1.

If yes, how many
years? _ __

14.

What is the last grade your (husband) (wife) completed in school?

15.

ASK ONLY IF TEACHER IS CURRENTLY MARRIEDo What is
your (husband's) (wife's) regular occupation?
a. Probe, if necessary, as to what he/she actually
does, and~ he/she actuaiiY does it,

(Record actual response, and code above)

16.

What was your regular occupation before becoming a

teacher?
17,
18.

How long have you worked as a teacher?
How many aides have you worked with since you started
working as a teacher?

19.

How long have you worked with your present aide?

TO BE FILLED OUT FOLLOWING THE COMPLETION OF THE INTERVIEWo
1.

Time interview ended.

2,

Total length of interview,

J,

Race and/or ethnic identity of teacher?

4.

5,

_ _ _ (minutes)

Setting in which interview was conducted (classroom,

first-aid room, etc,),

What questions might be reworded, added, deleted,

etc,?
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TEACHER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Section I
statement& The remainder of the questions are
compretely open-ended. This means that you will be free
to respond to the questions in any way you desire. Remember, when it comes to questions like this, there are no
right or wrong answers. Everyone is entitled to his own
views, so feel free to express yourself in any way you see
fit.

~

1.

If you were to give a new, incoming teacher some advice
on how to develop a good working relationship with an
aide, what would you tell her?
a. Are there any other things you have learned that
you might pass on to other teachers?
b.

Are there any other rules you try to follow to

get along well with aides?
2.

What are some of the major problems teachers encounter
in working with aides?

].

What kind of problems have you personally encountered
in working with aides?
a. Probes were effectuated at this point as to
whether differences in age, sex, race, marital/
familial status, education, amount of working
experience, etc. ever became a problem, and, if
so, what tactics were used to deal with them.
For example, have you ever worked with an aide
who was quite a bit older than you? Did this
present a problem? How did you handle it?
b, Are there any other problems you have encountered
in working with aides?

4.

What are some of the things teachers don't like to see
in aides?

5.

If you could summarize what you have said so far, what
would you say is the single most important thing a new
teacher should keep in mind in working with aides?

259
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Section !!--Controlling the Children
Now I would like to ask you some questions about aides.
in general. and some questions about the aide with whom you

are presently working, in specific.

1.

How much authority do you think aides, in general,
should be given in controlling and disciplining the
children?

2,

How much authority have you given your aide in this
area?

J.

How skillful is your aide in controlling and disciplining the children?

4.

Does she ever control and discipline the children when
she should .!!£!1 be doing so?

5.

Does she ever fail to control and discipline when she
should be doing so?

6.
7.

8.

Does she ever use measures of control and discipline

which you consider technically incorrect?

Does she ever use measures of control and discipline
which you consider improper?

How satisfied are you with your aide's ability to
maintain the proper amount of social distance with
the children? Do you think she gets 11 too attached 11
or 11 too close 11 to the children, or do you think she
is "too distant 11 with the children?

9.

(To black teachers, black aides, and white teachers
with black aides o) Are black aides better able to
control and discipline the children than white
teachers?
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Section III--sensitivity to Role
Boundaries
1.

Have you ever been confused as to where your role as
a teacher ends and the aide's role begins?

2.

What are some of the things aides should not be
doing?

J.

Does your aide ever do things she should not be

doing?
4.

Have you ever heard of other aides doing things they
ought not to be doing?

5,

Do you think aides, in general, have a tendency to gp

6.

Does your aide ever overstep her role boundaries?

7,

Does your aide ever fail to do things she ought to
be doing?

8,

To what extent does your aide do the things she is
supposed to do but does them incorrectly?

beyond the activities to which they have been assigned?
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Section !¥--Sensitivity to Authority
Some teachers have said that aides have a tendency to see
themselves as teachers first and aides second.
1.

To what extent is this a problem in the school system?
a. Have you ever heard teachers complaining
about this?

2.

Have you ever heard of a situation where an aide tried
to undermine the authority of the teacher, or actually
tried to take over the classroom?

J.

How supportive are aides of teachers as figures of
authority in your school?

4.

How supportive is your aide of you as the decisionmaker and person with authority in the classroom?

5.

Does your aide ever make decisions which you feel
only you, as the teacher, should make?

6.

Does your aide ever fail to make decisions which she
ought to be making, as the aide?

7.

To what extent does your aide make incorrect decisions?

8.

How satisfied are you with the degree to which your
aide keeps you as a figure of authority in the eyes
of the children?

9,

Does your aide ever forget her place or overstep her
authority?
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Section V--Image Protection
1.

How well do you think aides, in general, represent
what is happening in school to people in the community?
a. Do you think they are good representatives
of the school or poor ones?
b. Have you ever received any negative feedback
from people in the community about the aides
hired by the school system?

2.

How satisfied are you with the way in which your aide
represents what happens in your classroom to people in
the community?
a. Have you ever received any negative feedback
from parents about your aide?

3.

How satisfied are you with the way in which your aide
presents herself to the children?
a. Do you think she presents a good image to
the children or a poor one?

4.

How satisfied are you with the way in which your aide
presents herself to other aides and other teachers in
your school?

5.

Have any of the aides in your school ever taught the
children things you consider improper?

6.

Has your aide ever taught the children things you
consider improper?

7.

(To black teachers, black aides, and white teachers
with black aides 1) Do you think black children tend
to identify more closely with black aides than white
teachers?
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Section VI--Miscellany
1.

Is the aide with whom you are working job oriented or
career oriented? That is, do you think she sees her
job as a job, or do you think she sees her job as a
stepping stone to a career in teaching or some better
job in the future?
a, Would you prefer to work with an aide who
is job oriented or career oriented?

2,

Are aides included in the staff meetings here at
school?
a, Do you think they should be?

J,

In general, how satisfied are you with your job right

4.

What kind of work would you like to be doing 5 years
from now?

5.

Sometimes what we would like to do is not always what
we actually think we will be doing. What do you actually think you will be doing 5 years from now?

00~

6,

How satisfied are you with the actual duties that you
have to perform as a teacher?

7.

How satisfied are you with the people you have to work
with in this school?
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TEACHER-AIDE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
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Background Information--Aides
statement• My name is John Natzke. I'm a graduthe Department of Sociology at Western
Michigan University.

~

~dent ~n

I'm conducting a study on teacher, teacher-aide relations.
I would like to find out what problems teachers and aides
encounter in working with each other in the classroom, and
how they resolve these problems.
This study has been approved by the Board of Education,
which simply means that they have given me permission to
conduct my study in your school system. But the ideas
contained in the interview are entirely my own, and do
not necessarily reflect their interests or concerns.
All of the information I collect will be kept strictly
conf'idential. This I can promise you. Neither your name
nor the name of the school in which you work will be used
in any way when the findings are released.
But before we get into some of the problems teachers and
aides encounter in working with each other, I would like
to ask you some questions about yourself·,
Date

Time Interview Began _ __

School
Regular Program (1) or COP aide (2) (circle one)
Full Name of Aide
Name of Teacher with whom you are working _ __
Educational Program _ __
Grade Level of Children
1.

How long have you lived in this area?
a. Probe as to actual number of years.

2.

Where were you raised?
a. Farm or country
b. Small town or village
c. Small city
d. Mediwn-sized city
e. Large city

(under 10,000)
(10,000-150,000)
(150,000-500,000)
(500,000 plus)

266
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J.

4.

5.

What is your marital status?
married?
a. Single, never married
b. Currently married
c. Separated
d. Widowed
e. Divorced

Are you currently

Do you have any children?
a.

Yes

b.

No

If yes, how many children do you have?

6.

What is your date of birth?

7.

Do you live in the area of the school where you work?
a.

b.

Yes
No

8.

Do you live in the "inner city 11 ?
a. Yes

9·

Do you belong to any organizations in the community?
a. Yes

b.

b.

No

No

10.

If yes, what kind of organizations do you belong to?

11.

Do you belong to any political action or social action
organizations?
a.

Yes

b.

No

12.

If yes, what kind of action groups do you belong to?

1).

What is the last grade you completed in school?
(Record actual response, and code below)
Teacher's
Spouse
a. No formal schooling
~
0
b. l-7 years of grammar school
1
1
2
2
c. Completed grammar school
d. Some high school
J
J
e. Completed high school
4
4
f.
Some college
5
5
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g.

Teacher's
~ Spo6se

Completed college

h.

Graduate or professional
school

1.
i.

1.
14.

If yes, how many
years?

r.rrade or bus~chool

8

8

If yes, how many
years?

What is the last grade your (husband) (wife) com-

pleted in school?
(Record actual response, and code above)
15.

ASK ONLY IF AIDE IS CURRENTLY MARRIED!

(husband's) (wife's) regular occupation?
a.
16.

What is your

--------

Probe, if neeessary, as to what he/she actually
does, and ~ he/she actua:I!Y does it.

What was your regular occupation before becoming an
aide?

a.

Probe as to what the aide actually did in the
position occupied, etc.
long have you worked as an aide?

17.

How

18.

How many teachers have you worked with since you
started working as an aide?

19.

How long have you worked with your present teacher?

TO BE FILLED OUT FOLLOWING THE COMPLETION OF THE INTERVIEW•

1.

Time interview ended.

2.

Total length of interview.

J,

Race and/or ethnic identity of aide?

4.

Setting in which interview was conducted (classroom,
first-aid room, etc,}.

5.

_ _ _ (minutes)

What questions might be reworded, added, deleted,
etc.?
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TEACHER-AIDE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Section I
statement• The remainder of the questions are
open-ended. This means that you will be free
to respond to the questions in any way you desire, Remem-

~

~ely

ber, when it comes to questions like this, there are no
right or wrong answers. Everyone is entitled to his own
views, so feel free to express yourself in any way you see
fit.
1.

2.

If you were to give a new, incoming aide some advice
on how to develop a good working relationship with a
teacher, what would you tell her?
a. Are there any other things you have learned
that you might pass on to other aides?
b. Are there any other rules you try to follow
to get along well with teachers?
What are some of the major problems aides encounter

in working with teachers?

J.

What kind of problems have you personally encountered
in working with teachers?
a.

Probes were effectuated at this point as to
whether differences in age, sex, race, marital/
familial status, education, amount of working
experience, etc. ever became a problem, and, if
so, what tactics were used to deal with them.
For example, have you ever worked with a teacher

who was quite a bit younger than you? Did this
present a problem? How did you handle it?
b,

Are there any other problems you have encountered

in working with teachers?
4.

What are some of the things teachers don't like to
see in aides?

5.
6.

What are some of the things aides don't like to see
in teachers?
If you could summarize what you have said so far. what

would you say is the single most important thing a new
aide should keep in mind in working with a teacher?
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Section !!--Controlling the Children
Now I would like to ask you a different type of question,
1.

Suppose a new aide came to you for advice on this

problem, She tells you that she is unhappy with the
way the teacher is controlling and disciplining the
children, She says that the teacher is losing control over the children in the classroom, and that she
doesn't know what to do about it. What advice would
you give her?
a.

2.
J.

Have you ever been in a situation like this?

b,

How did you handle it?

c.

Have you ever heard Of situations where the

d,

aide was better able to control and discipline than the teacher?
How did the aide handle it?

Do you think aides should control and discipline the
children if the teacher seems unable to do so?
Do you feel aides have been given enough authority in

controlling and disciplining the children, or do you
think they should be given more?
4.

Do you feel you have been given enough authority in
this area, or do you think you should be given more?

5.

In general, how good are teachers at controlling and
disciplining the children?

6,

How good is your teacher at controlling and disciplining the children?

7.
8,

Have you ever been confused as to when to control and

discipline?
(To black teachers, black aides, and white teachers
with black aideso) Are black aides better able to
control and discipline the children than white
teachers?
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Section III--Sensitivity to Role

Boundaries
1.

Suppose a new aide came to you for advice on this
problem. She tells you she is unhappy with having
to work as a "maid" or as a 11 clerk" in the classroom, but she doesn't know what to do about it.
She says she is thinking about asking the teacher
for a new assignment--an assignment which will allow
her to work more directly with the children. What
advice would you give her?
a. Have you ever been in a situation like this?
b.

How did you handle it?

c.

Have you ever heard of other aides being in
a situation like this?

d.

How did they handle it?

2.

In general, do you think aides should be allowed to
work more directly with the children?

3.

In general, do you think teachers like to see aides
working more directly with the children?

4.

Have you ever been confused as to where the teacher's
role ends and your role, as an aide, begins?

5.

What are some of the things aides should be doing in
the classroom, i.e., that should be reserved for the
aide's role?

6.

What are some of the things aides should not do in
the classroom, i.e., that should be reserved for the
teacher• s role?

7.

Suppose there are things that you feel you would like
to do, and are capable of doing. But, suppose these
things are being done by the teacher.
How do you go
about getting to do them?
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Section IV--Sensitivity to Authority
1.

Suppose a new aide told you that the children seemed
to like her better than the teacher, and were starting
to come to her with their problems, What advice would
you give her?
a. Has this ever happened to you?
b. How did you handle it?
c, Have you ever heard of this happening to
at her aides?
d, How did they handle it?

2,

In general, do you think the children should treat.
aides with the same respect that they treat teachers?

J,

Do the children in your classroom treat you with the
same respect as the teacher, or do they treat you

differently?
4.

In general, how good are the teachers in your school
as teachers?

5.

How good is your teacher at teaching?

6.

Have you ever heard of situations where the aide was
better able to teach the children than the teacher?
a. Have you ever been in a situation like this?
b, How did you handle it?

7.

In general, do you feel that aides should be allowed
to do more teaching if the teacher seems unable to
get ideas across to the children?
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Section V--Image Protection

1.

Suppose a new aide told you that a parent had approached
her in the neighborhood, and asked her how her child
was doing in school. What advice would you give her?
a. Has this ever happened to you?
b. How did you handle it?
c. Have you ever heard of this happening to
other aides?
d. How did they handle it?

2,

Do you think aides should keep parents informed about
what their children are doing in school?

J.
4.

5.

Have you ever been confused as to what to tell others

about what's happening in school?

How well do you think teachers represent what's hap-

pening in school to people in the community?
a.

Have you ever received any negative feedback

b.

from people in the community about the
teachers hired by the school system?
How did you handle it?

Suppose a new aide told you that she thought her teacher
was making a mistake in dealing with a child whom she
knew personally. She says the mistake will certainly
affect the child in a negative way. What advice would
you give her?
a.
Has this ever happened to you?

6,

b,

How did you handle it?

c.

Have you ever heard of this hap?ening to

d.

other aides?
How did they handle it?

Do you think aides should go to someone in the school
system or someone in the community if a teacher refuses

to correct mistakes that might affect children in a
negative way?

7.

(To black aides•) Do you think black children have a
tendency to identify more closely with black aides
than white teachers?
a.

b,
c.
d,

Has this ever happened to you?
HOw did you handle it?
Have you ever heard of this happening to
other aides?
How did they handle it?
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Section VI--Miscellany
1.

Do you see your job as a stepping stone to a career
in teaching or some better job in the future, or do
you see it just as a job?

2.

Are aides included in the staff meetings here at
school?
a. Do you think they should be?

J,

In general, how satisfied are you with your job right
now?

If.

What kind of work would you like to be doing 5 years
from now?

5.

Sometimes what we would like to do is not always what
we actually think we will be doing. What do you actually think you will be doing 5 years from now?

6.

How satisfied are you with the actual duties that you

?.

How satisfied are you with the people you have to
work with in this school?

have to perform as an aide?
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APPENDIX C
TEACHER STATUS-CONFERRAL
RATING SCALE
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Code Key to Table I (Rankings of the Teacher's

Evaluative Comments as to the Aide's
Sensitivity to Authority)
l.

Extent to which the aide supports the teacher as a
figure of authority in the classroom, in the teacher's
opinion.

2.

Extent to which the aide makes decisions that only a
teacher should make, and does so "intentionally 11 in
the teacher's opinion.

J,

Extent to which the aide fails to make decisions
which she ought to be making, and does so "intentionally" in the teacher's opinion.

4.

Extent to which the aide makes decisions she ought to
be making but makes incorrect decisions.

s.

Extent to which the aide "forgets his place 11 or "oversteps his authority" in the teacher• s opinion.
H = High
M = Medium
L = Low

H = High

H = High

!I = High

H

6.

=

High

M

=

Medium

M = Medium

M = Medium

M = Medium

~Score,

L = Low

L = Low

L = Low

L = Low

based on the "lowest 11 (i.e., the most

~n1ng 11 or "damning") score received with regard
to~ one of the preceding evaluative criteria (1-5).

For example, an aide receiving an extremely favorable
"rating" with regard to any two criteria, a moderate
"rating'' with regard to any other two criteria, and
an extremely unfavorable "rating 11 with regard to the
remaining criterlon would receive a ulow" Summary

~·
H = High

M

=

L

Medium

=

Low

276
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'rABLE I.--Rankings of the teacher's evaluative comments

as to the aide's sensitivity to authority
1

#
01
02
OJ
04

H

M

4

J
L

H

X

M

L

H

M

X

L

H

M

6
L

H

M

L

X

X

X

H

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

05
06

X
X

X

07
08

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

09
10

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

11
12

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1J
14

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

15
16

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

17
18

X

19
20
21
22
2J
24

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

25
26
27
28

X

29
JO

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

L

X

X
X

M

X
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Code Key to Table II (Rankings of the Teacher's

Evaluative Comments as to the Aide's
Sensitivity to Role Boundaries)

1.

Extent to which the aide does things he should not be
doing, in the teacher's opinion, but does so 11 unintentionally" in the teacher's opinion.

2.

Extent to which the aide 11 oversteps" the role boundaries existing between the teacher and the aide, but
does so 11 unintentionally" in the teacher's opinion
H ~ High
M ~ Medium
L ~ Low

J,

Extent to which the aide fails to do things he ought
to be doing, but does so "unintentionally" in the
teacher's opinion.
H ~ High
M = Medium
L = Low

4.

Extent to which the aide does things he is supposed

H = High

M = Medium

L

=

Low

to do but does them incorrectly, in the teacher's
opinion.
H ~ High
M ~ Medium
L ~ Low

5.

~Score,

based on the "lowest 11 (i,e,, the most

"CCllaeffinJ.ng 11 or "damning 11 ) score received with regard
to~ one of the preceding evaluative criteria (1-4).
For exaffiPie, an aide receiving an extremely favorable
"rating" with regard to any two of the above listed
criteria, a moderate "rating 11 with regard to any other
criterion, and an extremely unfavorable 11 rating" with
regard to the remaining criterion would receive a
"low 11 Summary~·
H ~ High
M ~ Medium
L ~ Low
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TABLE II.--Rankings of the teacher's evaluative comments
as to the aide's sensitivity to role boundaries

#

1
H M

4

J
L

H M

L

H M

L

H M

5
L

H M

X

X

01
02

X

X

X

X

X

OJ

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

04

X

X

05

X

X

06
07
08

X
X

X
X

X

X

09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2)

X

X

X

X

X

24

X

X

X

X

X

25

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

26
27
28
29
0

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

L

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
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Code Key to Table III (Rankings of the Teacher's
Evaluative Comments as to the Aide's Ability
to Control and Discipline the Children)
1.

The teacher's opinion as to the aide's level of skill
in controlling and disciplining the children.
H = High
M = Medium
L = Low

2.

Extent to which the aide uses measures of control and
discipline which the teacher considers 11 improper. 11
H = High
M = Medium
L = Low

J.

Extent to which the aide controls and disciplines
when he should not be doing so in the teacher's
opinion.
--M = Mediwn
L = Low
H = High

4.

Extent to which the aide does not control and discipline when he should be doing so-in the teacher's
opinion.
---

5·

Extent to which the aide controls and disciplines
incorrectly, in the teacher's opinion.

6.

~ummdry

Score, based on the 11 lowest 11 (i.e., the most
or 11 damning 11 ) score received with regard
to~ one of the preceding evaluative criteria (1-5).
For example, an aide receiving a moderate 11 rating 11 on
any two of the above-listed criteria, an extremely
favorable "rating 11 with regard to any other two criteria, but an extremely unfavorable 11 rating 11 with
regard to the remaining criterion would receive a
11 low 11
swnmary ~·
H = High
M = Medium
L = Low

con e

n~ng 11

280
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TABLE III.--Rankings of the teacher's evaluative comments

as to the aide's ability to control and discipline the
children
2

#
01
02

H

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

M

4
L

H

M

X

X

X
X
X

M

6
L

H

M

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

L

H

X

X

X

X

X

X

H

X

X

X

L
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X X
X
X

X

X

L

X

X

X

M

X

X
X

X

29

JO

H

X

04

07
08
09
10
11
12

L

X

OJ
05
06

M

X

X

X

X
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Code Key to Table IV (Rankings of the Teacher's
Evaluative Comments as to the Aide's Ability to
11

Protect the Image 11 of the Teacher)

The teacher's satisfaction with the way in which the
aide represents what happens in the classroom to people in the community, especially to the parents of
the children in the teacher's classroom.
H = High
M = Medium
L = Low
2.

The teacher's satisfaction with the way in which the
aide presents himself to the children.
H = High
M = Medium
L = Low

).

The teacher's satisfaction with the way in which the
aide presents himself to fellow workers.
H.= High
M = Medium
L = Low

4.

The teacher's satisfaction with the way in which the
aide presents himself to the teacher.
H = High
M = Medium
L = Low

s.

wum dy Score, based on the "lowest'' (i.e., the most
on
n~ng 11 or 11 darnning 11 ) score received with regard
one of the preceding evaluative criteria (1-4).
For exaffiPie, an aide receiving an extremely favorable
"rating" with regard to any two of the above-listed

to~

criteria, a moderate ''rating" with regard to any other
criterion, and an extremely unfavorable 11 rating'' with
regard to the remaining criteFion would receive a
ulow 11 Summary ~·
H = High
M = Medium
L = Low
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TABLE IV.--Rankings of the teacher's evaluative comments
as to the aide's ability to "protect the image'' of the
teacher

2

#

H

01
02
0)

04

X

05
06
07
08
09
10

X

M

L

X

H

M

4
L

H

M

L

H

M

L

H

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

ll

X

X

X

X

12

X

X

X

X

X

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

X

X

X

X

X

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
0

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

L

X
X

X

M

X

X
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APPENDIX D
AIDE NORM-AWARENESS RATING SCALE
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Code Key to Table I (Rankings of the Aide's Awareness
of the General Norms with Regard to the Concept
of Sensitivity to Authority)
1.

Extent to which the aide insists that the teacher be
the final authority in the classroom.
M = Medium
H = High
L = Low

2.

Extent to which the aide insists that children with
problems be referred back to the teacher for consultation and information.
I~ = Medium
L = Low
H = High

),

Extent to which the aide insists that the children
know who the "real" teacher is.
L = Low
M = Medium
H = High

4.

~ummary

Score, bused on the

condemn~ or

11

lowest 11 (i.e., the most

"damning") score received with regard
one of the preceding evaluative criteria (1-J).
For eximPie, an aide receiving an extremely favorable
"rating 11 with regard to one criterion, a moderate
"rating" with regard to another, and an extremely
unfavorable 11 rating 11 with regard to the remaining
"C'riterion would receive a 11 low 11 summary~·
H = High
M = Medium
L = Low
to~
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TABLE I.--Rankings of the aide's awareness of the general
norms with regard to the concept of sensitivity to authority
2

#
001

H

M

L

X

H

M

X

002

4

J
L

H

M

L

X

X

H

X

X

X

X

OOJ
004

X
X

X
X

X

X

005
006

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

007
008
009
010
011
012

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

015
016

X
X
X
X
X
X

017
018

X

019
020

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

021
022

X

013
014

X

025

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

027
028

X
X

X
X

026

OJO

X

X

029

X

X

X

02J
024

X
X
X
X
X

X

M L

X

X
X

X
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Code Key to Table II (Rankings of the Aide's Awareness
of the General Norms with Regard to the Concept of
Sensitivity to Role Boundaries)
1,

Extent to which the aide would take action in order
to secure a more favorable work assignment.
H = High
M = Medium
L = Low

2.

Extent to which the aide would do, quite literally,
whatever the teacher asks.
H = High
M = Medium
L = Low

),

Extent to which the aide justifies her role in terms
of the teacher or the teacher's needs.
H = High
M = Medium
L = Low

4.

;rummary Score, based on the "lowest" (i.e., the most

condemn~ng 11 or "damning") score received with regard
to~ one of the preceding evaluative criteria (1-J),

Fbr examp!e, an aide receiving an extremely favorable
"rating" with regard to one criterion, a moderate
"rating" with regard to another, and an extremely
unfavorable '1 rating 11 with regard to the remaining
'Criterion would receive a "low" Summary ..§..£2!:!·
H = High
M = Medium
L = Low
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'rABLE II.--Rankings of the aide's awareness of the general

norms with regard to the concept of sensitivity to role
boundaries

#

2
H

M

001
002

4

L

H

X

X

X

X

X

M

L

H

M

X

X

H

X

X

X

X

X

005
006

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

007
008

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Oll

X

X

X

X

012

X

X

X

X

01)
014

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

015
016

X

X

X

X

01'?
018
019
020
021

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

022

X

X

X
X

02)

X

X

X

X

024

X

X

X

X

025
026

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

027
028

X

X

X

X

X

029

X

X

0)0

X

X

L

X

X

004

009
010

M

X

X

00)

L

X
X

X

X
X
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Code Key to Table III (Rankings of the Aide 1 s Awareness
of the General Norms with Regard to the Concept of
Controlling the Children)

1.

Extent to which the aide would assume the role of
"disciplinarian," if the teacher 11 lost control" over
the children in the classroom

2.

Extent to which the aide would confront the teacher
with "his way" of controlling and disciplining the
children.

J.

Degree to which the aide insists that the teacher be
the final authority in matters concerning the controlling and disciplining of children.

4.

~Score,

H

=

High

H = High

H

=

High

M

M

M

=

Medium

= Medium

=

Medium

L

=

Low

L = Low

L

=

Low

based on the 1'lowest 11 (i.e., the most
~n1ng 11 or 11 damning") score received with regard
to~~ of the preceding evaluative criteria (1-J),
For example, an aide receiving an extremely favorable
ratingll with regard to one criterion, a moderate
"rating" with reeard to another, and an extremely
unfavorable "rating" with regard to the remaining
"C'riterion would receive a 11 low" Swnmary Score.
M ;:; Medium
L ;:; Low
H = High
11
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TABLE III .--Rankings of the aide's awareness of

the general
norms with regard to the concept of controlling the children

1

#

H

001
002
00]
004
005
006
007
008

M

H

M

X

X

H

X

X

X

X

M

L

H

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

012

X

X

X

X

013
014

X

X

X

X

015
016

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

023
024

X

025
026
027
028

X

029
030

X
X

X

X
X

017
018
019
020
021
022

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

L

X

X

X

M

X

X

X

Oll

L

X

X

009
010

4

J
L

X
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Code Key to Table IV (Rankings of the Aide's Awareness

of the General Norms with Regard to the Concept of
Image Protection)
l.

Extent to which the aide insists upon protecting the
image of the teacher, even when such

11

protection 11 may

not be justified.
H = High

M = Medium

L = Low

2.

Extent to which the aide insists that information
about the teacher (or the classroom situation) be
withheld from the parents of the children in the
teacher's classroom, and other people in the community.

J,

rrwnmary Score' based on the "lowest" (i.e. I the most
candemn~or "damning") score received with regard
to~~ of the_precedi~g.evaluative criteria (1-2),
For example, an alde rece~v1ng an extremely favorable
"rating" with regard to one criterion and an extremely
unfavorable "rating" with regard to another would not
r:iceive a moderate "rating" as a Summary Score, burrather would receive a "low" Summary Score=---

H

H

=

High

= High

M = Medium

M

= Medium

L

L

=

=

Low

Low
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TABLE IV.--Rankings of the aide's awareness of the general
norms with regard to the concept of image protection

#
001

1
H

M

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

008

X
X

X
X

019
020

X

X

02J
024

X

025
026

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

029

X

X
X

X

027
028
OJO

X
X

X
X

021
022

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

015
016

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

L

X

X

X

M

X

X

X

017
018

H

X

X
X

012

J
L

X
X

007

01)
014

M

X
X

005
006

009
010
011

H

X

002
OOJ
004

2
L

X
X
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APPENDIX E
TEACHER AUTHORITY-PRESENTATION
TYPES RATING SCALE
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Code Ke.y to Table I
1.

Degree to which the teacher insists that the children
know who the real teacher is in the classroom.
~---"I want the children to know that I'm
the teacher, not her."
Medium.--"Anybody that comes in this room the
children almost always call 'teacher.• I've
never made a big thing of it."
Low.--"All three of us [1 teacher and 2 aides)
ire teachers to them. I don't think they know
the difference, No, they don't realize that."

2.

Degree to which the teacher insists upon being the
''final authority" in the classroom.
~.-- 11 The teacher has to be boss • • • , There's
nobody around here going to argue with me on that

point."

Medium.--" I think the aide has to follow through
teacher gives them an assignment and both
my aides know that ultimately I have the last say,
but we try not to do it that way. We try to work
it out together.''
Low.-- 11 As far as being the boss, I never feel
Irke I'm the boss. I will ask [themJ, If they
say 'no,' they say no. I'm not a bossy-type
person. And I still don't assume that 'this is
the way it's going to be, I fire the shots• !"
~

J.

Degree to which the teacher insists upon rigid role
boundaries.
~·--"She never does one thing without my perm~ssion and it'll always be that way as long as
I'm the teacher,"
IVledium.--''There are some duties that do overlap.
-.-.-.-There's a fuzzy area there, where no one
knows what to do--and I'm training the aide to
see them and respond appropriately, but it takes
time before they are able to make these decisions
on their own, ••
Low.--"I've been very glad to see that some aides
nave more ability to be able to, like, do teachertype tasks, • • • to work independently, and be
able to develop lessons, even on their own if
ne~d be.
I ;eel like they can join in on anythlng ••••

294
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4.

Degree to which the teacher insists that aides iden-

tify themselves to others as "aides" (as opposed to
"teachers," etc.).
Ji!gh.-- 11 Because you do get some aides, and when

tneY

get into the aide position they will sometimes say, 'Well, I'm a teacher,• you know.
They will tell the neighbor, 'Oh, I teach,' you

know.

They really want to teach!"

.2.!:
''They're not teachers l

They• re not!

And there

are times when they just have to realize that

they're not certified teachers! 11
Medium..-- 11 For one thing, don't treat them as an
arae:- They're another teacher in the room. I

don't like it when teachers have their children
know that that's somebody who's lower [than they
are].

That's just another teacher in the room.

She ..i.!!.!!1 doesn't teach as much~' (Italics mine,)
LOW, ="1: 'tiiilil<T t 'I"'8Tmport;;:;;:rthat they do see
themselves as a teacher because every minute

you're in that classroom with the kids you are
teaching.''

5,

Degree to which the teacher insists upon being the
"final authority" when it comes to controlling and
disciplining the children,
Ji!gh.--"I want to handle all the discipline
proclems in the room by myself. 11
Medium.--"They have to have authority when
they're disciplining. Mayea not as much as the

teacher, but they have to

e 1'1rmwi'tnchTidren

(i1"'1;'iii'S age," (Italics mine,)
Low.-- (Interviewer I) "How much authority do

you

think an aide should be given in controlling

and disci:plining the children? 11
(Teacher 1) 11 Just as much as I have. 11

6,

Degree to which the teacher insists that the aide
"protect the image 11 of the school (or progrwn,
teacher, principal, etc.), even when such 11 protection"

might not be justified,
Ji!gh.--"It's very important to get the right
tYPO of aide in your building because they can
be very detrimental and they can work against

the school. And I think if they're the broadminded individuals they should be, they're going
to try to uplift the name [of the school] rather
than try to drag it down. 11
~·--"I

don't know,

It just depends.

If
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they're quiet, they're not going to say anything about the school. If they're big loudmouths, and very pessimistic, then they're
going to say bad things. I don't know. It
just depends on the aide."
impression I've gotten is that
everything is rosy here at
school. I
mean this is the impression~ she would
give to other people because she wants to
give a good impression all the time. Something •• , may be eating at her just terribly but she is not going to let anybody know
that anything is wrong. Everything is just
fine. And a lot of times it's not. It's not
realistic, it just isn't.
~·--"The

11

.!?.!
I think most aides are honest about what goes
on. They know it's unjust for the inner city
to have worn-down, dilapidated buildings and
racist teachers ...
11

7.

Degree to which the teacher insists upon doing all of
the 11 teaching" in the classroom.
~·--"I don't think an aide should introduce
• • • a lesson • , • to a child. I don't
believe this is an aide's job, I think this
is the teacher's job. However skillful she may
be, this isn't her job."
Medium.-- 11 They say they aren't supposed to do
any teaching but sometimes I think she's very
qualified to do some teaching. She's watched
me long enough to know • • • I've given her a
small group of my • • • children to reinforce
many of the beginning co~epts."
Low.--"Some people feel that the aide has her
'jj!'ace below the teacher. I think that particularl,y at my level, they can teach the
kinds of things the children need to learn. 11

8,

Degree to which the teacher suspects the intentions
of aides, especially as it concerns their alleged tendency to "tak~ over the classroom. 11

~:--;~~~ei~i~~= ~~~t~~n~!c~~!et~~i;rt:net~t
happened to me when I was young, when I first
started teaching. You try to develop a relationship and sometimes your personality is this
kind where you're outgoing and you're friendly
by nature and the person takes advantage of
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this friendliness. And it gets to the point
where you're not telling the person anything
and the relationship goes down the drain."

.2£
11 0nce in a while it will come up where I will
think to myself, 'Uh huh, this, I know what I'm
doing and I'd rather, if I'm going to make a

mistake, I'd like to fall flat on my face and
then pick myself up and do it another wayo'
But I don't like to be told ahead of time that
this won't work. 11
(Interviewer 1) 11 Does she do that? 11
('reacher•) "No, I can't really say that she
does, , . • But sometimes I get the feeling
that she might ...

~~~~:t;;"~~e t~~t :h~ :r~f~:~~J t~~e t~~~h:~~h do
responsibility. Now this might be slightly the
case with Mrs.
[the teacher's aide]. I
think that some a1des definitely would do this
as a manner of saying, 'Look, teacher, you
aren't doing your job and I can do it better
than you.'
Well, I don't think Mrs.
feels this way at all. At least, I hope she
doesn't. 11
Low.--"On any occasion when I thought that some"f'fiing was going on that I didn't care to have
going on, it's because I hadn't made myself
clear about what I expected to happen, so something else was happening. 11

9.

Degree to which the teacher insists upon "being in
control 11 of the classroom •
.Ji.i.tQ!.-- 11 I think a teacher still wants to feel,
no matter who she has in her classroom, that
she is in control of that classroom, that it is
her classroom, and that she doesn't want anybody
sweeping it up from under her,"
Medium.--''First of all, I think that you really
~o realize that you're working on a team
and when you make a decision about asking an
aide to do something, you have to think before
you speak, really.
I mean, you have to think
about what the whole outcome is going to be."
Low.--''When you plan your work together, there's
no-rear of having someone overstep the bounds,
and we work together very well • • • • Even if
an aide did take over, more power to them, if
they have that ability."

.2£
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298.
"We usually decide together . • . . In fact,

• • • I ask her opinion as many times as she
would ptobably ~sk mine about what should be
done."

10.

Composite· Rating~·
MSM = Master-Slave Mentors
OMB = Open-Minded Bosses
HLH = Hang-Loose Hipsters
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TABLE I.--Teacher authority-presentation rating scale
(raw scores, items l-9; composite rating score, item 10)
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3

4
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7

8

9

10
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APPENDIX F
AIDE AUTHORITY-ADJUSTMENT TYPES
RATING SCALE
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Code Key to Table
1.

Degree to which the aide insists that the children
know who the real teacher is in the classroom (and
relating to this is the matter of how aides identify
themselves to others, or see themselves relative to
the role of the teacher).
~·--"The children should know the difference
between the aide and the teacher .••

.!!!:
11

I discourage the children from calling me

teacher. I tell them I'm not the teacher.
My name is Mrs.
, and they are to call
me this. Now, !~know whether the teacher
minds this or not, but they should know that
there is only one teacher [in the classroomJ,"
Medium.--"Sure, most of the time they call me
teacher too, so they just think there are three
teachers in the room."
Low.--"We are teachers. We teach our, you

xnow, subject--arithmetic, like I do--so we
are teachers .••

2.

Degree to which the aide insists that the teacher oe
the "final authority" in the classroom .
.l:!!.&b·--"The teacher is the boss • . . and you• re

the aide, and if you want to develop a good working relationship, with the teacher, you should

do whatever she tells you to do. 11
Medium.--"Some teachers have a tendency to want
~the boss, the dominant one in the room.

This isn't necessarily so with the teacher that
I'm working with. I believe I have just as much
say-so in the classroom, as much authority, as
she does . • • . (Butl she is my supervisor, and
she is the head of the classroom. 11
Low.--"What I'm saying about the prestigeconscious [teachers) is that they want the aides
to do their bidding, but there's a feeling there
that • • . you're lower than I am, now, so you
stay in your place, She's the one that's not
gcing to let the aide suggest, or anything like
this. 'This is my room, this is my room only,
blah, blah, blah, and this is it!' But the kind
of teachers I'm used to working with, they're
open for suggestions and you're not a child,
you• ve got a mind of your own. 11
JOl
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J,

Degree to which the aide insists upon the importance
of obeying rigid role boundaries as established by
the teacher •
.!Jigj].--"You have to let them know that you're
w11Iing to do anything, just anything, whatever
she asks, that is, wash the boards, clean the
child's nose, or run an errand, or what have
you."
"First, find out what they want done, and how

they want it done and then try to do it. Personally, I never try to do her job, just mine.
I stay within what she wants done."

Medium,--"! think she (the aide) should work
~he children , • , so kids can get a little
bit more special attention for their needs, and

I would think that, ah, maybe she could suggest
maybe that they do these things together--the
cleaning and things--that maybe they could do
that together a little bit more and work with
the children [togetherJ more."
Low.--"We weren't hired to do maid's work I
C'e'rtain amount of paper worlt is necessary.

A

Now
the clerical work I wouldn't mind, but the maid's
job definitely is out! 11

4.

Degree to which the aide insists upon deferring to
the teacher in matters of controlling and disciplining
the children.
~.--"It's the
~and the aide

teacher's classroom.

She runs

has no authority to do anything
with the children. If the teacher wants the

classroom run a certain way and she's losing
control, then it has to come from a higher author-

ity than the aide to speak to her about it,"
Medium.--"If the teacher is letting the kids
run wild, then I'd say maybe she won't mind if
you step in and straighten them aut, but she
might mind, so look out • . . , 11
Low.--(Interviewera) ·~ you feel aides have

been given enough authority in controlling
and disciplining the children, or do you think
they should be given more? 11

(Teacher 1)

"I feel that there shouldn't be

any limit on it because sometimes they can
control the child or have a special way of

doing with the children where they can get
more out of them than the teacher. , • , So
I feel that an aide should be able to discipline like the teacher. 11
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5.

Degree to which the aide insists upon protecting the
image of the school (program, teacher, principal,
etc.), even when such "protection 11 may not be justified,
~.-- 1 'Yes, I live here, and now the white
teachers are from out there 1 and we see the
mothers all the time, when we go grocery shOpping or anywhere else. And most of them are
interested in what their children are doing, and
if they are having a problem • • • • As long as
it's not destructive criticism, you can tell
them what's going on, and it won't hurt anything.
But if you're going to talk about the teacher
and the board and the principal. that's not
helping anything. You're supposed to be ttying
to build them .!!(!. ab'O'Uttlie s;ystel ami atiou
tlieii'C'lii!C!Fe'n. ""\"ftalTCS m>ne. -Medlum.--11If he has a real big problem, like,
for 1nstance, using profanjty on the playground
or talking back to teachers, fighting with other
children, I'll tell the parents, 'Well, he's got
a problem, 1 and I would tell the parents what
the problem is. 11
Low.-- 11 I listened at a parent-teacher conferand the kind of working relationship she
had with the child, I just didn't have. And
me and the child, we were really cool. The kid
would come in the class and he wouldn't give me
any trouble, and he'd work, and he'd do this and
that, but the minute he 1 d get to her, I don• t
know what it was. It was, you know, just like
or. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde! And he would just go
berserk, you know. They would fight! They
would physically fight • • • • And, you know,
when she [the mother] asked-me, I couldn't cope
• • • because he just didn't treat me like that,
just didn't act that way with me. I said, 'That
isn't the way it is. That's how that child is
with you! With me he's totally different!'
And she [the teacher] really got upset with me,
you know. Sne said, 'You had no right to do
that.
If I say this child is this way, he's
this way! • • • • About that time was when she
stopped letting her aides work as teachers right
next door. She won't let her aides come to conference anymore either."

ence

6.

Degree to which the aide justifies her role in terms
of the teacher.
~·--"When you're an aide, you're just anythlng. 11
(Interviewer 1) 11 Anything the teacher wants you
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to do, you mean?"
(Teacherl) 11 Yes 1 you're an aide, an assistant

to the teacher, What she wants you to do-this is more or less what I think the idea of
the aides was--is to take over the work that
the teacher doesn't have time to do, whatever

that may be. •

Mediwn.--"Your first concern is the children,
because you're there for the children. You're

there to assist the teacher, but you are there
for the children,''
Low.--"In our program,

, our one teacher

'CO'Uldn' t get along wi thO'i:i't"'the aides,

It would

be too much work. 11

7•

Composite Rating~·
GS
Grateful Servants
TT
Tactful Tutors
CS = Cynical Servants
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TABLE I.--Aide authority-adjustment rating scale
(raw score·s, items 1-6; composite rating score, item 7)

#
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016

2
HML

HML

H M L

H

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

--x-x
-X
-x
-x
-
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APPENDIX G
LETTERS TO PRINCIPALS, TEACHERS, AND AIDES
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May 1, 1971

, teacher (or aide)
- - - Elementary School

===·

Michigan

Dear

As your principal, Ms.
, may have told you,
the Board of Education has approved a study on teacher,
teacher-aide relationships. The study calls for the
interviewing of a small sample of teachers and aides from
a number of elementary schools in the
area. Your
name has been selected at random for thls purpose.
The interview will take about 35-45 minutes, and
will be scheduled at a time convenient to you. Of course,
your name will not be used, and your school will not be
identified, All responses will be handled in a confidential manner.

Since you are working with an aide (or teacher), you
are in a unique position to provide other educators with
reliable knowledge. Your contribution will help to advance
knowledge in this area, and to improve teacher, teacheraide programs.
I will contact you in the near future to establish
an appointment time. If you have any questions about the
study, I will be happy to answer them at that time,
Sincerely,

John H. Natzke
Project Director
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May 1, 1971

, Principal
- - - Elementary School
Michigan

:==::,
Dear

A study of teacher, teacher-aide relationships has
recently been approved by the Board of Education. The
study calls for the interviewing of a small sample of
teachers and teacher-aides from a number of elementary
schools in the

area.

The names of

(num-

ber) teachers a~aides with whom they are working
were selected from the _ _ _ Elementary School.

The teachers and aides listed below will soon be
receiving a copy of the attached letter. Of course, I
will contact you before I contact them in order to establish appropriate appointment times. If you have any
questions about the study, I will be happy to answer them
at that time.
Sincerely.

John H. Natzke
Project Director
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